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`	 PREFACE
The objective of this study is to identify the technological and economic factors involved
in the implementation of a navigation/traffic control satellite system that would provide
for efficient and safe operation of aircraft and ships over ocean areas by 1975.
Organization of Final Report
The final report of the Navigation/Traffic Control Satellite Mission Study prepared bd"
RCA is comprised of four volumes.
Volume I is a summary of the study and presents in concise form the objectives and
results of the overall effort.
Volume II describes the candidate navigation/traffic control satellite systems which
were investigated and compared, and documents the performance and cost analyses
1-ti , hich were conducted in order to select a preferred system concept.
--	 Volume III presents the mechanization of the Yreferred system after detailed trade-offp
analyses of various alternatives for the major elements and subsystems. Preliminary
designs of the user equipments, spacecraft, and ground stations are described. The
results of aerformance analysis of the selected system, and cost estimates of anp	 Y	 Y	 s
operational system configuration are tabulated.
a
	
	
Volume IV describes (1) the critical technology areas requiring further development,
(2) a recommended experimental spacecraft and program for demonstrating the feasi-
bility of the system concept in an operational environment, (3) the economic factors
for developing and implementing the system for the North Atlantic and Globally, (4)
the expanded coverage and growth capabilities of the system, and (5) the additional
applications for which the system can be used.
f
Contributors to the Study
This report represents a concerted effort by RCA personnel from (1) the Systems
Engineering, Evaluation and Research (SEER) group, who led the technical effort and
performed the overall system's analyses; (2) the Astro-Electronics Division (AED),
who analyzed and designed the spacecraft and (3) the Aerospace Systems Division
(ASD), who analyzed and designed the user equipments.
The principal RCA participants 9n this study were Michael W. Mitchell, Program
Manager and Technical Director; Harry Rose and Leroy Tangradi, RF Design and
Communications; Brian Stockwell, Space System Design and Integration; Carl Heldwein
and Gerald Zerfas, User Equipments; William Lindorfer, Spacecraft Systems; Sajjad
Durrani, Phased Arrays; Frank Taylor, Space Communications; Alfred Smith, Signal
P^. ocessing; Morris Levinson, Error Analysis; and Jerome Barnla and Jack Breckman,
Corisultants.
Grateful acknowledgement is made for the suggestions and critiques of Mr. Ernest
Steele, NASA-ERC Technical Monitor, and Mr. Eugene Ehrlich of NASA, Headquarters.
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Section 1
MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
w
The primary requirement for this study was to configure a reliable, cost effective,
continuously operational, air traffic monitoring and control system for the North
Atlantic which could be implemented b 1975. To meet the "cost effective" goal,p	 Y	  a
the system would preferably be capable of providing passive or self-navigation services
to civil aviation and marine users who were not interested in or required to be part of
a traffic control network. The provision of additional services, such as voice and/or
data communication channels, collision avoidance and search and rescue, would en-
hance the systems importance to transoceanic transportation systems.
Table 1-1 lists the most important mission requirements which were investigated in
this study. The traffic projections were based on data supplied by NASA( 1 ) and the
JNSC report (2) . It was assumed that aircraft position determinations would be made
every 3 to 5 minutes for supersonic transports and every 10 minutes for subsonic air-
craft. Marine users were assumed to be passive subscribers, although there was no
limitation placed on the possibility of their becoming part of a traffic control network.
A position location accuracy of 1 nmi (1a) was considered sufficient for the nominal
system. However, a capability of 0.1 nmi accuracy would increase the system potential
by including geodetic and oceanographic user categories.
lw
TABLE 1-1. NAVIGATION/TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Item	 Requirements
I - Nominal
	
Geographic Coverage	 North Atlantic
System	 (from 20 ° N. La`.. to 70 °
N. Lat. )
Operational Availability	 Continuous (24 hr/day)
Position Location Accuracy
	
1nmi (1a)
Interrogation Interval	 5 secs (maximum)
Traffic Projection: 	 Year	 No.
Peak No. Aircraft 	 1975:	 190
1980:	 225
Peak Air Traffic
Fix Rate Per Hour	 1975:
	
1400
1980:
	
1800
Potential Merchant
Marine Users:
	
1975:
	
4300
Additional Services	 Voice and/or Data Com-
munication; Search and
Rescue; Collision Avoid-
ance
II - Growth	 Geographic Coverage	 Worldwide
Features
Position Location Accuracy 	 0. 1 nmi (1Q)
Traffic Expansion	 Evolutionary Growth*
*The term "evolutionary growth" refers to a gradual increase in system expend-
itures during expansion from North Atlantic to worldwide coverage (late 1970 1
 s)
and the avoidance of sudden obsolescence of user equipments during this or any
other growth phase.
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Section 2
IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The candidate systems were selected from a multitude of navigational alternatives in
which a satellite or satellites constituted known points of reference and RF sensors
were used to measure ranges, range-differences, angles, or combinations of 'These
:;-eometric parameters in order to locate a user at or near the surfaceof the earth.
Engineering judgment was used to narrow the field to only the most promising candi-
dates. The ultimate selection of the seven candidates listed below was arrived at by
joint agreement between representatives of NASA-ERC and RCA.
Measurement
Candidate System	 Parameters
I. Two Baseline Interferometer	 Angles
II. Spinning Interferometer 	 Angles
III. Swept Fan Beams	 Angles
IV. Synthetic Interferometer 	 Angles
V. Pulse Ranging	 Ranges
i
	
VI. Tone Ranging	 Ranges
VII. Hyperbolic Ranging 	 Range Differences
NK
Each of these systems is described in outline form in Section 2.2 with a sketch of the
basic system configuration; a table identifying the main elements in the ground stations,
satellite segment and user equipments; a list of the operations involved in a position
fix b-t r the traffic control center; and simplified block diagrams of the ground control
center Navigation/Traffic Control (Nav/TC) equipment, the satellite Nav/TC sub-
system, and the user equipments.
All of these systems were configured to primarily serve the traffic control function.
Each is comprised of (1) a ground control center where Nav/TC signals are generated
and transmitted to a satellite(s), (2) a satellite(s) v. ,hich relays the RF signal to a field
of users on or near the surface of the earth, (3) user equipments which process the
signal and transpond it back to the satellite(s) ('in some cases the user also transmits
a newly generated signal to the satellite(s) where it is relayed to the ground and proc-
essed for a position fix.
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Other service functions, such as voice, passive navigation, and increased precision
were examined from the viewpoint of the additional complexity and cost they would
entail if they were added to each of the systems. Early in the study, it became evident
that the mechanization of each system for the Nav/TC function alone provided sufficient
data for the ultimate selection of a preferred system. Those systems which exhibited
the greatest equipment complexity and risk were the least able to accommodate addi-
tional equipments for voice and passive navigation.
In order to effect an objective evaluation of each candidate, it became necessary to
establish a set of requirements and constraints for a baseline system. Table 2-1 lists
some important features which a baseline system must exhibit.
TABLE 2-1. REQUIRED FEATURES OF NAV/TC SATELLITE SYSTEM
•	 Independent Traffic Surveillance
• Minimum Data From User
• Altitude Data Accuracy of A-100 ft for Aircraft (Altimeter Required)
• Minimal User Equipment and Functions
• Low Cost User Equipment
• Hemispherical Beam User Antenna(s)
• Minimal Space System Complexity, Weight, etc.
Earth Coverage Satellite Antennas
• Computational System Located at Ground Control Center
• Ranging Incorporated in All Systems (GDOP Factors)
• Vo ice L ink Same for All Candidates and not Included in Compar i sons
The rationale for the items in Table 2-1 appears in the following paragraphs:
The FAA defines the basic traffic control system function as one in which the traffic
control center obtains position locations of aircraft independent of cockpit derived
position fixes. This was interpreted to mean independent of the system used by the
pilot for navigation purposes. The cockpit versus Nav/TC equipment interface may
not be entirely clean or separate. For instance, altimeter data for the TC center may
have to be obtained from an aircraft altimeter. In any event, it was recognized that
the Nav/TC user equipment must rely as little as possible on other aircraft instru-
mentation and be very reliable.
A navigation system designed to provide 1.0 nmi position (latitude and longitude) fix
accuracy will obviously not be able to provide the desired accuracy for aircraft alti-
tude in accordance with current or future separation standards (11000 ft). An aircraft
altimeter was included in every candidate system. An altitude accuracy measurement
of 100 feet appeared reasonable from a projection of current equipment capabilities.
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Thus, altitude data from the user to the ground control center (GCC) was incorporated
in the data link of every system.
	 This data was also utilized in the position fix opera-
°` tions whenever it seemed advantageous.
User functions were minimized to keep down equipment costs and complexity. 	 The user
equipment represents the only items which would be produced in quantity and sold on the
commercial market.
	
As such, the cost of the user equipment is important in the over-
all comparison of criteria.
	
Also, the user antenna was assumed to have hemispherical
beam coverage to avoid switching in mid-ocean passage.
Satellite Nav/TC designs were kept as simple as possible, consistent with the can-
didate system concept requirements and with high reliability considerations. 	 Earth
coverage antennas were postulated for all satellite designs.
Consistent with the above, the Nav/TC computational equipment for each candidate
system was placed at the GCC.
	
A range measurement from satellite to user was
incorporated in every angle measuring candidate system to avoid excessive geometric
dilution of precision (GDOP) in areas close to the horizon.
The postulated voice communication subsystem package was identical for each of the
candidate Nav/TC systems, and as such was not included in the comparisons since
the same penalty in power, weight, etc, accrued to each system.	 The final selection
verified that this approach was practical.
2.2	 CANDIDATE NAV/TC SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
2.2.1	 TWO BASELINE INTERFEROMETER (CANDIDATE NO. I)
In this system, a single satellite in synchronous equatorial orbit with 3-axis stabiliza-
tion provides a platform for two sets of orthogonal interferometers.
Each interferometer has a pair of antennas located a fixed distance apart (base length).
An RF signal transmitted by a user at or near the earth's surface enters the antennas,
and the relative phase difference of the arrived signal determines the angular direction
(cone of surface with the satellite at the apex) from whence it came. 	 Two interferom-
eters, preferably at right angles, are required to fully determine the direction of a
user.	 In order to obtain the required user position accuracy, the base length of the
"fine" interferometers are on the order of 300 feet. 	 A second set of interferometers
wit," short base lengths provide a "coy;rse" fix to eliminate ambiguities about the "lane"
,Y locat>.,on of the fine fix.
In this system, as in all the candidate systems, it is assumed that the location of the
satellite is known to within a fraction of a nautical mile. The least costly method of
satellite tracking, particularly in an operational environment, is to locate sets of
user equipments at known geodetic sites and to employ them as trilateration ranging
stations. A range measurement was incorporated in this system to accomplish the
trilateration function, and also to improve on the user position determination when
angle measurements alone resulted in excessive GDOP (particularly when the user
was close to the horizon as viewed from the satellite).
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This concept requires precise data on satellite attitude, interferometer baselength, and
phase delays along the interferometer arms. Four ground instrumentation stations
(IS) are required to accomplish these calibrations. These IS's are essentially user
equipments as in the trilateration stations.
A sketch of the system configuration appears in Figure 2-1, and Table 2-2 lists the
major subsystems and components. The sequence of operations for a position fix
appears in Table 2-3. Figures 2-2 through 2-5 are simplified schematics of the
Nav/TC subsystems at each of the link terminals.
SATELLITE
i
Figure 2-1. Two Base Line Interferometer
TABLE 2-2. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
TWO BASELINE INTERFEROMETER
I. Ground Stations
(1) One Traffic Control GCC
(2) Four Instrumentation Stations
(a) Four stations for interferometer attitude, interferometer base-
length, and phase delay calibrations of the interferometer booms
(b) Three stations for satellite tracking (trilateration ranging)
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TABLE 2-2. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR TWO
BASELINE INTERFEROMETER (Continued)
II. Satellite and Satellite Characteristics
(1) One Satellite at 40 ° W. L. in Synchronous Equatorial Orbit
(2) Two Pairs Interferometer Booms (4 DeHavilland Rods)
(3) Nine Antennas with Earth Coverage
(a) One data relay antenna (Includes ranging signal)
(b) Four fine resolution antennas (2 per interferometer)
(c) Four course resolution antennas (2 per interferometer)
(4) Nav/TC Relay and Electronic Processing Equipment (including sat.
tracking relays)
(5) Three Axis Stabilization Sub-System
(a) Gravity gradient, or
(b) Momentum wheels
(G) Solar Cells - Power Source
(7) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystems
(8) Station Keeping Subsystem
(9) 'Thermal Control Subsystem
111. User Equipment
(1) Receiver
(a) Data link for Nav/TC
(b) Ranging pulse (for transponding)
(2) Signal Processors
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging pulse
(c) Nav/TC signal
(3) CW Signal Generator Interferometer Signal Source
(4) Transmitters
(a) Data link for Nav/TC
(b) Ranging pulse
(c) CW signal burst
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TABLE 2-2. GENERAL NAV/ TC CONFIGURATION FOR TWO
BASELINE INTERFEROMETER (Continued)
(5) Antenna(s)
(a) L-band - hemispherical beam - receive
(b) L-band - hemispherical beam - transmit
IV. RF Characteristics
(1) Frequency
(a) Nav/TC data link - L-band
(b) Ranging pulse - L-band
(c) Interferometer. burst - L-band
(2) Signal Modulation
(a) Interferometer - CW
(b) Ranging -pulse
TABLE 2-3. NAV/TC OPERATIONS FOR TWO BASELINE
INTERFEROMETER
1. Ground Control Center (GCC) trans;alts a signal with a unique address code
to a particular user via the data link. Satellite relays the message after
frequency shifting.
2. User processes signal and activates transmitter.
3. GCC, after a very brief interval, sends ranging pulses to user via satellite
relay.
4. User transmits his code and altitude data, and then transponds ranging
pulses back to GCC via satellite relay.
5. User also transmits CW burst for interferometers on satellite. Signal
originates from user e , , iment.
6. Satellite interferomet. 1 i gnals are doppler corrected, amplified, fre-
quency shifted, modulLt ed onto a carrier, and transmitted to the ground.
Each interferometer pair preserves its phase information during signal
processing.
7. GCC maintains calibration checks of interferometer data via ground instru-
mentation centers.
S. GCC maintains ephemeris data of satellite.
9. GCC processes all signals and data for a determination of user position.
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2.2.2 SPINNING INTERFEROMETER (CANDIDATE NO. II)
This system concept resembles the previous one, except that a single interferometer is em-
ployed. Two-angle c'0te-,. L rnLnation of a user location is achieved by spinning the inter-
ferometer about an axis coincident with the local earth vertical. As before, an RF
signal transmitted by a user is received by the two antennas of the interferometer.
The relative phase of the arrived signal, modulated by the rotation of the interferom-
eter provides unambiguous data on the angle (cone with satellite at the apex and local
earth vertical as the axis) from whence the user signal came. The second angle is
obtained by relating the position of the iota ling interferoi ► ieter to earth coordinates
(e.g., the precise moment when the interferometer is aligned with the polar axis or
other convenie n t reference) since the spin modulation identifies two orthogonal posi-
tions of the interferometer relative to the user.
This concept requires precise data on satellite location and attitude, interferometer
baselength, interferometer rotation rate and or ientatic,il, and phase delays along the
interferometer arms. Four ground instrumentation stations (IS) are required to ac-
complish these calibrations. The IS's are essentially user equipments and can also
serve as trilateration stations for satellite tracking. Ranging was included in this
system, as well, to serve the trilateration function and to improve GDOP. A sketch
of the system configuration appears in Figure 2-6, and Table 2-4 lists the major sub-
systems and components, The s- quence of operations for a position fix are listed in
Table 2-5. Figures 2-7 through 2-10 are simplified schematics of the Nav/TC sub-
systems at each of the link terminals.
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TABLE 2-4. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
SPINNING INTERFEROMETER
I Ground Stations
(1) One Traffic Control - Ground Control Center
(2) Four Instrumentation Stations
(a) Four staticas for interferometer attitude, interferometer base
length calibration, and phase delay calibrations
(b) Three stations for satellite tracking by trilateration ranging
H Satellite
(1) One Satellite at 40 ° W. L. in Synchronous Equatorial Orbit
(2) One Pair Interferometer Booms (2 DeHavilland Rods) _b
(3) Rotating Interferometer Drive with Counter Rotating Mass to Counter-
act Rotational Momentum
(4) Three Antennas with Earth Coverage
(a) One data relay antenna (to include ranging signals)
(b) Two antennas for interferometer
(5) Nav/TC Relay and Electronic Processing Equipment (including satellite
tracking)
(G) Rotational Axis Stabilization Subsystem
(a) Gravity gradient, or
(b) Momentum wheels
(7) Solar Cells - Power Source
(8) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem
(9) Station Keeping Subsystem
(10) Thermal Control Subsystem
III User Equipment
(1) Receiver
(a) Data link for Nav/TC
(b) Ranging pulse
(2) Signal Processors
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging pulse
(c) Navigation/TC signal
F
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TABLE 2-4. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
SPINNING INTERFEROMETER (Continued)
(3) CW Signal Generator Burst - Interferometer Signal Source
(4) Transmitter
(a) Datalink for Nav/TC
(b) Ranging pulse
(c) CW signal burst
(5) Antenna(s)
(a) 8-GHz hemispherical beam (Nav/TC function)
(b) L-band for Nav/TC data link and ranging pulse
IV RF Characteristics
(1) Frequency
(a) Interferometer signals - 8 GHz
(b) Ranging pulse	 - L-band
(c) Data link	 - L-band
(2) Interferometer Signal Modulation - CW Burst
TABLE 2-5. NAV/TC OPERATIONS FOR SPINNING INTERFEROMETER
1. Ground control center transmits a signal with a unique address code to a
particular user via the data link. Satellite relays the message after fre-
quency shifting.
2. User processes signal and activates transmitter.
3. User transmits his code and altitude data to GCC via the satellite.
4. User also transmits a CW burst foi the spinning interferometer on the
satellite. Signal originates from user equipment.
5. Satellite interferometer receives user signal, and after demodulating,
amplifying, frequency shifting, and modulating onto a carrier, transmits
spin modulated signal to the GCC.
6, GCC maintains calibration checks of interferometer parameters via ground
instrumentation centers.
7. GCC maintains ephemeris data of satellite.
S. GCC processes all signals for a determination of user position.
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2.2.3 SWEPT FAN BEAMS (CANDIDATE NO. III)
This system employs a synchronous equatorial satellite as a platform for two rotating
fan beams which sweep the earth's surface. The ideal geometry for the fan beams is
to have the axes of rotation orthogonal to each other. For example, one fan beam
would sweep the earth from North to South and the other fan beam would have an East
to Nest sweep. However, to achieve some degree of design simplicity, a spacecraft
spinning about the pitch axis was employed and the two pairs of fan antennas, although
orthogonal to each other, are not orthogonal to the spin axis. Instead they are oriented
approximately 45 *and 135' to the spin axis and the fans which sweep the earth describe
a sliding as well as sweeping motion.
As in the previous cases, an RF signal is transmitted by a user for a sufficient interval
of time so that each fan antenna at the spacecraft receives the signal. The fan orien-
tation at the instant the signal enters the antenna is an indication of the direction of the
arrived signal. Each fan provides an angular coordinate for a user position determina-
tion.
This concept requires precise data on satellite location and attitude, fan antenna rota-
tion rate and orientation relative to earth coordinates. Three ground instrumenta-
tioli stations (IS) are required to accomplish these calibrations. The IS's are essentially
user equipments and also serve as trilateration stations for satellite tracking. As in
the previous cases, ranging was included in this system.
A sketch of the system configuration appears in Figure 2-11, and Table 2-6 lists the
major subsystems and components. The sequence of operations for a position fix are
listed in Table 2-7. Simplified schematics of the Nav/TC subsystems at each terminal
are shown in Figures 2-12 through 2-14.
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TABLE 2-6. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
SWEPT FAN BEAMS
I Ground Stations
(1) One Traffic Control - Ground Control Center
(2) Three Instrumentation Stations
(a) Two stations for satellite spin axis determination
(b) Three stations for satellite tracking by range trilaterations.
II Satellite and Satellite Characteristics
(1) One Satellite at 40 ° W. L. in Synchronous Equatorial Orbit
(2) Three Antennas
(a) Two fan beam antennas - approximately 1 ° to 2' by 20 °
(b) One earth coverage data antenna (to include ranging signal),
electronically or mechanically despun
(3) Nav/TC Relay and Processing Electronic Equipment (Including Satellite
Tracking Relays)
(4) Spin-Stabilization (Pitch Axis)
(a) Spinning fan beam antenna assembly
(b) Desj,-in portion including data link antenna and associated equipment
(5) Power Source - Solar Cells
(G) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem
(7) Station Keeping Subsystem
(8) Thermal Control Subsystem
III User Equipment
(1) Receiver
(a) Data link for Nav/TC
(b) Ranging pulse
(2) Signal Processors
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging pulse
(c) Signal burst for fan beams
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TABLE 2-6. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
SWEPT FAN BEAMS (Continued)
(3) Signal Generator - Signal Source for Fan Beam Receivers on Satellite
(4) Transmitter
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging pulse
(c) C«' signal burst
(5) Antenna(s)
(a) 8 GHz - hemispherical beam (Nav/TC)
(b) L-band for Nav/TC 4ata link and ranging pulse
IN' RF Characteristics
(1) Frequency
(a) Fan beam, Nav/TC - 8 GHz
(b) Ranging pulse	 - L-band
(c) Data link, Nav/TC - L-band
(2) Fan Beam Signal Modulation - CW Burst
TABLE 2-7. NAV/TC OPERATIONS FOR SWEPT FAN BEAMS
1. Ground control center transmits a signal with a unique address code to a
particular user via the data link. Satellite relays the message after fre-
quency shifting.
2. User processes signal and activates transmitter.
3. User transmits his code and altitude data to GCC via the satellite.
4. User also transmits a CW burst for the swept fan beams on the satellite.
Signal originates from user equipment.
5. Satellite swept fan beams receive user signal and transmit burst to GCC.
G. GCC maintains time vs. fan beam position information. A reference pulse
is generated when fan beams pass known ground instrumentation stations.
7. GCC compares time of user pulse with reference pulse.
8. GCC maintains ephemeris data of satellite.
9. GCC processes all signals and data for a determination of user position.
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2.2.4 SYNTHETIC (LONG BASE LINE) INTERFEROMETER (CANDIDATE NO. IV)
This system concept synthetically establishes a two-baseline interferometer with ex-
tended baselengths. Two moving satellites (relative to the earth's surface) are re-
quired, preferably moving orthogonal to each other. A user transmits a CW signal
for an interval of about one second. Each satellite monitors the received phase of
the user signal, and for a precise interval (At) (on the order of 1 second with an ac-
curacy exceeding a millisecond) determines the phase difference (®o) between the
start and the end of the monitor cycle. The product of the velocity (v) of a satellite
and At provides the interferometer baselength (d), and the measurement AO , deter-
mines the angular direction of the user (9) relative to the axis of the synthetic inter-
ferometer d. Angle 6 describes a cone of surface with the apex at the center of d.
Two satellites are required to provide two angular coordinates for a user position fix.
This concept requires precise data on satellite locations and vector velocities since
the interferometer geometry has to be accurately constructed from this information.
Three ground instrumentation stations (IS) at known geodetic locations are required to
accomplish these calibrations. The IS's are user equipments which also serve as
trilateration ranging stations. A sketch of the system configuration appears in Figure
2-15, and Table 2-8 lists the major subsystems and components. The sequence of
operations for a position fix are outlined in Table 2-9. Simplified block diagrams of
the Nav/TC subsystems at each terminal are shown in Figures 2-16 through 2-18.
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TABLE 2-8. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER
I Ground Stations
(1) One Traffic Control-Ground Control Center
(a) Two satellite tracking antennas (minimum)
(2) Three Instrumentation Stations for Satellite Tracking by Range Tri-
laterati.on.
II Satellite and Satellite Characteristics
(1) Simultaneous Visibility - Two satellites at medium or high altitude in
motion relative to the earth's surface and preferably traveling per-
pendicular to each other. Constellation of satellites required. Zonal
constellation of satellites required for minimum system.
(2) One Antenna per Satellite with Earth Coverage
(a) Data relay (including ranging signal relays to instrumentation
stations)
(b) Same antenna for interferometer signals
(3) Nav/ L C Relay and Electronic Processing Equipment, Including Satellite
Tracking (Ranging) Relays.
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4TABLE 2-8. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER (Continued)
(4) Attitude Control Subsystem - Spin Stabilization
(a) Pitch axis rotation
(b) Despun earth coverage antenna
I	 (5) Power Source - Solar Cells
(G) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem
(7) Station Keeping Subsystem
(8) Thermal Control Subsystem
III User Equipment
(1) Receiver
(a) Data lint: for Nav/TC
(b) Ranging pulse
(2) Signal Processors
(a) Data lint:
(b) Ranging pulse
(e) Interferometer CW signal
(3) CW Signal Generator - Interferometer Signal Source
(4) Transmitter
(a) Data link for Nav/TC
(b) Received ranging pulse
(c) CW signal bu.: st
(5) Antenna(s)
(a) L,-band hemispherical beam
IV RF Characteristics
(1) Frequency
(a) Nav/TC data link	 - L-band
(b) Ranging pulse	 - L-band
(c) Interferometer burst - L-band
(2) Interferometer Signal Modulation
(a) '^W
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TABLE 2-9. NAV/TC OPERATIONS FOR SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER
1. Ground control center transmits a signal with a unique address code to a
particular user via the data link. Satellite relays the message after fre-
quency shifting.
2. User processes signal and activates transmitter.
3. User transmits his code and altitude data to GCC via the satellite.
4. User also transmits a CW burst for both satellites. Signal originates from
user equipment.
5. Satellites receive user signal and relay to GCC after frequency shifting.
6. GCC measures phase differences corresponding to an interferometer sys-
tem located at each satellite.
7. GCC maintains ephemeris data of satellites.
8. GCC processes all signals and data for a determination of user position.
SAT "A"	 SAT 119"
I*	 REF & DATA CHANNEL TC COMPUTER
l
REF OSC.
	
MOO.
TIMING -'
DATA TO COMPUTER	 DEMOD
INTERFSROMETE q CIRCUITS
FILT.
N-PLEXER I	 ` N-PLEXER
TRANSMITTER
REC'R
VCO	 itt•.l PHASE DET. '---4p FREQ. TRAN. 1*-- AMPLIFIER
J O CARRIER DOPPLER
Z U) &P HASE	 REF OSC.	 SAME AS	 ^,O V	 DEMOD
N ^
	 REF OSC.
FILTER
i	 COMPUTER	 NAV/TC OUTPUTS &DISPLAYS
Figure 2-16. Ground Control Center Nav/TC Configuration
(Synthetic Interferometer)
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Figure 2-17. Satellite Nav/TC Configuration (Synthetic Interferometer)
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Figure 2-18. User Nav/TC Configuration (Synthetic Interferometer)
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r2.2.5 PULSE RANGING SYSTEM (CANDIDATE NO. V)
This system concert employs two synchronous equatorial satellites as stationary
platforms from which range measurements are made to a user. The ranging tech-
nique employed is to measure the time interval (At) required for an RF pulse to tra-
verse from a user to each satellite. Range is computed as the product of At and the
velocity of RF propagation (C). A range measurement from each satellite to a user
plus the user altitude (or distance from a geocentric reference) is sufficient for a posi-
tion fix. This conce,A requires precise data on the satellite locations relative to the
earth, and user altitude. Three trilateration stations (IS) at known geodetic locations
are required for satellite tracking. These are essentially user equipment packages.
A sketch of the system configuration appears in Figure 2-19. Table 2-10 lists the
f	 major subsystems and components. The sequence of operations for a position fix are
listed in Table 2-11. Simplified block diagrams of the Nav/TC subsystems at each
lint: terminal are shown in Figures 2-20 through 2-22.
SATELLITES
USERS
IS
GROUND CONTROL
CENTER	 IS	 INSTRUMENTATION
STATIONS	 IS
Figure 2-19. Radar Pulse Satellite Ranging Range-Range Measurements
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TABLE 2-10. GENERAL NAV /TC CONFIGURATION h'OR PULSE
RANGING SYSTEM
I Ground Stations
(1) One Traffic Control - Ground Control Center
(a) Two satellite tracking antennas
(2) Three Instrumentation Stations for Satellite Trailing by Range
Trilaterations
II Satellite & Satellite Characteristics
(1) Two Satellites at Approx. 10 ° W. L. and 70 ° W. L. in Synchronous
Equatorial Orbit
(2) One Antenna per Satellite with Earth Coverage for Data Relay and
Ranging Signals.
(3) Nav/TC relay and Processing Electronic Equipment (Sat. Tracking
Equipment is Synonymous with Nav/TC)
(4) Attitude Control Subsystem - Spin Stabilization
(a) Pitch axis rotation
(b) Despin earth coverage antennas
(5) Power Source - Solar Cells
(G) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem
(7) Station beeping Subsystem
(8) Thermal Control Subsystem
III User Equipment
(1) Receiver
(a) Data link for Nav/T C
(b) Ranging pulse (for transponding)
(2)	 Signal Processors
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging pulse
(3)	 Transmitter
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging pulse
(4)	 Antenna(s)
(a) L-band - hemispherical beam
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rTABLE 2-10. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR PULSE
RANGING SYSTEM (Continued)
IV RF Characteristics
(1) Frequency
(a) Data link - L-band
(b) Ranging pulse - L-band
(2) Ranging Signal Modulation - Pulse
TABLE 2-11. NAV/TC OPERATIONS FOR PULSE RANGING SYSTEM
1. Ground Control Center (GCC) transmits a signal with a unique address code
to a particular user via the data link. Satellite relays the message after
frequency shifting.
2. User processes signal and activates transmitter.
3. GCC, after a very brief interval, sends ranging signals to user via satellite
relay.
4. User transmits his code and altitude data to GCC via one satellite and then
transponds ranging signals back to GCC via both satellites.
5. GCC measures ranges from signal data.
G. GCC maintains ephemeris data of satellites.
7. GCC processes all signals and data for a determination of user position.
TC DATA INPUTS
Z FROM COMPUTER
ZQ
RFU REF. OSC. MOD, TRANS, N-PLEXERQ
Q
O
TO COMPUTER DATA RECEIVER
LL
PROCESSOR
W
TIMING
OSC, MOD, TRANS.
PULSE TIMING
FROM COMPUTER
U
JQ SIGNAL
FP:,UL
RECEIVERPULSE
TER ENVELOPE FRONT ENDDETECTORN
O U TPUTS
^	 COMPUTER &
Q
Z SIGNAL PULSE PULSE RECEIVER
PROCESSOR FILTER DETECTOR	
-4ENVELOPE FRONT END
Figure 2-20. Ground Control Center D,;av/TC Configuration (Pulse Radar
Satellite Ranging)
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Figure 2-21. Satellite Nav/TC Configuration (Pulse Radar Satellite Ranging)
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Figure 2-22. User Nav/TC Configuration (Pulse Radar Satellite Ranging)
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202. G CW RANGING SYSTEM (CANDIDATE NO. VI)
This system concept is identical to that of Candidate No. V with the exception that
range measurements are performed by measuring the relative phase of CW tones
modulated on an RF carrier. The phase difference between the signal leaving a user
and arriving at a satellite provides data for a determination of range. More than one
tone is employed to eliminate ambiguities arising from a repetition of phase angles
every tone cycle. A "coarse" and a "fine" tone were employed for this system to pro-
vide adequate resolution and precision.
Considerations relative to satellite location, user altitude and the use of trilateration
stations for satellite tracking are the same as in Candidate No. V.
A sketch of this system configuration appears in Figure 2-23, and Table 2-1.2 lists the
major subsystems and components. The sequence of operations for a position fix are
listed in Table 2-13. Simplified block diagrams of the Nav/TC subsystems at each
link terminal are shown in Figures 2-24 through 2--26.
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Figure 2-23. Tone Modulated CW Signal Satellite Ranging
- Range-Range Measurements -
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wTABLE 2-12. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
TONE RANGING
I Ground Stations
(1) One Traffic Control - Ground Control Center
(a) Two satellite tracking antennas
(2) Three Instrumentation Stations for satellite tracking by range trilatera-
tions.
II Satellite and Satellite Characteristics
(1) Two satellites at approx. 10 ° W. L. and 70 ° W. L. in synchronous
equatorial orbit
(2) One antenna per satellite with earth coverage for data relay and ranging
signals
(3) Nav/TC relay and processing electronic equipment (sat. tracking
equipment is synonymous with Nav/TC)
(4) Attitude Control subsystem - spin stabilization
(a) Pitch axis rotation
(b) Despun earth coverage antennas
(5) Power Source - solar cells
(G) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem
(7) Station Keeping Subsystem
(8) Thermal Control Subsyst--i-a
III User Equipment
(1) Receiver
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging burst (for transponding)
(2) Signal Processors
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging burst
(3) Transmitter
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging burst
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1 TABLE 2-12. GENERAL NAV/TC CONPIGURATION FOR
TONE RANGING (Continued)
(4) Antenna
(a) L-hand - hemispherical beam
IV RF Characteristics
(1) Frequency
(a) Data link - L-band
(b) Ranging burst - L-band
(2) Ranging Signal Modulation - Tone Modulated CW Carrier
TABLE 2-13. NAV/TC OPERATIONS FOR TONE RANGING
1. Ground Control Center (GCC) transmits a signal with a unique address code
to a particular user via tho data link. Satellite relays the message after
frequency shifting.
2. User processes signal and activates transmitter.
3. GCC continuously sends ranging signals to user via satellite relay.
4. User transmits his code and altitude data to GCC via one satellite and then
transponds ranging signals back to GCC via both satellites.
5. GCC measures ranges from signal data.
G. GCC maintains ephemeris data of satellites.
7. GCC processes all signals and data for a determination of user pos ition.
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Figure 2-24. Ground Control Center Nav/TC Configuration
(Satellite Ranging - Tones)
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Figure 2-25. Satellite Nav/TC Configuration (Satellite Ranging - Tones)
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Figure 2-26. User Nav/TC Configuration (Satellite Ranging - Tones)
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2.2.7 HYPERBOLIC (RANGE DIFFERENCE) SYSTEM - (CANDIDATE NO. VII)
This system concept ennploys three; or more satellites in synchronous orbits (so ar-
ranged as to provide zonal coverage) as platforms from which range difference meas-
urements are made to a user, As in candidate No. VI, CW tones modulated on an RF
carrier are us- `.o perform ^• annging measurements. In this case, however, C\V tones
transmitted b\ user arrive at a pair of satellites \% , here their respective tone phases
are compared. The phase differences are related to range differences between the
satellites and the user and describe hyperboloids of revolution (surfaces of position)
with each satellite at the focii. The intersection of two hyperboloids (ass^kming two
pairs of satellites) and a geocentric sphere corresponding to the user altitude will
provide a position fix. Ambiguities are resolved with multiple tones and a priori
knowledge of which hyperbola apply to a particular user.
This concept requires precise data on satellite locations and user altitude. Three
ground instrumentation stations (IS) at known geodetic locations provide a trilateration
network for tracking the satellites. A sketch of the system configuration appears in
Figure 2-27 and Table 2-11 lists the major subsystems and components. Position fix
operations are listed in sequence in Table 2 -15. Simplified block diagrams of the
Nav/TC subsystems at each terminal are shown in Figures 2-28 throu gh 2-30.
The significance of this concept is not apparent in a traffic surveillance mode because
it employs a relatively complicated way of determining user positions comps: ed to
Candidate VI. Its value lies in a passive navigation mode \\ ,here the user receives
satellite signals (which have been synchronized in phase) and is able to determine his
own pos ition ' without the need of a highly accurate stable clock.
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Figure 2-27, Range Difference Measurements
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CTABLE 2-14. GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
HYPERBOLIC RANGING
I Ground Stations
	 —	 -
(1) One Traffic Control - Ground Control Center
(a) Three satellite tracking antennas (minimum)
(h) Three instrumentation stations for satellite cracking by range
trilaterations
II Satellite and Satellite Characteristics
(1) Simultaneous Visibility - Three satellites properly arranged in syn-
chronous orbits provide reasonable GDOP geometries. A constellation
of 4 satellites in a Y configuration represents minimum need for North
Atlantic coverage.
(2) One antenna per satellitE with earth coverage for data relay and ranging
signals.
(3) Nav/TC relays and electronic processing equipment,, including satellite
tracking (ranging) relays.
(4) Attitude Control Subsystem. - spin stabilization
(a) Pitch axis rotation
(b) Despun earth coverage antenna
(5) Power Source - solar cells
(6) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem
(7) Station Keeping Subsystem
(S) Thermal Control Subsystem
III User Equipment
(1) Receiver
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging burst
(2) Signal Processors
(a) Data link
(b) Ranging burst, or
(c) Newly generated CW signal
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iTABLE 2-14. (.GENERAL NAV/TC CONFIGURATION FOR
HYPERBOLIC RANGING (Continued)
(3) Ranging Signal Generator (CW)
(4) Transmitter
(a)	 Data link for Nair/TC
gib)	 Received ranging burst, or
(c)	 Newly generated CW signal
(5) Antenna
(a)	 L-band hemispherical beam
IV	 RF Characteristics
(1) Frequency
(a)	 Data link - L-ba.nd
(b)	 Ranging burst - L-band
(2) Ranging Signal Modulation
(a)	 CW carrier w;th tones, or
(b)
	 Digital
TABLE 2-15. NAV/TC OPERATIONS FOR HYPERBOLIC RANGING
1. GCC transmits a signal with a unique address code to a particular user via
the data link. A satellite relays the message after frequency shifting.
2. User processes signal and activates transmitter.
3. User transmits his code and altitude data to GCC via the satellite.
4. User also transmits a CW burst for the satellites. Signal originates from
user equipment.
5. Satellites receive user signal and relay to GCC after frequency shifting.
G. GCC measures phase differences (range differences) of appropriate pairs of
satellites.
7.. GCC maintains ephemeris data of satellites.
S. GCC processes all signals and data for a determination of user position.
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2.3 SUMMARY OF GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS	 1
A summary of the candidate gross system characteristics appears in Table 2-16. From
a generalized comparison, it is evident that:
(1) A stationary navigational grid system associated with synchronous equatorial
satellites is preferable to a moving grid system associated with inclined or
otherwise non-stationary satellite orbits.
(2) The need for user velocity data presents a negative or undesirable factor.
(3) The fewer the satellites required the better, since system costs and reliability
	 u°
are strongly influenced by the satellite segment.
(4) The fewer the number of components for the user the better.
(5) The ground station variations do not influence the selection process to any
significant degree.
Table 2-17 shows a summary of the gross RF signal characteristics. The number of
RF signals which have to be processed and measured reflects on the complexity of the
candidate system. Candidate No. 1, the two baseline interferometer, requires a
relatively large number of signal measurements for both position fixes and satellite
interferometer calibrations. Candidate No. VII, which has the largest number of
satellites (3) involved in a position fix determination, also has a relatively large num-
ber of signal operations and measurements. The significance of the information in
Tables 2-16 and 2-17 are analyzed in some detail in the subsequent sections.
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Section 3
EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR SYSTEM SELECTION
The analysis and evaluation of the candidate systems was predicated on (1) the ability
to meet system performance; (2) the number and significance of equipment and
operational complexities which would provide low reliability or high risk of failure;
(3) the number and significance of critical technologies which would entail the need for
research, development and experimentation before feasibility could be proved; (4) the
power, weight and other requirements reflected in system costs; (5) the growth potential
of the system in meeting increasing traffic demands and additional services; (6) the
ease with which the system could be expanded from North Atlantic to worldwide coverage;
and (7) the prospects of manufacturing user equipments at relatively low cost.
A process of elimination was used to narrow the preferred choice down to a single
system. The selection evaluation commenced with the ground systems (where no can-
didate was rejected) and progressed to the space segment and user equipments in that
order. The results of analyses of the candidate systems mechanization and performance
are depicted in numerous tables and charts in Sections 4 and 5.
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Section 4
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, .'RADEOFFS AND DEVELOPMENT
4.1	 LINK ANALYSES
All of the candidate systems utilized RF links from (1) the ground control center (GCC)
to N satellite, (2) the satellite to a field of users, (3) a selected user to the satellite
or satellites, and (4) the satellite(s) to the GCC..
	 The links included forward and back-
ward data channels and the signals associated with the traffic monitoring or positiony fixing function.	 The norinalizing assumptions made in the link analyses for all of the
candidates were as follows:
1.	 The RF	 frequency forcarrier	 the GCC to satellite links was kept at L-band,
i.e. 1540 tc 1660 MHz for both the forward and the backward paths.
2.	 The nominal GCC antennas had a diameter of 20 feet, a gain of 37 dB, and a
half p ower beamwidth of 2.2%
3.	 The ranging and data links were at L-band.
4	 The satellites w	 a ntAn^+.=rere at synchronous altitude with an earth coverage 
_. , ._.^ns-
for the ranging and data link signals.
ri 5.	 The user had an upper hemisphere viewing antenna for all functions.
6.	 The total time for a transmission to (and also from) the user was 2 seconds.
This allowed a position fix rate capability of nearly 1800 per hour.
7.	 The links were considered operable at all times.
	 The worst-case analysis
for the GCC antenna occured when it was pointed 1irectly at the sun.
	 This
4 lasted about 7 days during each equinox and the effect was to increase the
system noise temperature by about 6 dB to a value of 11 dB.
	 This was taken
into consideration for those link analyses which were applicable.
An examination of Section 2, which describes the candidate systems, reveals that
several systems have similar links.
	 For the sake of brevity, the link analyses which
follow are grouped accordingly.
4. 1.1	 DATA LINKS FOR SYSTEMS I, II, IR and V
When a fix is required by the GCC, a data
- link message is initiated at the GCC and
transmitted to the satellite via a narrow beam, then broadcast by the satellite to the
total user population. Since each data
- link message contains the des! °eL
 users' unique
address, only he will respond automatically. The selected user retransmits his re-
ceived address along with any other pertinent data he wishes to convey to the GCC. By
timing the round trip of the data message, range information can also be extracted by
the GCC.
`-
i.
For the pulse modulation signals, all the receivers (satellite, user and control center)
have positive signal-to-noise ratios and hence can use non-coherent demodulation.
This has certain advantages since the same simple receiver can be used for the angle
measuring signals which are discussed in Section 4.1.3. The penalty paid for a simple
receiver is high peak transmitter power both at the satellite and at the user. However,
the average power at both places is modest because of the low duty factor of the
transmitters.
Non-coherent k^yed (on-off) carrier modulation was selected since this type signal
lends itself easily to a pulse ranging capability; the range measurement being made on
the total round-trip de.ay time of a specific pulse in the data link message. The
details of the ranging pulse are described in Section 4;.1.2.
Table 4-1 lists typical link parameters and values of the data channel from the GCC to
the user and back.
TABLE 4-1. POWER BUDGET - DATA LINK - SYSTEMS I, II, III, V
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are
tabulated below:
Value
CONTROL CENTER
Transmitter power (dB W) (peak - 3.2 watts)
	
5.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB)	 1.5
Antenna gain (dB)	 37.0
Rain and snow attenuation (dB)	 0.2
Effective radiated power, ERP (dB W)	 40.3
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) (1600 MHz) 	 190.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB)	 0.5
SATELLITE
* Antenna gain (dB) (at edge of beam, 3 dB down)
	
16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB)	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 	 1.0
Re%^eived RF power (dB)
	
-135.2
The satellite antenna gain is measured at the -3dB beans width for all of the
following link analyses even when not stated.
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TABLE 4-1. POWER BUDGET - DATA LINK - SYSTEMS I, II, III, V (Continued)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are
tabulated below:
Value
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK) 690.0
Effective sun temperature ( OK) 0.0
Total galactic noise temperature (OK) 2.0
Effective earth temperature (°K) 118.0
Total noise temperature (OK) 611.0
System noise figure (dB) 4.3
Nolse density (dB W/Hz) -199.7
* Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz) 100.0
Satellite noise power (dB W) -149.7
RF power/noise (dB) 14.5
Transmitter power (dB W) (710 W) 28.5
jl^ ntenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
ERP (dB W) 44.0
Effective radiated noise, ERN (dB W) 29.5
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
USER
Antenna gain (dB)	 2.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB)	 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 	 2.0
Received RF power (dB)	 -148.0
*See Section 4.1.2 on Ranging-Pulse Analysis
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iTABLE 4-1. POWER BUDGET - DATA LINK - SYSTEMS I, II, III, V (Continued)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are
tabulated below:
Value
USER NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature ( OK) 916.0
Total galactic noise temperature ( 0K) 2.0
Effective sun temperature (OK) 2.0
Total noise temperature ( OK) 920.0
System noise figure (dB) 5.0
Noise density (dB W/Hz) -199.0
Received noise from satellite (dB W) -162.5
Received noise density (dB W/Hz) -212.5
Total noise density (dB W/Hz) -199.0
Predetection noise bandwidth (KHz) 50.0
Predetection noise power (dB W) -152.0
RF power/noise (dB) 4.0
Past-detection signal/noise density (SINo) 51.0
Pulse duration, r (µs) 500.0
Data-filter bandwidth, fc, (fcr = 0.4) (Hz) 800.0
Filter SIN Loss (dB) 0.8
Signal/Noise (dB) 21.2
Signal Energy/noise density, E/No (dB) 17.2
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
USER
Transmitter power (dB W) (2.2 kw Peak)	 33.4
Antenna gain (dB)	 2.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 	 2.0
ERP (dB W)	 29.4
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TABLE 4-1. POWER BUDGET - DATA .LINK - SYSTEMS I, II, III, V (Continued)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and Ionospheric attenuation (dB) 	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power (dB W) -147.1
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Noise density (same as forward path) (dB W/Hz) 	 199.7
Satellite noise bandwidth (kHz) 	 100.0
Effective noise power (dB W^	 -149.7
Received RF power/noise dB 	 2.6
Transmitter power (dB W) (3.3 W) 	 5.2
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
	
1.0
Antenna gain (dB)	 16.5
ERP (dB W)	 18.8
ERN (dB W)	 16.3
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 	 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB)	 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB)	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB)	 1.0
Received RF power (dB W) 	 -136.2
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tTABLE 4-1. PO'S'ER BUDGET - DATA LINK - SYSTEMS I, II, III, V (Continued)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
* CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
T
System noise figure (dB)
System noise density (dB W/Hz)
Received noise density fron satellite (dB W/Hz)
Total noise density (dB W/Hz)
Post detection Signal/total noise density
(dB W/Hz)
Pulse Duration, r (microsecond)
Data-filter bandwidth, fc (fcr = 0.4) (Hz)
Filter loss (dB)
Signal/noise (dB)
Signal energy/noise density, E/No (dB)
3. 3**
-200.7
-188.7
-188.3
52.1
5 00. 0
800.0
0.8
21.3
17.3
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EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB) 	 4. 0**
Receiver noise temperature (OK)	 624.0
Solar noise temperature (OK)	 3600.0
System noise figure (dB)	 10.9
Received noise density from satellite 	 -188.7
(dB W/ 11z)
Total noise density (dB W/Hz)	 -187.4
Filter Loss (dB)	 0.9
Signal energy/noise density, E/No (dB) 	 16.4
* The effect of the control center antenna pointing directly at the sun, which
occurs at the spring and fall equinodes for about a 7-day period with the
maximum duration during any one day about 8 minutes, is not included
here, but is included under the next heading, "Effect of Sun."
**See Vol. III Section 2.2. 3.2 CW System Performance Parameters.
t
14.1.2 RANGING PULSE LINK FOR SYSTEMS I, II, III and `'
As stated previously, one of the data link bits can be used to provide round-trip range
information to the ground control center. It should be a bit that is fixed, i.e. , one
that does not change from message to message. Figure 4-1 shows the ranging pulse
as the end of the data link message. The important parameters involved ill 'o, i ag a
"rectangular" pulse for range resolution (o-R) are: rise time and signal-to-noise.
That is: Or R 
-	
tr
 2	 s (leading or trailing edge measurement only)
where:	 ON
(T13, = the rms range error
C = the speed of light
t	 = the rise time
r
S = the signal/noise power ratioN
The rise time, tr, is limited by the bandwidth (B) of the IF amplifier stages so that
tr = 1/B. Designating the pulse width as r, and utilizing both leading and trailing
edges of the pulse we have:
^	 r 1/2
R = 4B E
No
where:
E/No
 = the signal energy to noise spectral density.
END OF MESSAGE "10"START
	 16-BIT
SYNC	 PULSE	 ADDRESS	 TYPE	 I
-^	 MESSAGES
	 RANGING(WITH PARITY)
	 PULSE
	
11	 21
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
	 25	 30	 198 199 200
TIME IN HITS
	
	 TIME = 2 SECONDS
BIT RATE = 100 bps
Figure 4-1. Typical ATC Data-Message Format
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From the daL Iii-d- analysis (forward path - at the user):
B	 - 50 f...H7
T	 - 5O0µ s
EN = 17.2 dB =52.5
0
On the basis of these link parameter values
0_R = 0.642 mil<'.
Taking into account system range errors and GDOP factors, 6R should not exceed ap-
proximately 0.2 to 0.3 miles. From the range error formula the pulse-width would
have to be reduced to about 50 µs tc meet the required range resolution. In order
to maintain the same E/N o the peak transmitter power at the satellite would have to be
increased by approximately 10 dB to a value of 7 kW. Such high peak power space-
approved transmitting devices do not yet exist.
However, there are methods of obtaining the desired range resolution without having
to resort to higher peak power. One such method that is well documented in the
literature is pulse compression,* also known as CHIRP.
Basically, a long rectangular pulse of width T is inputted to a frequency modulator
causing the frequency of the carrier to shift linearly from f1 to f 2 during the pulse
duration at a constant power level P T . Upon reception, the FM signal is made to pass
through a frequency dispersive filter. The filter is characterized by a velocity of
propagation delay that is frequency dependent.
The pulse out of the filter has a width that has been reduced by a factor of BT, the pulse
compression ratio, while the pea l,, power of the pulse has been increased by the same
ratio, i.e. BT. The effective bandwidth of the signal, B, is approximately f 2 -f1 , so
that the width of this pulse is 1/0241). For a BT product of 10 the peak power is
increased by the 10 dB, meeting the increase required, and the compressed pulse
width T is T/10.
In order to insure that the range resolution will not be degraded because of the imper-
fections in the pulse-forming network, a compression ratio of 20 was selected. This
value permits an. effective loss 3 dB in the pulse-forming network.
In order to simplify the user equipment requirements, pulse compression was used on
the whole data link message in addition to the ranging pulse.
A brief description of the sequence of events leadin g to a range measurement follows.
The data message to a particular user is formed at the control center. The message
consisting of 500 -has rectangular pulses for a mark and no pulse for a space. This
data stream is fed into a low-power-level frequency modulator (see Figure 4-2) causing
*M. I. Skolnik, "Introduction to Radar Systems," McGraw Hill, 1962, pp. 4--3-498.
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DIPLEXER	 INAL POWERAMPLIFIER
HIGH LEVEL
MODULATOR
CAR, ON/OFF
LOW LEVEL H FREQUENCYPOWER
	 MODULATORAMPLIFIER
DATA-LINK
GENERATOR
CLOCK
PULSE TRANSMITTER
PULSE COMPRESSION RECEIVER
	 i
RF	 IF	 PULSE	 ENVELOPE
AMPLIFIERS	 MIXER	 AMPLIFIERS H COMPRESSION	 DETECTORFILTER
DATA
AMPLIFIER
OSCILLATOR I	 TO DATA-LINK
CONVERTER
Figure 4-2. Pulse Compression Transmitter/Receiver
(Control Center and User)
the carrier to shift from fl
 to f2
 during a mark and no shift during a space. In
addition, a signal is sent to the ranging clock when the range pulse starts and stops.
The FM signal is amplified by the low level and the high level power amplifier
stages. The final power amplifier is also keyed on (mark) and off (space) by the
data stream.
The signal is then directed to a satellite(s) by means of a high-gain antenna. The
satellite amplifies and frequency-translates the received signal and broadcasts it
to the total user population in view; the bandwidth of the satellite is wide enough to
insure a fixed (and known) time delay to the signal.
Upon reception by the user the RF signal is amplified and then fed into the pulse-
compression filter (see Figure 4-2). The pulsed RF at the filter output has been
reduced from a width of 500 ,us to 25 A s while the peak power out of the filter has
been increased by a factor of 20 over the input power. The signal is then demodulated.
Upon reception of the user's address, the message is processed and the ranging
3	 pulse is broad-band demodulated to preserve rise-time. The user then transmits his
own message back and adds the ranging pulse at the end of the message. Modulation
and transmission is identical to that at the control center, except for power levels.
The satellite, as before, amplifies and frequency shifts the signal and broadcasts it
back down to the earth. Demodulation at the control center is identical to that at the
user. Upon reception of the range pulse leading and trailing edges, the range clock
is stopped and the range (2-way) is determined.
This procedure is identical for Systems I, II, III and V.
-	
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14.1.3 SYSTEM I - TWO BASELINE INTERFEROMETER - ANGLE MEASUREMENT
Upon reception of the data link message and range pulse, the user automatically turns
on an unmodulated RF transmitter of known frequency, for approximately 2 seconds.
'Phis signal is received at the satellite by 2 sets of orthogonal antennas, a "course"
and a "fine" interferometer set. The signals are then multiplexed as shown in
Figure 4-3. It can be seen that the received signal, in each boom, is amplified and
translated to 30 MHz by equipment located at the end of the boom. This is done to
avoid the signal loss due to the long length of cable (over 100 feet) in each boom. The
left-hand signal is mixed with a 20 MHz signal to obtain a 10 MHz CW signal with the
desired phase information (1542 MHz phase). The right- 1 ind signal is mixed with a
20.005 MHz signal to obtain a 10.005 MHz CW signal with the phase information of
the right-hand boom retained. The signals received by the other pairs of antennas
are treated in a similar manner; and finally all 8 signals are linearly added and the
composite signal is shifted up to the L-band frequ.e:.,y of 1600 MHz and transmitted
to the ground where it is demodulated and processed for angle measurement
determinations.
1542 MHz	 1542 MHz
TD.A	 I	 I	 TDA
X27	 I	 I	 X27
30 MHz	 30 MHz
PREAMP	 PREAMP
56 MHz	 56 MHz
FILTER	 FILTER
30 MHz	 30 MHz
FILTER	 FILTER
CABLE IN	 CABLE IN
BOOM
56 MH7___^___F_
BOOM
OSC.
30 MHz	 30 MHz
FILTER	 FILTER
BUFFER
20 MHzI	 5 kHz
OSC.	 REFERENCEOSC.
SSB
FILTER "0010.005 MHz
10 MC IF
1590 MHz
1600 MHz
TRANSMITTER
- 1	 31
TO GROUND STATION
Figure 4-3. Basic Satellite Interferometer Equipment
Per Pair of Antennas
t
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The following table is a link analysis of the angle determining link from the user to
the control center.
As shown in the link analysis (Table 4-2) the subcarrier signal-to-noise ratio at the
control center is 28.4 dB, which occurs when the satellite is passing before the sun
during the equi .oxen,
TABLE 4-2. POWER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING
LINKS - SYSTEM I
Value
USER
Transmitter power (dB W) (4.0 kW)
	 36.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
	 2.0
Antenna gain (dB)
	 2.0
Effective rcdiated power, ERP (dB W)
	 36.0
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) (1600 MHz)
	 190.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB)
	 0.5
SATELLITE
,Antenna gain (dB) (-3 dB beam edge) 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power (dB)
-140.5
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK) 686.0
Effective sun temperature ('0K) 0.0
Total galactic noise temperature (OK) 2.0
Effective earth temperature (OK) 117.0
Total noise temperature (OK) 810.0
System noise figure (dB) 4.5
yam.
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TABLE 4-2. POWER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING
LINKS - SY ST.4'M I (Continued)
Value
SATELLITE NOISE POWER (Cont.)
Noise density (dB W/Hz) -199.5
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz) 90.0
Satellite noise power (dB NV) -150.0
RF power/noise (dB) 9.5
Transmitter power (dB W) (1.5 W) 1.8
AM Modulation Factor (per subcarrier, 8 total) 1C
AAA Modulation Factor (peak) 80C'"c.
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
ERP (dB W) 16.8
ERN (dB W) 7.3
PROPAGATION
Path Loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB) 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power (dB W)
-138.2
* CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)	 3.3
System noise density (dB W/Hz)	
-200.7
This part excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing
directly at the sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for
about a 7-day period with the maximum duration during any one day
about 8 minutes. The solar effect is included under the next heading,
"Effect of Sun."
*
TABLE 4-2. POWER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING
LINKS - SYSTEM I (Continued)
Value
CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER (Cont.)
Received noise density from satellite (dB W/Hz) -197.2
Total noise density (dB W/Hz) -195.4
RF Power/total noise density (dB W/Hz) 57.2
Predetection carrier noise bandwidth (K1fz) 200.0
Predetection carrier/noise (dB) 4.2
Subcarrier noise bandwidth (Hz) 1.0
Subcarri.er signal/noise (dB) 33.7
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB) 4.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK) 624.0
Solar noise temperature (OK) 3600.0
System noise figure (dB) 10.9
Received noise density from satellite -191.2
(dB W/Hz)
Total noise density (dB W/Hz) -191.7
Increase in noise due tf.,) sun (dB) 3.7
Predetection carrier/noise (dB) 0.5
** Subcarrier signal/noise (dB) 28.4
** The SIN is degraded by 1.6 dB due to the square-law nature of the
detector.
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For this 51N, the rms phase error is:
1	 = 2.69 x 10 radian = 1.54 `'
C2- 
	 2 x iiJ0
This is the eiectric.al phase error; for the geometrical phase error a-0 , we use the
interferometer equation:
^O = 2 rr D s ^,, o'
where: D is the booth length
and:
	
n is the el ,.-ctrical wavelength
For D = 100 me , , rs q nd X = 0.186 meters (frequency 1600 MHz) we have:
010 = 8.02 x 10 -6 rad = 4.60 x 10 -4 degree.
For a subtended angle of 17.12' (the earth as seen from a satellite at synchronous
altitude), an rms space angle error at the satellite subpoint corresponds to a range
error, a- 1,, of 0.184 nmi.
This value must be multiplied by 	 since there are two independent angle measure-
ments involved (one from each of the two, 100-meter orthogonal, antenna booms). In
addition, since the user will net be at the satellite sub-point for North Atlantic service,
a geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) multiplier must be included. For a GDOP of
3 the rms position error clue to the sigial to noise only is: 3 V_2 x 0.184 nmi
= 0.782 nmi
For an ultimate rms position error of 1 nmi all the other random errors can contribute
no more than Vi - (0.78	 = 0.623 nmi. A discussion of the other sources of
errors appears in Appendix 4.1.3-A.
4.1.4 SYSTEM Il - SPINNING INTERFEROMETER - ANGLE MEASUREMENT
A ranging and data link similar to System I was utilized for the Spinning Interferometer
System.
For the angle-angle measurements, only one interferometer boom is required. The
satellite is made to spin at a constant rate so that the antennas (mounted on each end
of the boom) are spinning about an axis that is normal to the local satellite-earth
vertical. The link is again from the user, who transmits a CW X-band (8000 MHz),
high powered (78 kW) signal to the satellite (y, sia an upper-hemisphere coverage antenna)
for a duration of 2 seconds. The signal is at X-band in order to keep the boom fairly
moderate in length (about 60 feet). The signals at each end of the boom are `..hen
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multiplexed as shown in Figure 4-4 (similar to Figure 4-3 of System I) and sent down
to the control center at an L-band carrier frequency (1558 MHz). The block diagram
has a block labelled AFC and another block labeled 40 MH7 VXO. These are used to
correct for any doppler and/or user frequency error sothat the phase difference
between both antennas is effectively referenced to the nominal input frequency of
5016 Alliz. The AFC block is essentially a 30 MHz crystal discriminator, followed by
a low-pass filter and a JC amplifier. The VXO is a voltage-controlled crystal
oscillator with a nominal center-range frequency of 40 MHz. It is desirtable that the
sweep range of the VXO be as large as possible consistent with drift and thermal-
effect requirements. The sweep range is directly proportional to the nominal series-
resonant frequency of the crystal and inversely proportional to the square of tile
operatiiig mode of the crystal, i.e. a 3-mode (3rd overtone) crystal has 1/9 the sweep
range of a 1-mode (ftuidamental) crystal. However, the state-of-the-art for quartz
crystals limits fund.--mental mode frequencies to a maximum of 40 MHz because of the
extreme thinness requirements of the quartz slag above 40 MHz.
Figure 1-4, Basic Satellite Interferometer Equ.;.piner;,1,-
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An analysis of the frequency correction loop parameters that are required to maintain
the total ground position error to 1 nautical mile, or less, is shown in Appendix
4.1.4-A.
The link analysis for System II is shown in Table 4•-3. It is to be noted that the user-
satellite link operates at a frequency of 8016 MHz (X•-band), the two subcarriers AM
modulate the main carrier at a modulation factor of 40% each, and the satellite to
control center link operates at a frequency of 1558 MHz (L-bband).
TABLE 4-3. POWER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING LINKS - SYSTEM II -
ANGLE-ANGLE (SPINNING INTERFEROMETER)
Value
USER
Transmitter power (dB W) (peak) (78 KW)	 48.9
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 	 1.0
,.ntenna gain (dB)	 3.0
Effective radiated power, ERP (dB W) 	 46.9
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) (frequency = 8 GHz)	 203.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB) 	 0.4
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB)	 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 	 1.5
Antenna Coupling loss (dB) 	 0.5
Received RF power (dB)	 -•142.0
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 	 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK)	 680.0
	 , T
Effective sun temperature (OK)	 0.0
Total galactic noise temperature (OK)	 0.0
Effective earth temperature (OK)	 40.0
Total noise temperature (OK)	 720.0
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`TABLE 4-3. POWER BUDGET.' - ANGLE MEASURING LINKS - SYSTEM II -
ANGLE-ANGLE (SPINNING INTERFEROMETER) (Continued)
Value
SATELLITE NOISE POWER (Cont.)
System noise figure (dB) 4.0
Noise density (dB W/Hz)
-200.0
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz) 90.0
Satellite noise power (dB W) -150.0
* RF power/noise (dB) 8.5
Transmitter power (dB W) (1.5W) 1.7
Subcarrier modulation factor 40cl .
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
ERP (dB W) 16.6
ERN (dB W) 8.1
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) (f = 1600 MHz) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attv.,ination (dB) 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB)
	 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
	 1.0
Received RF power (dB W)
	
-138.4
' Must be greater than 8 dB to meet the FM threshold requirements
for the AFC loop.
l-
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TABLE 4-3. PONVER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING LINKS - SYSTEM II -
ANGLE-ANGLE (SPINNING INTERFEROMETER) (Contiru; dl
Value
* CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)	 3.3
System noise density (dB «'/Hz)
	
--200.7
Received noise density from satellite (dB k" /Hz)	 -196.4
Total noise density (dB W/Hz)	 -194.8
RF Power/total noise density (dB W/Hz)
	 56.4
Subcarrier noise bandwidth (KHz) 	 10.0
Subcarrier/noise (dB)	 8.4
Signal noise bandwidth (Hz)	 100
Signal/noise (dB)
	 28.4
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB)	 4.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK)	 624.0
Solar noise temperature (OK)	 3600.0
System noise figure	 10.9
Received noise density from satellite ( OK)	 -196.4
Total noise density (dB W/Hz)
	 -191.3
Increase in noise due to sun (dB)
	 3.5
Signal/noise (dB)	 24.9
* This part excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing
directly at the sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for
about a 7-day period with the maximum duration during any one day
about 8 minutes.
The required SIN for a ground position error of approximately 1 nmi is 23.1 dB (see
appendix 4.1.4. -A). This value is met even in the case of strong solar noise, as
shown in the preceeding link analysis.
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The resultini^ signal from the spinning interferometer is a distorted sine wave that
contains a measurement of the geometric angle from the satellite subpoint to the user
and an azimuth angle to the user. The latter is determined by the time difference
between a fiducial signal and when the fundamental component of the sine wave is at a
maximum amplitude. Details of this analysis appears in Appendix 4.1.4-A.
4.1.5 SYSTEM III - SWEPT FAN-BEAM - ANGLE MEASUREMENT
A ranging and data link similar to Systems I and II was utilized for the, Swept Fan
Beam System. For the angle measuring function, two orthogonal fan beams sweep
the earth at a precise and known rate: for example, one antenna beam sweeps the
earth in a North to South direction while the other sweeps from East to West. The
instant that both beams reach the satellite sithpoint a fiducial signal is broadcast to
the field of users and to the GCC. In the passive navigation mode the user would
measure the time delay between the timing signal and the instant that his own antenna
is illuminated by each of the swept fan beams of the satellite. Knowing the satellite
subpoint, the user can theoretically determine his position to whatever accuracy
desired by integrating as many sweeps of each satellite antenna beam as required.
The configuration used in this analysis, however, is a traffic surveillance mode, and
the roles of signal source and signal receiver are interchanged. That is, the
transmitter is located on the user craft and the receiver is on the satellite. Upon
reception of the data link message the user transmits a 8 GHz pulse for 2 seconds. Each
antenna, at the satellite, i.e.  North-South and the4
 East-West antennas, would receive
the signals as each sweeps past the user signal thus giving a 2-dimensional determina-
tion of angular displacement of the user from the satellite subpoint (the satellite
subpoint is, of course, well known at the control center) . Upon reception the satellite
translates each signal to L-band and transmits it to the ground control center. Signal-
to--noise is sufficiently high to permit non-coherent reception of the signals at the
satellite and control center.
Table 4-4 is a link analysis of this system. It is the one-way path from user to
control center via the satellite. Again ranging has been added in the form of a bit on
the data link Message.
TABLE 4-4. POWER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING LINKS -
SYSTEM III - FAN BEAMS
Value
USER
Transmitter power (dB W) (92 kW peak)
	 49.6
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
	 1.0
Antenna gain (dB)
	 3.0
Effective radiated power, ERP (dB W)
	 51.6
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TABLE 4-4. POWER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING LINKS --
SYSTEM III - FAN BEAMS (Continued)
Value
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) (frequency = 8 GHz) 	 203.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB)	 0.4
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) (102' x 0.6 ° beam dimensions) 	 27.1
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 	 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 	 1.0
Received RF power (dB)	 -127.2
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK) 790.0
Effective sun temperature (OK) -
Tota.l galactic noise temperature (OK) -
Effective earth temperature (OK) 30..0
Total noise temperature (OK) 820.0
System noise figure (dB) 4.5
Noise density (dB W/Hz) -199.5
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz) 90.0
Satellite noise power (dB W) -150.0
RF power/noise (dB) 22.8
Transmitter power (dB W) (81.5 W) 19.1
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 1.0
Awlenna gain (dB) 16.5
ERP (dB W) 34.6
ERN (dB W) 11.8
`A
5
z
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TABLE 4-4. PO\'i'ER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING LINKS -
SYSTEM - FAN BEAMS (Continued)
Value
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) (frequency = 1600 Ml-iz)	 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 	 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB)	 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 	 1.0
Received RF (dB W) 	 -120.4
*CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)
	 3.3
System noise density (dB W/Hz)	 -200.7
Received noise density from satellite (dB W/Hz)
	
-192.7
Total noise density (dB W/Hz) 	 -192.0
RF Power/total noise density (dB W/Hz)
	 72.3
Predetection carrier noise bandwidth (KHz)
	 90.0
Predetection carrier/noise (dB)	 22.8
** Effective pulse bandwidth (KHz)
	 80.4
Number of pulses received
	 3
Effective signal/noise density (dB/Hz) 	 77.1
* This part excludes the effect of the control center antenna, pointing
directly at the sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for
about a 7-day period, with the maximum duration during any one
day about 8 minutes.
**See Appendix 4.1.5-A. Satellite BW = Control Center BW = 90 kHz.
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TABLE 4-4. POWER BUDGET - ANGLE MEASURING LINKS -
SYSTEM - FAN BEAMS (Continued)
Value
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB)	 4.0
Receiver noise temperature ( OK)	 624.0
Solar noise temperature (OK)	 3600.0
System noise figure (dB)
	 10.0
Received noise density from satellite
	 -186.5
(dB W/Hz)
Total noise density (dB W/Hz)
	
-185.6
Increase in noise due to sun (dB)
	 0.7
Effective signal/noise density (dB/Hz)
	 76.4
The geometry for the ground position error for System III is shown in Figure 4-5.
Applying the values shown in this figure and the law of sines, it was deduced that a
fan beam of 0.6 ° width would cover a distance (®s) of 301 nmi on the earth's surface
at a latitude (a) of 45'. To limit the overall position error of the user to 1.0 nmi, it
is necessary to constrain each of the fan beam errors (ER, ) to approximately 0.7 nmi.
The relationship of signal to noise (SIN) to beamwidth resolution or beam splitting,
taking into consideration the leading and trailing edges of the pulse, is:
S_ 1 D S)2 
	 1 301 2= (430)2
N 4 R
	 4	 .7
S = 46.6 dBN
The video bandwidth B of the pulse is equal to the spin-rate of the satellite antenna
Ws 100 x 360divided by the narrow beamwidth of the antenna; i.e., B= AO	 60 x 0. G - 1000 Hz
The resulting signal to noise spectral density
S _ S	 F
x N N0
= 76.6 dB/Hz
The link analysis shows this value of S/No is available even when the control center is
	
m
'.00king at the sun.
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P	 = The slant range from the user to the satellite = 20,546 nmi
AS = The ground distance covered by the fan beam (narrow side)
6	 = The angular displacement of the user as seen from the satellite.
8® = The angular increment at the satellite resulting from AS
a	 = The geocentric distance of the satellite - 22,830 nmi.
Ws	 = The angular spin-rate of the satellite - 100 rpm.
Q	 = The latitude of the user (45 0
 in this example)
r	 = Earth radius = 3435 nmi,
Figure 4-5. Satellite-Earth Geometry - System III
4.1.6 SYSTEM IV - SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER - ANGLE MEASUREMENT
The links utilized in this system are similar to the CW carrier with side tone modula-
tion used for Systems VI and VII. As a matter of fact, the data link and ranging
signals are identical to System VI and are described in Section 4.1.8. The "synthetic"
angle measurements, however, use the L-band carrier frequency as the fine tone.
Upon receiving a data message with his unique address code the user transmits a
two second burst of CW signal. The satellites relay this signal, after frequency
sidestepping, to the GCC. The GCC monitors the phase of the CW signal for a
discrete period of time (At) (on the order of 1 second) noting the number of phase
crossings and the phase angle difference between the beginning and the end of the
measurement period.
The interferometer base length is equal to the product of the satellite velocity (v)
relative to the earth's surface and At. The number of phase crossings determines the
navigational lane and the phase angle difference provides the line of position (LOP)
within that lane. It is assumed that the satellite ephemeris is known to the GCC.
The link analysis for the interferometer signal, i.e. the R. F. carrier is shown in
Table 4-5. It is to be noted that link .originates at the user (ore-way, back-link).
.,
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TABLE 4-5. POWER BUDGET- ANGLE MEASURING LINKS - SYSTEM IV
SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER
Value
USER
Transmitter power (dBW) (20 W)	 13.0
Antenna gain (dB)
	
2.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
	
2.0
ERP (dBW)	 13.0
Effective radiated noise density (dBW/Hz)	 -21.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and Ionospheric attenuation (dB)
	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power (dB) -163.0
Satellite Noise Power
Noise density (dBW/Hz)
-199.0
Satellite Noise Bandwidth (kHz) 100
Effective noise power (dBW)
-149.0
Received RF power/noise (dB) -14.0
Transmitter power (dBW) (10 W) 10.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
ERP (dBW) 11.4
ERN (dBW) 25.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
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TABLE 4-5. PONVER BUDGET — ANGLE MEASURING LINKS — SYSTEM
IV SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER
Value
CONTROL CENTER
:Antenna gain (dB)	 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB)	 1.0
Received RF power (dBl%)	 -143.4
*CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)
	
3.3
System noise density (dBNV/Hz) 	 -200.7
Received noise ulensity from satellite (dBNV/Hz)
	 -179.4
Total noise density (dBW/Hz) 	 -179.4
RF Power/total noise density (dBW/Hz)
	
34.0
Post detection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz)
	
1
Reference carrier/noise (dB) (Modulation Loss = 4.7 dB)
	
29.7
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB)
	
4.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K) 	 624
Solar noise temperature (°K)	 3600
System Noise Density (dBW/Hz)
	
192.4
Received Noise Density from Satellite (dBW/Hz)
	
-179.4
Total Noise Density (dBW/Hz)
	 -179.2
Increase in noise due to sun (dB) 	 0.2
RF Power/total noise density (dBW/Hz)
	 34.2
Demodulated carrier/noise (dB) 	 29.5
*This part excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing
directly at the sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for
about a 7-day period with the maximum duration during any one day
about 8 minutes.
The resulting; ground position error as a result of the 29.5 dB carrier-to-noise ratio
is well within the limits for obtaining an overall accuracy of 1 nmi in the user's
navigational plane. The relationship of interferometer phase angles and geometric
angles with respect to signal-to-noise ratios is shown in Appendix 4.1.6-A.
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-1. 1. i SYSTEM V - PULSE RANGING AND DATA LINKS
`l'he data and ranging; links for this system are described in Sections 4.1.1 and x1.1.2
4.1.6 SYSTEM VI - CNN' RANGING AND DATA LINT{S
The data and ranging links for this system use a C\V signal at L-band, modulated with
a high tone at 8 kHz and a low tone at 500 liz, in lieu of a pulse modulated signal. All
ranging measurements are made on the demodulated tones. Thetone frequencies
were selected to ensure the desired resolution or. accuracy (high lone) of 1. * ,nini in
the navigation plane of the user and low enough to resolve any ambiguity (low° tone)
about which fine cycle is received. The signal-to-noise level of the fine tong was
selected to provide a rms phase error no greater than 5'.  A summary of the
analysis results are as follows:
1. The large path loss existing between synchronous satellities and the earth's
surface results in a predetection signal-to -noise ratio much less than unity
at the user or GCC receiver,
2. Low-index angle modulation was favored over AM because of its compat i-' . '"Y
with the satellite peak power limited relay transmitters.
3. Coherent detection was employed for the user and GCC receivers, employing
a higlily stable voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) which is phase-
locked to the carrier. After carrier lock is obtained, the ranging signals
are demodulated by multiplying the composite IF signal with the restored
carrier. Filtering results in a ranging SIN ratio of least 20 dB.
A block diagram of the carrier extraction and tone demodulation instrumentation used
in both the user and control center receiving equipment is shown in Figure 4-6. In
this figure a word of explanation is required to clarify the use of the block labeled
"Carrier N. B. Filter.. "
The purpose of this filter is to pass the carrier, while at the same time rejecting
the modulation sidebands, to the carrier phase detector as shown in Figure 4-6.
This filter must be compensated sufficiently for any carrier frequency shift due to
user doppler and for all other frequency errors. For a Mach 3 user aircraft with a
nominal received signal at 1660 MHz, the doppler is about f 5 kHz and the maximum
frequency error is 620 Hz, provided the first injection setting is calibrated once
every 10 days. Therefore, the filter has to be at least 11.2 kHz wide (i.e. , have a
half-bandwidth of 5.6 kHz); it should be narrow enough to reject the first-order
sidebands of the fine tone modulation * which are separated by :1- 8. 0 kHz. ***
* The coarse tone does not presenc any discrete sideband components about the
carrier since it is modulated by the data signal.
**The terms "Low" and "coarse" are identical; also the terms "high" and "fine".
***It is only necessary to reject one sideband of the fine tone in order to insure a
negative signal/noise of the remaining sideband in the carrier-lock loop band-
width, thus prohibiting false lock.
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Figure 4-6.
	 Receiver (Functional Bl,-k Diagram)
The shape-factor requirements are rather modest in that a 3-pole filter is all that is
required to reject these first-order sidebands by 20 dB.
	 The peak-to-valley ripple of
the filter is about 0.1 dB.
	 These requirements are easily met with a simple crystal
filter.
The data link for the air traffic control function is effected by modulating the coarse
tone. The binary system selected is differentially coherent phase shift keying
(DCPSK). This method of data transmission is less than 1 dB away from the optimum
method of binary .Modulation, coherent PSK. However, with coherent PSK an absolute
phase standard must be used for demodulation. This .requirement adds greatly to the
complexity and cost of the overall navigation .- stem. Because of the near radomness
of the bit stream, the subcarrier component has a av—" L.i- zero mean and is very much
down in power level from what it would be if no data modulation was present.
The method of reconstituting the coarse tone can be described as follows:
The user detects (extracts) the carrier in the usual method, i.e.  with a phase locked
loop.
This cleaned up carrier reference (VCO output) is then multiplied with the incoming- IF
signal to demodulate both tones (the discrete coarse tone frequency is not pre 'ent, but
rather, a sin X  frequency spectrum is distributed about the frequency that would be
the coarse tone). This data signal is then passed through a bandpass filter to obtain a
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positive signal-to -noise ratio. The output of the filter is split into two paths. One
path leads directly to a phase detector. The other path is to a full wave rectifier and
narrow bandpass filter resulting in u steady-state sine wave at twice the coarse tone
frequency and with the data information removed. (The data transmission is either
,t 0° or a 180° phase shift of the coarse tone; now 2 times 0° _ 0° while 2 times 180°
360 0 = 0 0 , so that the data is essentially removed.) This 2 x coarse tone frequency
is then divided by 2 and then is multiplied in the phase detector by the original data
signal out of the bandpass filter. The result is a series of half wave pulses, of
coarse tone frequency, of either + polarity or - polarity depending on the state of the
data stream.
The power budget for the CW ranging and data links are summarized in Table 4-6.
TABLE 4-6. POWER BUDGET - CW RAN'GLNG AND DATA
LINKS - SYSTEM VI
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below: 	 I
Value
CONTROL CENTER
Transmitter power (dBW) (5 W)
	
7
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
	 1.5
Antenna gain (dB)
	 37.0
Rain and snow attenuation (dB)
	 0.2
Effective radiated power, ERP (dBW)
	 42.8
PROPAGATION
Rath loss (dB)
	 190.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB)
	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) (-3 d8)
	 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
	 1.0
Received RF power (dB)	
-133.2
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB)	 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK)	 809.0
i
x.
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mTABLE 4-6. POWER BUDGET - CW RANGING AND DATA
LINKS - SYSTEM VI (Continued)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
SATTELITE NOISE POWER (Cont.)
Effective sun temperature (OK) 0
Total galactic noise temperature (OK) 2
Effective earth temperature (OK) 105
Total noise temperature (OK) 916
System noise figure (dB) 5.0
Noise density (dBW/Hz) -199.0
Satellite noise bandwidth (Hz) 100
Satellite noise power (dBW) -149.0
RF power/noise (dB) 15.8
Transmitter power (dBW) (20 W) 13.0
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
ERP (dBW) 28.5
Effective radiated noise, ERN, (dBW) 12.7
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB)	 0.5
USER
Antenna gain (dB)	 2.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB)	 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 	 2.0
Received RF power (dB)	 -163.5
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TABLE 4-6. POWER BUDGET - CW RANGING AND DATA
LINKS - SYSTEM VI (Continued)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below;
Value
USER NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB)	 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (OK)	 1172
Total galactic noise temperature ( OK)	 2
Effective sun temperature (OK)	 2
Total noise temperature (OK)	 1176
System noise figure (dB)	 6.1
Noise density (dBW,. ,Hz)	
-197.9
Received noise from satellite (dBW)
	
-179.3
Received noise density (dBW/Hz)	
-229,3
Total noise density (dBW/Hz) 	
-197.9
Predetection noise bandwidth (KHZ) 	 100
Predetection noise power (dBW) 	
-147.9
RF power/noise (dB)
	
-15.6
Carrier/noise at (Mod. Loss = 5.9 dB)
	 -21.5
Postdetection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz)
	 142
Reference carrier/noise (dB)
	 7.0
* Tone nose bandwidth (Hz) (Fine)
	 10.0
Tone signal/noise (dB) (Fine) (Mod. Loss =12.1 dB)
	
12.3
*In active mode user tone-bandwidth is much larger (10-times) than
control center tone-bandwidth so that the integration time (reciprocal
of the tone-bandwidth) is predominately determined by the control
center. In the case where the user wants his position (either in the
active or passive mode), the effective bandwidth of the user's
navigation equipment is 1 Hz, resulting in a signal/noise of 22.3 dB.	 a
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TABLE 4-6. POWER BUDGET CW RANGING AND DATA
LINKS - SYSTEM VI (Continued)
Return :Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
USER
Transmitter power (dBW) (20 w) 	 13.0
Antenna gain (dB)
	 2.0
Antetuia coupling losses (dB)
	 2.0
ERP (dBW)
	 13.0
** Effective radiated noise density (dBW/Hz)
	
-21.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)
	 190.0
Atmospheric and Ionospheric attenuation (dB)
	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power (dBW)
-163.0
Satellite Noise Power
Noise density (same as forward path) (dBW/Hz)
-199.0
***Received noise density from user (dBW/Hz)
-197.4
Combined noise density (dBW/Hz)
-195.1
Effective noise power (dBW)
-149.0
Received RF power/noise (dB)
-14.0
Transmitter power (dBW) (10 W) 10.0
** Retransmitted noise in a ±1 Hz bandwidth about each tone.
*** Only affects the demodulated signal at the control center, since the
noise is narrowbanded.
TABLE 4-6. POWER BUDGET - CW RANGING AND DATA
LINYS - SYSTEM VI (Continued)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated beloA;
Value
SATELLITE (Cont.)_
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
Antenna gain (dB)
ERP (dBW)
E RN (dBW)
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB)
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB)
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
Antenna coupling loss
Received RF power (dBW)
* CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)
System noise density (dBW/Hz)
**Received noise density from satellite (dBW/Hz)
Total noise density (dBW/Hz)
RF Power/total noise density (dBW/Hz)
Postdetection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz)
1.0
16.5
11.4
25.4
190.0
0.5
37.0
0.5
1.0
-143.4	 x
3.3***
-200.0
-175..5
-175.5
32.1
204
*This part excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing directly at the
sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for about a 7-day period with the
maximum duration during any one day about 8 minutes.
**This is the noise density about the fine tone; the noise density about the carrier is
-179. 4 dB.	 '
***See Vol. III, Section 2.2. 3. 2, CW System Performance Parameters.
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TABLE 4-6. POWER BUDGET - CW RANGING AND DATA
LINKS - SYSTEM VI (Continued)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
*CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER (Cont.)
Reference carrier/noise (dB) (Mod,. Loss = 5.9 dB)
	 7.0
Tone noise bandwidth (Hz) (Fine) 	 1.0
Tone signal/noise (dB) (Fine) (Mod. Loss = 12.1 dB)
	 20.0
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB)
	 4.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K)
	 624
Solar noise temperature (°K)
	 3600
System Noise: Density (dBW/Hz)
	 192.4
Received noise density from satellite (dBW/Hz)
	
-175.5
Total noise density (dBW/Hz)
	
-175.5
Increase in noise due to sun (dB)
	 0.0
RF Power/total noise density (dBW/Hz)
	 32.1
Demdulated carrier/noise (dB)
	 7.0
Fine Tone signal/noise (dB)
	 20. 0**
*This part excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing directly at
the sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for about a 7-day period
with the maximum duration any one day about 8 minutes.
**See Appendix 2. 2. 3. 3-C of Vomume III.
4.1.9 SYSTEM VII - HYPERBOLIC RANGING AND DATA LINKS
The data and ranging links for this system are identical to System VI in terms of
power budget, frequency and modulation. The only difference arises in the phase
comparisons of the receivers. In the hyperbolic system, the user simultaneously
receives signals from pairs of satellites, and his equipment compares their phases or
measures their phase differences for a determination of LOP. In the traffic surveil-
lance mode, the user upon receiving his discrete address, transponds or transmits
a burst of CW signal plus (approximately 2 seconds duration) side tones to all the
satellites in t:te system. The GCC receives the relayed signals and compares the tone
phases between pairs of satellites. The GCC has the option of selecting those
satellite pairs which provide the best GDOP if more than three satellites are used for
the space segment. In any event, the link budget summarized in Section 4.1.8 also
applies to this system.
4.1.10 SUAIi11ARY OF LINK POWER BUDGE'T'S
`fable 4-7 provides a summary of the power budgets at each terminal of all the candidate
:NAV/'TC satellite systems. The critical terminals are at the satellite and user. The
pulse ranging peak power requirements of 713 watts at the satellite transmitter and
2.2 kx'4' at the user transmitter indicate a need for advanced development of these
components to meet an implementation date of 1975. The angle measuring techniques
of Systems II and III place a severe burden on the user instrumentation requiring peak
transmitter powers of 78 kW and 92 kW respectively and average powers (RF) of
approximately 1 kW. It, is highly unlikely that reliable airborne transmitter components
at 8 GHz frequency can be developed within the next few years to meet this application.
The C\'t' signals associated with Systems IV, VI and VII have modest RF transmitter
requirements of about 20 watts RF for both satellite and user. Since the user is op-
erating only for a couple of seconds out of every few minutes, his DC power require-
ments are insignificant.
The significance of the power budgets are discussed in greater detail in the following
satellite and user equipment sections.
4.2 COVERAGE ANALYSIS
The various candidates that have been considered in this comparative analysis fall
into three categories:
(1) Single spacecraft systems (I, II and III).
(2) Two spacecraft (stationary) systems (V and VI).
(3) Multiple spacecraft (synchronous) systems (IV and VII).
1-hest- ^ategories parallel the other division that has been made, that between angle
and range measuring techniques, except that (3) above includes one example of each
of these.
The single spacecraft systems have all been characterized as being located at 40°W,
since this location is central to the zone of interest. Figure 4-7 shows the coverage
region corresponding to this station for both 5° and 10° elevation limits at the ground.
The latter is a preferable limit so as to avoid ionospheric effects, and to reduce
multipath interference, and the corresponding coverage zone is seen to extend (at
45° North) from beyond Belgrade in the east almost to the Rocky Mountains in the
west. In the absence of a range measurement, the angle systems degrade in accuracy
at extreme slant ranges of course, but in actuality ranging capability has been incor-
porated in all these systems so that the geometry remains reasonable.
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Figure 4-7. Coverage for Single-Satellite System
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The two-spacecraft stationary (ranging) systems gain by the physical separation of the
two vehicles, up to separations of 90° in longitude(the GDOP is reduced), but of course
the limit is set by the requirement that both spacecraft be visible to the user population
over the operational region. Figure 4-8 shows the overlapping coverage zone given
vehicle locations at 10'W and 60'W. At the 10 0
 elevation limit this region extends (at
45'N) from the longitude of Paris westward as far as Montreal. It includes western
France, the western half of England, and the eastern seaboard of the United States,
and allows for proper location of the ground terminals. The coverage area is
naturally reduced in comparison with the single satellite coverage, but is adequate at
separations providing proper system accuracy. GDOP is worst at low latitudes and
can be as high as 4 between 5' and 75 0
 west longitude at 20 0
 north latitude. The
dilution is 3 at 70° north latitude.
The third system category, multiple spacecraft systems, has been narrowed down in
the course of the study to synchronous vehicles only, grouped to afford economical
area coverage. Thus in the case of System IV, four spacecraft are assumed to be
placed into inclined elliptical synchronous orbits and phased such as to center the
ground tracks at 40°W; system VII is comprised of three such vehicles together with
a fourth and stationary element at this same longitude. In each case the inclined orbit
longitudes of ascending node are uniformly separated and the locations of the space-
craft in these orbits are appropriately chosen, so that the inclined orbit sub-satellite
points are uniformly distributed around the common ground track. For system IV two
spacecraft have to be in view simultaneously and system VII requires three spacecraft.
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Figure 4-8. Coverage for Two-Satellite System
Figure 4-9 shows the visibility contour in the latter case (for 5 0 elevation). Clearly,
the visibility contour for system IV is even more extensive, but in any event and for
the example shown, coverage extends over about the same area as for the single space-
craft system. This relative extension of coverage is obtained by the selection of
inclination angle and by virture of the increased orbital apogee but is quite insensitive
to eccentricity over the range 0.2-0.4. The 30° inclination depicted is not optimum
for North Atlantic coverage and leads to GDOP values of about 17 at 70° North latitude
for users at 40 0
 west longitude. However, even increasing the inclination to 45 0 the
geometric dilution is still 14 at this latitude.
4.3 GDOP COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
4.3.1 TWO BASELIh I: rNTERFEROMETER
Direction cosine angles ire measured with respect to a pair of orthogonal axes, lying
in the horizontal plane at the satellite; additionally, range from the satellite to the
navigator is measured. These measurements provide information from which the
navigator's latitude and longitude may be computed; it is assumed that the navigator's
altitude is supplied by his altimeter.
Since the satellite antenna booms may be bending due to thermal effects, ground
calibration stations are required to determine the orientation of the interferometer
arms. A calibration rate of once per second was assumed to be required.
C
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Figure 4-9. Coverage for Three Satellites in a Four-Satellite Configuration
For the navigator at zero longitude relative to a synchronous equatorial satellite, which
carries the double interferometer, the GDOF factors (ratio of surface position error
contribution to source error) are shown below:
Latitude (0) Range Error Partial Attitude Error Partial Angle Error Partial
	
(deg)	 e	 e	 E
Q (Ar)	 0,00) 	 ? (Aa!)
(mi/mi)	 (nmi/mrad)	 (nmi/mrad)
	
20	 .40	 26.5	 26.5
	
70	 .98	 22.3	 23.3
(NOTE: Sensitivities to satellite position errors are not delineated since they are the
same for the three single-satellite interferometer systems analyzed. Moreover,
satellite ephemeris uncertainties can be made relatively small, by proper emplacement
of trilateration stations and by sufficient data processing.)
E /a(ar) is range error effect when no angle error is present. E /a(A q) is attitude error E
effect when no angle error is present and a /o (Aa) is the effect due to error in space
angle measurement when no range error is present (actually due to error in phase
comparator measurement). These are the constituent sensitivity coefficients based 	 f
upon the system of angle and range measurements for determining user position in
latitude and longitude. Altitude data is not included in this system.
With ranging at 1.6 GHz, the attainable range accuracy Is o (0-) = . 32 nmi when 0
2W . W ith bending rates as indicated ill Ref. (3) and with a phase measurement error
of 2` , the required interferometer arm lengths (antenna separation distance) must be
on the order of 400 feet, in order to achieve a 1 nmi rms position accuracy. To
obtain a . 1 nmi accuracy, the angling frequency can be raised from 1.6 GHz to 8 GHz but
the attitude calibration rate must be considerably increased; also, if ranging is kept at
1.6 GHz, the transmission power must be raised by at least a factor of 16 11 (12 dB
increase).
It is evident that there are severe difficulties in fabricating or deploying the long
interferometer arms rquired to achieve the desired accuracy; also there is a severe
computational load placed on the ground stations incurred in the requisite attitude
determination at the calibration rate specified.
References: for Section 4.3.1
(1) "Navigation Satellite System" - Westinghouse - Jan. 164
(2) N/TC-SER -1007, RCA, "Position Determination Accuracy for Westinghouse
Interferometer System at Synchronous Altitude"
(3) N/TC-SER-1014, RCA, "Revised Error Analysis - Two Baseline Interferometer
System"
4.3.2 SPINNING INTERFEROMETER
A satellite with single boom, at the ends of which are CW phase measuring antennas,
is made to spin about a vertical axis. The amplitude and zero .,-crossing of the phase-
modulated signal are measures of two space angles locating the line-of -sight vector
from the satellite to the navigator. The addition of range or altitude measurement
affords a position fix. A counter-rotating niass is required to offset gyroscopic
torqueing and to permit continuous vertical stabilization.
If altitude is measured in addition to measurements of phase modulation, error
sensitivities are as follows for the satellite in synchronous equatorial orbit:
0	 Ch	 CB	 *C ^ B	 CV	 *CW	 *Ct
(deg)	 (mi/mi)	 nmi	 nmi-ft"
 nmi
	
(-LIic	 deg	 mil 	 (Fa—d/sec 	sec
20 0	.428	 12.7	 5.44	 20.6	 2.88	 .00778
70 0	4.91	 163.5	 14.5	 79.0	 8.02
	 .0212
* (For spin speed of 120 rpm and smoothing interval of 2 seconds.)
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In the table, C 	 ei ror due to altitude error
C B 	= surface error due to uncertainity in knowledge of interfer-
ometer
C 4 B = surface error due to rms phase measurement error, for
each foot of interferometer length
C
v	
= surface error due to uncertainty in knowledge of spin
axis orientation.
C	 = surface error due to uncertainty in knowledge of precise
NX
	 spin rate.
C 	 = surface error due to uncet tabity in reference timing.
The GDOP's are particularly bad at high latitudes. These are substantially reduced by
incorporating a range measurement, reserving altimeter data for determination of
altitude only. The resultant GDOP's (far zero relative longitude of user) are as
follows, for 120-rpm spin speed, and 2-s; cond smooth time:
C r,	 CB	 C B
	 Cv	 Cw	 C 
(deg)	 (mi/mi)
	 nmi	 nmi-ft
	
nmi
	 nmi
	 nmi
_F/c	 deg	 mil	 (,urad/s)	 µs
20 0 	.40	 10.7
	 5.22	 18.7
	 2.88	 .00778
7o" 	 . 98	 6.5	 5.33
	 15.6	 8.02
	 .0212
where Cr. = surface effect due to range measurement error and the other sensitivities 	 .
have the same meaning as before.
If the range transmission frequency is 1.6 GHz and angling transmission frequency
is 8 GHz and if source errors have the following values, a..: rms accuracy of 1 nmi is
achievable (North Atlantic coverage) with an interferometer length of 60 ft.
itange error, a(Ar) _ .3 nmi
Arm length uncertainity, a (AB) _ . 01%
R. m. s. phase measurement error, = 2°
Spin axis attitude error, a(v) _ .03 mil
Spin speed uncertainty, or (pw s) = 100µ rad/s
Reference timing error, or (At) =1 µ s
Increasing the interferometer length and raising transmission powers will not afford a
.1 nmi accuracy unless the attitude error itself is reduced below .005 mils.
a
Reference: for Section 4.3.2
,_ (
(1) N/TC-SER-1025, RCA, "Position Determination Accuracy for Spinning
L3terferometer System"
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4.3.3 SWEPT FAN-BEAM
In this system a single satellite spins about an axis perpendicular to the orbit plane.
Two slot antennas, emplaced at 45° each to the spin axis, transmit fan beams. The
times at which the vector from satellite to navigator is contained in each of the fan
planes, as thewe sweep across the earth, are measured; a fiduciary time mark is
also measured. From the sum and difference of the capture times, the spatial angles
of the' line-of-sigl;i vector are determi..ed. The spin axis attitude must of course, be
accurately measured; it has been proposed to accomplish this by means 'j.1 an on-
board star detector.
Let Q and a denote the two spatial angles specifying the range vector orientation. The
surface error effects may be denoted CO and Ca. Also, denote the spin axis attitude
error effect by C v . The following is a comparison of sensitivities when angles with
altitude are measured and when angles with range are measured (for satellite in
Qynchronous equatorial orbit, and navigator at zero relative longitude).
With Altitude
	 With Range
CQ	 Ca	 Cv	 C0	 Ca	 Cv
(deg) nmi 	 nmi	 nmi	 nmi	 nmi 	nmi
mil	 mil	 mil	 mil	 mil	 mil
20	 21.4	 1.2	 15.1	 18.0	 1.2	 12.7
70	 107.0	 3.2	 77.5	 4.4	 3.2	 3.9
The advisability of utilizing a range measurement is evident.
If 
rl 
and r 2 are the intercept times, and to is the reference time, let C
71
- C 72 and Cto
be the sensitivities to timing errors. Sensitivities to independently measured quantities
are given below for the range and angle measuring system, for a spin rate of 100 rpm.
0	 C r1 = C r2	 Cto	 Cv	 Cr
(deg)	 (nmi/µ s)	 (nmi/µ s)	 (nmi/mil)	 (mi/mi)
20	 .14	 .28
	 12.7	 .40
70	 .11	 .23	 3.9	 .98
Assume a timing reference uncertainty a (Ato) _ .5µs, and assume that a star-tracker
will permit an accura ^y of a (v) _ . 01 mil in spin axis attitude determination. If ranging
is accomplished at 1.6 GHz and ranging error (for 0 = 20°) is a(Ar) _ .32 nmi, and if
smooth time is 2 seconds (hence 5 crossing determinations at 100 rpm spin speed),
then the required accuracies in timing to achieve a 1 nmi position accuracy are
a 071) ^_- a(Ar2 ) = 11.2 seconds. The required transmitter power from a navigator
antenna of 3 dB gain, emitting at 8 GHz to the fan antennas, each 10 feet long, is
5900 watts.
A .1 nmi accuracy is unachievable since the attitude error effect can alor^a account for
more than this.
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In this system a single satellite spins about an axis perpendicular to the orbit plane.
Two slot antennas, emplaced at 45' each to the spin axis, transmit fan beams. The
times at which the vector from satellite to navigator is contained in each of the fan
planes, as thet;e sweep across the earth, are measured; a fiduciary time mark is
also measured. From the sum and difference of the capture times, the spatial angles
of the' line-of-sigl;i vector are determi.:ed. The spin axis attitude must ',r course, be
accurately measured; it has been proposed to accomplish this by means + an on-
board star detector.
Let Q and a denote the two spatial angles specifying the range vector orientation. The
surface error effects may be denoted CO and Ca. Also, denote the spin axis attitude
error effect by Cv . The following is a comparison of sensitivities when angles with
altitude are measured and when angles with range are measured (for satellite in
synchronous equatorial orbit, and navigator at zero relative longitude).
With Altitude	 With Range
C
16	
Ca	 Cv	 C 	 Ca	 Cv
(deg)	 nmi	 nmi	 nmi	 nmi	 nmi	 nmi
mil	 mil	 mil	 mil
	
mil	 mil
20	 21.4	 1.2	 15.1	 18.0	 1.2	 12.7
70	 107.0	 3.2	 77.5	 4.4	 3.2	 3.9
The advisability of utilizing a range measurement is evident.
If rl and r 2 are the intercept times, and to is the reference time, let C-r i = Cr2 and Cto
be the sensitivities to timing errors. Sensitivities to independently measured quantities
are given below for the range and angle measuring system, for a spin rate of 100 rpm.
C T =C	 C	 C	 C
^	 1 r2	 to	 v	 r
(deg)	 (nmi /µ s)	 (nmi /,u s)	 (nmi/mil)	 (mi/mi)
20	 .14	 .28	 12.7	 .40
70	 .11	 .23	 3.9	 .98
Assume a timing reference uncertainty a (Ato) = . 5 µ a, and assume that a star-tracker
will permit an accura ^y of or (v) = . 01 mil in spin axis attitude determination. If ranging
is accomplished at 1.6 GHz and ranging error (for 0 = 20 0 ) is o(Ar) = .32 nmi, and if
smooth time is 2 seconds (hence 5 crossing determinations at 100 rpm spin speed),
then the required accuracies in timing to achieve a 1 nmi position accuracy are
v(Arl) I= 9(Ar2) = 11.2 seconds. The required transmitter power from a navigator
antenna of 3 dB gain, emitting at 8 GHz to the fan antennas, each 10 feet long, is
5900 watts.
A .1 nmi accuracy is unachievable since the attitude error effect can alorl(; ^ account for
more than this.
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References: For Section 4.3.3
(1) "Fan Beam Navigation Satellite Study", Phileo, July 166
(2) ti/TC-SER-1010, RCA, "Position Determination Accuracy for Philco Fan-Beam
System"
4.3.4 SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER
Two satellites move in intersecting orbits at medium* altitude. The navigator
transmits range pulses and/or CW phase bursts to each of these satellites, simul-
taneously in time. At a specified time later, the navigator again transmits jointly
to the two satellites. The range lengths to the end of each satellite path length
(interferometer arm) are measured. From these, the range to synthetic interferometer
mid-point as well as angle between the range line and interferometer are deduced for
each arm. The intersection of the two space cones (interferometer arms as axis)
results in a navigator position fix. Accurate navigator speed and heading information
is required if gross errors are to be avoided.
Satellite ephemeris errors are critical. To achieve a 1 nmi accuracy the knowledge
of the orientation of the synthetic interferometer arm must be better than .05 mils;
the inaccuracy in knowledge of the interferometer length must not exceed .00.
Accuracies of this order are extremely difficult to achieve.
If the phase angle resolution error is la= 2° and the transmission frequency is 1.6
GHz, the interferometer (space) angle measurement error effect on surface position
fix is negligible, due to the long interferometer arm. If the proper iterative technique
is applied to account for navigator motion, and if the sampling time interval corre-
sponding to interferometer path end-points is suitably small, residual errors due
to errors in speed and heading measurement could be suitably small.
The range measurement error then would be the limiting factor in achieving a .1 nmi
position-fix accuracy. It should be realized that this technique of position fix is com-
putationally complex, and, moreover, presents problems in accurate orbit determina-
tion and in synchronization of satellite observation times.
Reference: for Section 4.3.4
(1) NTC-SER-1017, RCA, "Accuracy Considerations for Synthetic Interferometer
System"
4.3.5 RANGE/RANGE/ALTITUDE SYSTEMS
In this class of systems, the ranges to two satellites are simultaneously measured.
For active usage, the GCC transmits to one satellite, which then transponds to the
navigator; in turn, the user transmits either a CW burst or range pulse to each of the
two satellites , which then transpond back to the GCC . This is known as the circle-
or the purposes of GDOP analysis, a 12-hour circular orbit was combined with a
time difference of 1/10 sec. The system finally described was set at synchronous
altitude with a 1 second interval. The satellite baseline is similar in the two cases.
0,
elliptic mode. The addition of user altitude information enables a position fix to be
made. For passive usage, both satellites receive RF energy signals from the GCC
and transpond these to the navigator, who then determines his position. This is
known as a circle-circle mode.
It has been determined that optimum spacing of synchronous equatorial satellites,
commensurate with adequate N. Atlantic coverage (20° N to 70° N) and reasonable
GDOP factors, is 50 ° to 60 °. If the following parameters for phase difference measurements
in active mode are taken, the extreme GDOP at 20° N latitude and edge of field of
coverage (5' elevation limit) is 4.8 with respect to range error ( a 1 nmi surface
position accuracy is achievable):
Carrier frequency: 1.6 GHz
Fine tone frequency: 8 kt-iz
Phase resolution error: to = 3'
Noise/multipath error: 1Q = 5
A .1 nmi accuracy is achievable by increasing the fine tone frequency by an order of 8
times (or snore, depending upon the ionospheric model chosen, and elevation limit set),
A 1 nmi rms position-fix accuracy is achievable in passive mode with the phase-
difference ranging technique, using a fine tone frequency of 8 kHz; the GDOP with
respect to range is about 3. For the pulse timing technique, the to range error must
be less than . 3 nmi to achieve a 1 nmi position accuracy.
Full global coverage providing the requisite accuracy, can be obtained utilizing 5 to
6 satellites in each of three mutually orthogonal orbit planes (two polar and one
equatorial. satellites at synchronous altitude). The fine tone frequency recommended
for global coverage and .1 nmi position accuracy is 64 kHz.
References: for Section 4.3.5
(1) "Phase Difference Navigation Satellite Study, RCA, Dec. 167
(2) "Study of Satellites for Navigation", GE, Feb. 164
(3) "Study of a Navigation & Traffic Control Technique Employing Satellites,"
TRW - Dec. 167
(4) N/TC-SER-1027, RCA, "Position Determination for Ranging Systems"
4.3.6 RANGE DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS
With this technique, at least three satellites must be in view and be transmitting simul-
taneously. Two range differences and altitude (supplied cooperatively by the naviga-
tor) are sufficient for a position fix. A particular satellite constellation, called the
rotating "Y" configuration, has been proposed for North Atlantic coverage. This con-
sists of four satellite orbite (only three of these satellites need be in view simultane-
ously). One orbit is a synchronous equatorial one; the other three are synchronous
but elliptical (eccentricity = .3) and inclined (30°) but with orbits spaced 120 0
 apart in
ascending mode. The Aerospace study (Ref. 1) indicates a GDOP of 20 with respect to
range (at navigator latitude = 75 0
 N) with the above described constellation.
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It is evident that the requisite range accuracy to achieve a 1 nn-Li positon-fix accuracy
with a single determination would require higher frequency tones than the range--range
system.
For global coverage, however, the satellite constellations described in Section 4. 3.5
(5 or 6 satellites in each of three mutually orthogonal orbits) would permit accuracies
of less than 1 nmi; in fact, the hyperbolic mode would provide 3C' better accuracy than
the circular mode for the same range errors.
References: for Section 4.3.6
(1) "Influences of Synchronous, Inclined Elliptical Orbits on Performance of a
Satellite Navigation System, " Aerospace, Dec. 167
(2) "Phase Difference Navigation Satellite Study", RCA, Dec. '67
i
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Section 5
SYSTEM COMPARISONS AND EVALUATIONS
5.1 SPACECRAFT DEVELOPMENT AND COMPARISONS OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
5. 1.1 GENERAL
The object of this portion of the study has been to identify the problems associated with
the implementation of each of the candidate space systems, and to develop a rationale
for selection of the most promising approach or approaches on the various basis of
cost, practicability, and reliability (of the space segment). The User and Ground seg-
meats are discussed = in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
For the comparisons to be meaningful, it is necessary that each of the alternatives be
evaluated on a common basis, so far as is possible. Table 5-1 lists the normalizing
assumptions that have been invoked to provide this basis for comparison. These have
been stated earlier, and are repeated here for purposes of clarity.
TABLE 5-1. SATELLITE MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS
2 Base-
Line Int .
I
Spin
Int .
II
Spin
Fan Beam
III
I
Synth.
Int .
IV
Pulse
Radar
V
ale
TonsVI
Range
Diff .
VII
Nominal System 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Accuracy(nmi)
Ranging Frequency(MHz) 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600
Ang. Dot, Frequency(MHz) 1600 8000* 8000*
Data Link Frequency(MHz) 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600
Sampling Time (see) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
*Shifted to 1600 MHz for transmission to Ground Control
Perhaps the most significant point is that each of the systems is devised such as to
yield a probable fix error of one nautical mile, under worst conditions, and given a
sampling or integration time of two seconds. Additionally, all the ranging and data
transfer functions (which are generally linked) have been set at L band. The rationale
behind this frequency selection has been developed independently by several sources,
and is described in Volume I of this report.
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Also, all candidates have been configured so as to allow data transfer both ways at 100
bits per second, corresponding to a maximum message length of 200 bits.
Where an angle determination is required in addition (Systems I, II and I11) ideally this
function would also be implemented at L-band. However, the particular limitations of
Systems II and III; viz, a common requirement for antennas of reasonable proportions,
have led to the selection of 8 GHz as the frequency for this function. As a matter of
fact the enyployment of 8 GHz for angle determination in System I would also be mechan-
ically advantageous in that it would reduce boom lengths, but in that case 1600 MHz has
been employed by way of comparison with System U.
Upon this basis, the results of the link analysis are as shown in Table 5-2. The details
of the derivation of the various RF powers are given in Section 4. 1, together with the
various supporting assumptions. It should perhaps be mentioned in passing that these
assumptions include:
• 19 dB antenna gain at the satellite (for all but the Fan beams of System III).
• 3 dB antenna gain at the user (aircraft).
• 37 dB antenna gain at the ground station.
• 5 dB user receiver noise figure.
	 - -
• A multipath-to-signal level resulting in 1 dB of SIN degradation.
TABLE 5-2. SATELLITE RF POWER LEVELS (watts)
Phase
Backward link	 Forward lint: 'r Baseline Spin Spin Synth. Pulse Angle Range
(R}	 B	 (F) Interfer, Interfer. Fan Beam Interfe3 , Radar Tones Difference
I II III IV V VI VII
.. 1 F	 B F	 B F	 B F	 B F	 B F	 B F	 B
Ranging Demand
Pea: 3,3 113 3,3 113  3,3 13,3 3.3 71:3 3.3 13,3 6.7 13.3 6,7
Mean
1113
0.18
r
- 0,18 - 0,18 - 13.3 3.3 0,18 - 13,3 6,7 13,3 6,7
Angle Determination
I	 Pe ak i	 - 1.5 _ 1,5 _ 81.5 - 3.3 - - - i	 - - -
Mean	 ( - 1.5 - 1,5 - 4,1* - 3,3 -
I
nsta Link
Peak 713 3.3 713 3.3 713 3.3 6.7 3.3 713 3.3 6,7 3.3 6.7 3.3
Mean 35.7 0.17 35.7 0.17 35.7 0.17 6.7 3.3 35.7 0.17 6.7 3.3 6,7 3.3
*Each of Two
**For convenience pulse ranging was assumed for these candidates because the basic
systems did not require coherent receivers.
	 Had this assumption proved to be
critical in the final system selection it would have been amended.
F
,,.
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These RF powers are those required in the satellite for the position location function
alone; they do not include telemetry and command requirements, and above all do not
include any provision for voice communications. Any real operational system would
undoubtely include such communications capability; Volume III describes operational
:uld experimental systems having such capability.
Preliminary analysis showed that, while the addition of a given voice capability to any
of the systems of course implies the basic addition of the same equipment and the same
incremental power supply, this addition is far more severe in effect in some cases than
in others. Further, it was those systems that were already at a disadvantage mechan-
ically that suffered most by the addition of voice capability.
Thus, the problem of the addition of a large VHF voice link antenna or a phased array
L-band antenna to System I, which involves very long antenna booms and so virtually
has to be passively stabilized, clearly presents severe problems both of installation
-uid of system stability. The situation is even worse in the case of the spinning inter-
ferometer, System II, where mechanical complexity is extreme. The spinning fan
beam approach, System III, lends itself very badly to the addition of a large earth
oriented antenna, because of the inevitable masking problems. In the case of the
multiple satellite systems, which are generally individually rather simple, the addition
of the voice links is not a technical problem —although the actual disposition of the total
capability among the separate spacecraft is a matter for examination,.
It is inevitable therefore that the addition of significant voice capability to each of the
candidate systems during the comparison phase of the study would obscare the qualita-
tive differences between the candidates from the point of view of the merit of the posi-
tion fixing approach. Indeed, Systems 1 through III could almost be still-horn as a
result of the addition of voice, whatever their intrinsic merits. If this were the case
the basic object of the study, that is the selection of the best position location system,
would not have been met; therefore, the decision was made to exclude voice capability
from all of the systems during the comparative analysis.
Table 5-2 in effect represents the starting point for the spacecraft modelling process,
although it will be realized that several iterations occurred in practice prior to arrival
at this point.
5.1.2 TECHNOLOGY ASSUMPTIONS
Given the RFthat are to beower requirementsin T le 5-2 he various spac craftp 	 ab	 , t
detailed in this Phase 1 study can take many forms, depending upon the degree of tech-
nological sophistication assumed. However, since the target date for the interim opera-
tional system is circa 1975 there is a clear case for the employment of essentially cur-
rent techniques wherever possible. It is upon this basis that subsystem selections
have been made and these selections are described in general in the following subsections.
m	 _
r	
^ A i
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5.1.2.1 COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
Wherever a pulse ranging capability is required, it has been combined with a data
channel (Systems I, II, III and V) and the use of a tetrode amplifier is proposed for the
forward link. The peak power level involved, 713 watts with a 36-watt mean (including
both ranging and data demands), is such as to pose no severe problems: qualified tubes
at this level are in airborne (though not space-borne) service at this time.
The corresponding backward link for the pulse ranging function for each of these systems
is at a much lower power level (by virtue of the 37 dB antenna provided at the ground
control center) and as a consequence a solid state amplifier can serve this function—
at 3.3 watts peak and 0.2 watts mean RF power demand.
As a matter of detail, the necessary command and telemetry functions have been added
to this ranging and data channel: the command function on the receive and the telemetry
on the trwismit sides of the forward link equipment. It may be that in practice such an
arrangement would not be pursued and rather that a separate telemetry and command
system would be employed, but the different approach would penalize the various sys-
tems equally and is thus not material to the selection process.
Systems IV, VI and VII, which acquire range information other than by pulse methods
(CW modulation) all combine range and data into a common package, as well as the
telemetry and command function. With regard to the latter the same comments as
made previously apply. The RF power demand in the forward link (for the total service)
amounts to a steady 20 W in all of these cases, and that in the backward link uniformly
to a constant 10 W. These power levels are such as to allow the use of TWTA units in
both directions, and do not present a serious problem. For the 1975 period and beyond,
it is safe to postulate that solid state devices will be capable of transmitting up to 20
watts of RF power at L-band at reasonable efficiency (20-25%). For the present, how-
ever, their DC conversion efficiencies are poor (10 4) and would impose an excessive
DC power load on the SIC.
The remaining major elements in the communications subsystems are those associated
with the necessary angle determination for Systems I, II and III. These are specific to
the particular implementation, but in general consist of the antenna assemblage (inter-
ferometers in Systems I and II, and fan antennas in System III), together with the
necessary transponderAranamitter rasembly. A solid state transmitter can be pro-
posed for System I, at 1600 MHz with a steady requirement for 1.5 VFr of RF power,
whereas at the 8 GHz level of System II and with the same RF power requirement a
TWTA unit has to be employed at present.
In the case of System III the mean RF power level is rather higher at 4.1 watts, and
the peak level is quite high at 81.5 watts. As a consequence the TWTA which is pro-
posed would have to handle this variable load.
These various equipment selections are summarized in Table 5-3. i
i
TABLE 5-3. COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK EQUIPMENT SELECTION
Function
Two
Baseline
Interfer,
1
Spinning
Interfer.
11
Spin Fan
Beam
111
Synthetic
Interfer.
IV
Pulse
Radar
V
Phase
Angle
Tones
VI
Range
Difference
VII
Ranging Tetrode Tetrode Tetrode Common Tetrode TWTA TWTA
Forward; Forward; Forward; with Angle Forward; Forward; I	 Forward;
Det.
Solid Solid Solid Solid TWTA TWTA
State State State State Back Back
Back Back Back Back
Angle Det. Solid Solid TWTA TWTA
State State Forward;
TWTA
Back
Datu Link Common Common Common Common Common Common Common
with with with with with with with
Ranging Ranging Ranging Angle Ranging Ranging Ranging
Det.
5.1.2.2 STABILIZATION SYSTEM
In all cases the following capabilities are required of the spacecraft stabilization
subsystems:
(1) The ability to operate in a spin mode during the injection phases of the mis-
sion. This is to an extent an "iterated" requirement, (and is dropped in
Phase II incidently) in that it emerges that all of the systems can be launched
most cheaply using boosters incorporating solid kick stages, without cap-
ability for three-axis stabilization. It is not an essential requirement.
(2) The subsystem has to support the provision of on-board propulsion capability
in order to allow:
(a) Correction of booster injection errors.
(b) Acquisition of required orbital phasing; viz., target longitude in the case
of the stationary system.
(c) Maintenance of required orbital phasing or station.
These demands will be discussed further in later sections, but suffice to say
that there is a common need both for high rate maneuver (a) and (b) and for
allowably low rate maneuver (c). With regard to the last, it may be noted that
orbit inclination control does not seem to be a requirement in any of the cases
examined.
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(3) The directional (earth coverage) antennas associated with the communications
subsystem have to be held operationally in an earth-locked mode.
(4) The power supply system, inevitahly a solar array, must be held in sun-lock,
even if only about a single axis in order to reduce the array area that is
required.
Given these requirements, a listing of the candidate stabilization techniques may be
presented in Table 5-4.
TABLE 5-4. STABILIZATION SYSTEM ALTEIINATES
System T ype Accuracy
Payload
Cost
(` )
Application
Gravity Gradient with f3° Roll/Pitch 3-6 Transit, ATS D&E,
Passive Damping f10° Yaw NRL
Gravity Gradient with t2 ° Roll/Pitch 4-8 DODGE
Active Damping f4° Yaw
Three-Axis Gas 0.5° Roll/Pitch/Yaw 10-15 LO, Ranger,
System Mercury GTC
Three-Axis Gas with 0.5 ° Roll /pitch/Yaw 10-12 NIMBUS, OAO, OGO
Reaction Wheels
Simplified Momentum 0.5 ° Roll /Pitch /Yaw 8 -•40 '.TIROS M
Wheel
Momentum Wheel with 1 0
 Roll/Pitch/Yaw 9-11
Gravity Gradient
Spin with Despun . f0.5° Roll/Pitch/Yaw 6-8 OSO, TRW-COMSAT
antenna
Other alternatives exist but do not appear to be of concern here.
It may be said at once that the three-axis gas system used alone can be rejected on
grounds of complexity and (weight) cost. Previous studies have on occasion included
an all jet mode in an otherwise momentum wheel stabilized system in order to allow
for maneuver thrusting, but such an arrangement has no place in a relatively small
spacecraft not even subject to violent maneuver.
The three-axis gas system incorporating (multiple) momentum wheels also appears
unnecessarily complex for use in this earth locked system, which is in fact far more
suited to the employment of the simplified momentum wheel concept if wheels are to be
used at all.
tii
Thus the choices really reduce to two:
(,-u Gravity gradient stabilization with active or passive damping.
(b) Spin stabilization either using body or momentum wheel spin.
:alternative (b) requires a de-spun antenna if a spinning spacecraft per se is employed.
The selection of a technique from this short list for each of the cand.1 -date systems is
not entirely a matter of free choice.
The spacecraft of System I carries very long antenna booms which have to be disposed
approximately normal to the local vertical.
Since these booms have to have a span at L-band of around 300 feet to obtain the required
systems accuracy it is clear that it would be difficult to implement other than a pas-
sively stabilized system. Li turn, since yaw stability is necessary to minimize solar
:gray requirements, the form of passive (gravity gradient) stabilization selected has
to be such as to provide this stability. Thus the spacecraft of System I begins to re-
semble ATS D and E, assuming the employment of a "drum" array.
The spinning interferometer spacecraft carries a large rotating interferometer, with
momentum compensation proposed via a counter-rotating dummy. Such compensation
is necessary since the axis of rotation has to lie along the local vertical to provide
proper position location geometry. With this rotation axis the whole system has to be
tumbled (so to speak) once per orbit, and this would not be .feasible in practice without
momentum balance. Even given such compensation the inevitable minor imperfections
of ba.1wice would be such as to require significant system stability, beyond that which
can be provided passively. The choice for system II is therefore spin stabilization,
with the antenna complex to be carried upon the despun earth lock6.6 antenna platform.
System III, the spinning fan beam system, by its very nature is spin stabilized, requir-
ing only that the earth coverage L-band antenna be carried upon a despun platform.
System IV is somewhat of a departure since the restriction of initial system coverage
to the North Atlantic implies the use of synchronous but not stationary orbits. As an
illustration of the implementation of the synthetic interferometer technique that meets
localized coverage requirements (without recourse immediately to a worldwide system)
a variant of the "Y" configuration has been examined. In this variant, the center of
the "Y" is omitted, and all four spacecraft are put into the (equally time spaced) outer
orbits to form a "box" configuration. Thus, all the vehicles have to operate in highly
elliptical and inclined orbits, which circumstance eliminates any real possibility of
passive stabilization. The various spacecraft of System IV are thus inevitably spin-
stabilized, and provided with a despun platform, and the same choice then applies to
the vehicles of the pure "Y" of Syst3m VII.
Systems V and VI could be provided either with gravity gradient or spin stabilization.
For present purposes, the latter has been selected to avoid loading technical risk onto
the candidates where it is not strictly necessary (as it was in System 1).
These selections are summarized in Table 5-5.
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TABLE 5-5. STABILIZATION SUBSYSTEM SELECTION
Two Spinning Spin Fan Synthetic Pulse Pha Phase RangeBaselinea Interfer. Beam Interfer. Radar Tones DifferenceL ►te Ifer. 11 111 IV V VIIVI
Stabilization Gavity Spin -Rtabilization with a desp , m antenna platform.
gradient
Subsystem in form
such as
Selection to provide
yaw
stability.
5.1.2.3 POWER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
Reference to Table 5-2 shows that the total RF power demands of the various candidate
systems are quite close, not withstanding the widely differing position determination
techniques that have been considered. When these RF demands are translated into
average DC power levels the rather uniforia requirements are even more striking (and
in direct contrast to the user situation) as shown in table 5-6.
TABLE 5-6. DC POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
Two PhaseRequire- Base Spinning Spinning Syn. Pulse Range
ment 13ne Interf. Fan Beam Interf . Radar
Angle
Diff. .
Interf . Tones
I II III IV V VI VII
Mean RF 38 38 45 30 36 30 30
Power
Demand
in Watts
Mean DC 167 158 187 149 173 149 149
Power
Demand
in Watts
This table is based upon rather detailed analysis of the various communications blocks,
the results of which will be presented in more detail in subsequent sections. The power
btu -17ets as tabled do not include an allowance for spacecraft hou.aekeeping functions
such as thruster operation, platform despin, etc. This power requirement will vary
somewhat from system to system, but will generally remain quite small (up to about
25 watts mean DC demand).
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The later addition of voice capability adds to the power demand rather rapidly, but it
will emerge that for near term operational systems the upper bound is at around 750 watts.
It is Evident that in this power range only two power sources are worthy of consideration:
(1) Solar voltaic arrays (in various forms), and
(2) Radio-isotopes (with Thermo-electric Generation).
Experience has demonstrated the rather poor situation existing with regard to the
latter. Development of flight-type RTG's yielding electrical power output measured
in hundreds of watts is at a very early (and virtually non-existent) stage, and almost
certainly such units cannot be considered for pre-1975 missions.
For the purposes of the present effort then it is appropriate to consider only solar
voltaic arrays, and the forms which may be considered were listed in the proposal:
(1) Conventional rigid arrays, either fixed or deployed.
(2) Conventional cells on a deployed flexible substrate.
(3) Thin film arrays.
Thin film arrays were considered in some detail in the course of the recent Voice
Broadcast Mission Study.* It was concluded there - and there is no new reason to
reconsider this conclusion - that such arrays offer dubious advantage in terms of
total system weight, because of the relatively low efficiency per unit of array area.
Indeed it is difficult in general to demonstrate that alternative (3) offers viy weight
advantage over (2), although given written-off development there might be cost ad-
vwitages . Further, the development status of thin film arrays is poor.
{ The field therefore reduces to either- rigid conventional or flexible conventional arrays,
and these alternatives may both be considered at this time.
RCA recently completed a classified study for SATCOM in which the employment of a
flexible conventional array was proposed. The power level involved was higher than
that of present interest, but nevertheless and as a result of that study considerable
insight was gained into the use and characteristics of such rather developmental
techniques.
The form of the array is shown as one of the alternatives in figure 5-1. The data that
emerge are such that it appears realistic to characterize the flexible array as weigh-
ing about 20 pounds plus 60 lb/kW, including the mechanical elements and regulation
at 10 lb/kW and referring to useful delivered power in normal illumination at the five
year point in stationary orbit. This figure is good up to about 600 watts, but beyond
that is somewhat optimistic. The 20 pound term is the minimum allowance for the
deployment mechanism.
*RCA Study under NASA Contract NASW-1476.
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Figure 5-1. Power Supply Subsystem Configuration Alternates
Similar data can be derived for the conventional rigid array, either deployed or fixed,
and it emerges that the former can be obtained for about 115 lbAW including regula-
tion, stowage and deployment, and in normal illumination.
In the case nf the fixed rigid array many possibilities exist depending upon the location
of the arr.,
 (, the spacecraft (and indeed several were investigated in this study). 	 W '
In "drum" form such an array can be had for about 235 lbAW in normal illumination
including 10 lbAW of r(,,;ulation and also including a nominal 15-mil aluminum skin.
Again, these are five-year point figures, and allow for line and regulation losses.
Looking at the alternatives, there seems to be a striking advantage to the deployed
array in whatever form, and indeed this weight advantage becomes overwhelming at
power levels beyond 500 watts. Additionally there is a stowage problem with a large
fixed array.
However, with modest voice channel demands and housekeeping needs, the regime of
interest essentially lies below this break point; at these levels the weight cost of the
	
W
fixed array is not prohibitive, while there is of course a reliability advantage with this
selection.
As a result of these considerations, decisions were made to:
(1) Propose a fixed drum array for all the candidate spacecraft, with diameter
such as to fit within a 5-foot shroud (Phase I, position determination only).
(2) Investigate the relative merits of a conventional deployed array for the pre-
ferred system with voice capability.
Uf
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As a matter of detail, a non-spinning drum array would not yield quite the performance
predicted for the conventional drum, since the data assume a uniform array tempera-
ture, but allowance may be made for this later.
Now in addition to the "daylight" array it is of course also necessary to provide a
power storage system for eclipse operation. Assuming nickel-cadmium storage cells
-)f good typical performance (8 watt hours per pound) operating at up to 50% depth of
discharge then the battery weight required will be about 300 lb/kW of net daytime power.
With a 20-hour charge period and allowing for various inefficiencies (and for the neces-
sity to charge at better than the 20-hour rate if the batteries are to accept an adequate
charge), an auxiliary array is required at about 20%p of net daytime power, so that the
cost of this array will be about 45 lb/kW (in normal illumination). Finally, charge
regulation costs about 25 lb/kW, referenced to the delivered power.
Thus, in total, the drum array/battery system can be characterized as:
270 lb/kW for the solar array,
42 lb/ff for regulation, and
300 lb/kW for batteries
with no battery redundancy, in full normal illumination, and at the five-year point.
The reference power level now is exclusive of battery charge requirements.
Conventional good practice would be to add 50% battery redundancy, allowing in effect
100 c operational redundancy by increasing the depth of discharge, so that the battery
weight might be increased to 450 lb/kW and the total system weight to 762 lb/kW. This
latter figure increases to 787 lb/kW for the stationary orbit, the array being increased
to 295 lb/kW so as to allow for the most extreme illumination angle.
The various candidate spacecraft have been sized based upon this data, so far as the
power supply subsystem is concerned.
It will be recognized that these are preliminary data, and consequently rather detailed
re-analysis has been undertaken later for the particular case of interest in Phase II
(Volume III).
5.1.2.4 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
All of the candidate systems require on-board maneuver capability, so as to allow:
(1) Correction of booster injection errors
(2) Acquisition of target station
(3) Maintenance of target station
In addition, in particular cases, there will be a stabiliz;,tion function to be performed
by the propulsion system so as to ^1low momentum and :attitude control.
Taking these demands in turn, previous studies have identified approximately the three-
sigma injection errors for the candidate boosters to be as shown in table 5-7, under the
various stated conditions.
r	 ,.
TABLE 5-7. INJECTION ERRORS (ft/sec)
Mission
Booster
Low Altitude
Parking Orbit
Synchronous
Transfer
Stationary
Orbit*
Atlas-.Agena 170 200 260
Atlas-Centaur 50 50 110
Titan IIIC 100 - 100
*Including an apogee kick stage with 1% total velocity error.
The launch technique implied is that conventionally employed to get to stationary orbit,
viz
(1) injection into low circular and inclined parking orbit,
(2) injection into synchronous transfer orbit, and
(3) circularization and plane correction at synchronous altitude.
Further entries might be tabled specifically relating to the injection problems associated
with the inclined, elliptical but still synchronous orbits of the elements of the "Y" or
"box" configuration selected for Systems IV and VII. The most economical technique
that could be used appears to be that where a single booster is employed to launch
multiple payloads each with separate perigee-apogee propulsion subsystem. This
technique will be described further later, and the significance of the proposal in the
present context is that more reliance is ilaced upon upper staging--as much as 14, 000
ft/sec being added in the case of the central "Y" element in comparison with 6000 ft/sec
for the normal technique. Thus the total error indicated in the previous table would
be greater by about 80 ft/see for the first two entries, and by up to 140 ft/sec for the
Titan case.
A further possi'oility that is not tabled is the use of a booster in the Thor series (DSV2L-
Delta-TE 364, DSV2L-Agena-TE 364, HOSS). These would however be subject to errors
similar to those quoted for the Atlas-Ag.:na (TE 364) and so do not change the picture.
It is clear then that the demand for injection error correction will be approximately in
the range 100 ft/sec to 350 ft/see.
Turning to station acquisition, and as an illustration of the problem, analysis performed
during a previous study directed towards a stationary payload showed that intttal station
acquisition can reasonably be achieved at a total velocity cost of about 65 ft/sec. The
particular case considered involved reversal of an initial moderate eastward drift rate,
followed by a "stop" maneuver at the required longitude, and the whole operation was
rather protracted (but could be speeded up at modest cost). It is of note than this r:ian-
euver demand is not a simple increment upon the injection error demand, since it is
that latter error which causes the initial eastward drift, and the total maneuver to ac-
quire station amounts in this particular case to about 140 ft/sec compared with 100
ft/sec for injection correction alone.
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Allowing for rather more rapid station acquisition (applying a reversed drift rate of
siiy
 5° /day rather than 1° /day) the propulsion demand might be set at say 100 ft/ ,sec,
.gain to be added strictly only to a portion of the basic injection error, and leading to
a total acquisition deniwid of .175 ft/sec (in this 100 ft/sec injection error case). It
is difficult to generalize since the whole procedure is booster - and station-dependent,
but the trend may be seen.
With regard to orbital perturbations, it seems unlikely in any of the cases in this ap-
plication that orbit inclination drift due to solar-lunar effects would need to be can-
celled, although the system might be set up with an initial offset in order to null the
deviation at mid-life (and at some cost in booster capability for the nominally stationary
system, since a negative initial inclination is implied). The plane drift imposed by
these external bodies averages out at 9Z0.9° /year for the stationary case and, is not
eery much greater even for the inclined orbits of Systems IV and VII.
^1ore serious is the longitudinal drift due to earth traixiality. In the stationary system,
at least, this is seen as a long period oscillation about the equatorial minor axis which
would be destructive of the system geometry, and corresponds to a maximum propul-
s ion requirement of about 5 ft/sec/year. Correction, therefore, costs very little, and
it appears likely that the situation is similar for the synchronous but elliptical orbits.
Thus, over a five year life, perhaps as little as 25 ft/sec would suffice for station
keep ing.
bi summary then, the various velocity demands may be listed as in Table 5-8.
TABLE 5-8. TOTAL MANEUVER DEMAND
Maneuver	 Velocity Demand (ft/sec)
Injection Correction
	 100-350
Station --quisition
	 40-100
Longitude Control
	 25
Where applicable, the cost of momentum control may be set at 50 ft/sec for the total
mission.
In passing, it may be noted here that the proper maintenance of the synchronous but
non-stationary orbits is not possible over a five year period, due principally to rotation
of the argument of orbit perigee and of the lorgu'ade of the ascending node. The drift
rate of the argument of perigee will be k-,12  ° /year due to both external body and oblate
earth effects, will be destructive of coverage, and will limit useful life to about 3 Y ears .
Correction tis not possible in practice because of the extreme propulsion cost implied.
With the indicated range of velocity demands the subsystem choice naturally falls upon
the chemical systems, either monopropellant or bi-propellant. The partial exception
to this is System I, which operationally is gravity gradient stabilized and therefore has
a need for low thrust propulsion—following injection error correction and station ac-
quisition (in the spin mode) .
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The more exotic possibilities such as the various forms of ion propulsion are not ap-
propriate to this mission, in view of the relatively small incremental velocity require-
ment.
The choice between monopropellant and bi propellant chemical propulsion subsystem
reduces in essence, and above a certain minimum impulse level, to that of complexity
versus wei,,ht penalty. The efficiency advantage of bi-propellant propulsion is obviously
going to be most marked (in terms of total subsystem weight) at the higher impulse
levels, and indeed will reverse at lower levels due to the generally greater dry weight
of the bi-propellant system. A comparative analysis has been made for systems in the
impulse range of interest, and the resulting data is shown in Figure 5-2. The results
are based upon the use of blow-down gas pressurization using storage bottles, and
upon the (nominal) provision of a total complement of six thrusters each with a thrust
level in the range 1-5 pounds.
It should be noted that the particular propellants chosen for the comparison were not
selected arbitrarily. Hydrazine used alone has the best performance out of the various
possible monopropellants, and there is a very considerable backlog of experience in its
use (Ranger, Mariner, ATS III). Similarly, hydrazine used with nitrogen tetroxide is
the "universal" storable mix, offering reasonable if not exceptional performance (and
employed in Lunar Orbiter and LM).	 '
TOTAL IMPULSE DEMAND (LB-SEC)
Figure 5-2. Propulsion Sub-System Weight vs Total Impulse
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Noting that even the heaviest vehicles of interest will weigh less than S50 lb, and that
the largest anticipated velocity demand is less than %:z500 ft/sec, it is apparent that
there is an upper impulse bound of13,000 lb-sec.
Thus by reference to the chart it is clear that no significant weight advantage is to be
h ained by employment of the bipropellant system at the impulse levels of interest, and
bearing in mind the relative complexities for the two alternatives there would be little
justification for selection of this system.
The choice in all cases is therefore to employ monopropellant hydrazine as the main
source of on-board propulsion, with the exception that the low-thrust station keeping
requirements of System 1 will be met by the use of an ammonia resistojet. This last
selection is justified by the availability of the necessary equipment, combined with
the low impulse requirement in this mode which places but small premium upon
specific impulse.
3.1.2.5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
As part of the preliminary analysis a survey was made of the appropriate boost vehicles,
bearing in mind the payload bracket that had emerged from examination of the candidates.
This bracket was seen to be -300 - 900 lb (for the Nav/TC service) and Table 5-9 lists
these vehicles, together with their performance into the synchronous equatorial
(stationary) orbit. Approximate costs are also listed, but it has to be recognized that
these are very sensitive to utilization rate.
j The Atlas -Agena. booster is not currently part of the NASA stable (although it is still
in propuuion for the USAF). The vehicle has however been included here since it is
well suited to this mission, and its omission leaves a very serious performance gap.
This is discussed further in a later Section. The "real" system of Phase II requires
use of the Atlas-Centaur, and so is not subject to the "Agena gap."
Use of an off-loaded Burner II as the apogee stage for the Atlas-Agena has been con-
sidered in some detail.* By off-loading from 1440 to 1048 pounds of propellant, the pay-
load to stationary orbit is maximized at 830 pounds; the difference between this and the
1100 pounds quoted for simple apogee kick is the cost of three-axis stabilization and
vernier velocity control. Resort to spin stabilization for the Burner II payload assem-
bly results in 100 pounds more of useful payload, although at some cost in injection
a-curacy (and hence ?n correction requirements) .
These quoted payloads are subject to a deduction for adapter/separation structure
that depends upon the details of the individual systems. By way of illustration, the
case of the SLV3A/Agena D/—variants might be considered. The Burner II/Agena
adapter has been estimated by Boeing to weight about 130 pounds, but the propulsion
cost of this is already allowed in the 830 pound payload estimate. What is not allowed
is the weight cost of integration between the Burner and the payload proper, and this
might well amount to 30 pounds, yielding a true net payload of 800 pounds.
*Burner II for Synchronous Mission Applications D2-82501-4 June 1967 (Boeing)
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TABLE 5-9. PAYLOAD AND COST OF VARIOZJS BOOSTERS
Booster Payload ($°M)
Specific
Cost
($K/lb)
DSV-2L/Improved Delta/ 365 3.8 10.4
T E -364 /Kick
DSV-2L/Agena D/TE-364/Kick ...540 6.8 12.6
SLV3A/Agena D/Off-loaded ~1100 8.1* 7.4
T E -364
SLV3A/Agena D/Off-Loaded 930 8.5* 9.1
SS Burner II
SLV3A/Agena D/Off-Loaded 830 8.5 10.2
Burner II
SLV3C /Centaur/TE-364 1670 12.7 7.6
SLV3C /Centaur /TE -364 (-4) 2000 12.7** 6.4
SLV3C/Centaur/SS Burner II 1600 13.1 8.2
SLV3C/Centaur/Burner II 1500 13.1 8.7
SLV3C /Cent aur /Stretched SS k$1900 13.1** 6.9
Burner II
SLV 3C /Centaur /Stretched ;;z1800 13.1** 7.3
Burner II
*Cost of TE-364 set at $300K, cost of Burner II set at $600K.
**Recurring cost of TE-364 not significantly affected by "stretch."
In the case of the SLV3A/Agena/TE-364 vehicle, provision has to be made for a spin
table at the Agena/TE-364 interface (unless separation and then spin-up is assumed).
This could well cost 175 pounds (Delta adapter) above the weight of ordinary interstage
structure, but is only seen as an 80 pound payload loss. The net payload thus re-
duces to 1100 pounds less 80 pounds, less an allowance (say 20 pounds) for kickstage/
payload integration, or,—., 1000 pounds net.
With regard to the synchronous but non-stationary constellations (System IV and VII),
perigee/apogee kick staging can be employed as discussed in Section 5.1.2.4, and
very effective booster utilization becomes possible. For instance, the SLV3A/Agenda
can install a total of about 1600 pounds into the various orbits of the conventional "Y"
constellation, compared with 1100 pounds shown in Table 5-9 for the stationary case.
Of course, considerable complexity is involved in this approach since each of the
four payloads requires two separate kick stages. It is possible to trade performance
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for complexity by utilizing a single perigee stage to provide a circular equatorial
parkin-, orbit «• ith radius equal to elliptic parameter altitude of the final inclined or-
bits. Using this approach each of the inclined elements requires a single kick stage
(although the stationary vehicle still requires two) and the total motor count reduces
to six rather than eight — at considerable payload cost, though with some advantage
in terms of injection precision.
As a matter of interest, use of perigee/apogee kick stages with a single synchron .
-ous payload would lift the Atlas-Agena D capability to about 1300 pounds, coin-
pared with the 100 pounds shown in Table 5-9, which is a rather trivial improve-
ment.
These performance levels, based upon the various slightly , unconventional techniques,
are derived from the assumption of an Atlas-Agena D 100 nmi, 30° parking orbit pay-
load of 8000 pounds, and are merely illustrative since the same tecluliques can be ap-
plied to other boosters.
5:1.:3 CANDIDATE SYSTEAIS DESCRIPTION
1	 This section will describe in turn the space segment of each of the candidate systems.
The description to be given will be that of the finalized model, but it should be borne
in mind that in the course of the study each alternative system was itself iterated a
number of times in order to arrive at the final and best representation of the imple-
mentation of the particular technique. The preliminary material appeared  in the str dy
work notes and memoranda, and will not be presented here.
5.1.3.1 TWO BASELINE INTERFEROMETER (SYSTEM I)
This candidate has been previously described by Westinghouse in a very detailed study
performed some years ago. In essence the idea is to erect a pair of orthogonal inter-
ferometers in space (carried by a single and hence necessarily stationary spacecraft)
so as to allow the determination of the total angle (in spacecraft axes) to a radiating
ground source. In order to resolve ambiguities, both coarse and fine interferometer
assemblies are required. This is the active mode with which the present study is con-
cerned, although equally the spacecraft could radiate an interference field to a passive
user. In addition, it turns out to be necessary to determine the range to the user in
order to avoid excessive geometric dl! ltion of precision (GDOP) at extreme look angles.
DESCRIPTION
• Pr1 "-werV Power Level 212 W delivered OC power
167 W Not Ito communications)
e Pulse Ranging, RN & Data 51 lb
• Interferometer Antennas 64
• Interferometer Electronics 2b
*Antenna Cabling 60
• Link Antenna 6
*Antenna Booms 106
• Gravity Gradient Booms 60
•G.G. Stabil. Damper 34
O Nutation Damper 5
N Attitude Sensing 4
*Solar ArraV 63
*Power Regulation 9
*Batteries (150%) 77
• Low Thrust Propulsion (50 ft/sec) 14
*Main Propulsion (350 ft/sec) 65
• Harness 25
*Structure 100
-610% Margin 77
*TOTAL SPACECRAFT sS" lb
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Figure 5-3. System I - Spacecraft
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Figure 5-4. System I - Two Base Line Interferometer
WEIGHT/DC POWER/RF POWER
18.5 lb/ 11.0 W
11.8 lb/ 10.0 W
16.0 lb/120.0 W
0.8 lb/ 1.0 W
4.0 lb/ —
51.1 lb /142.0 W(36. 1 W)
64.0 lb/ 2.2 W/ —
60.0 lb/
—	 / —
15.0 lb/ 4.8 W/ —
9.0 lb/ 12.9 W/ —
2.0 IV
 ' 5.0 W (1.5NV)
150.0 lb/ 24.9 VV (1.5W)
1'
20.1
	 lb/167	 W(37. 8W)
The ranging, reference and data iiortions of the associated communications block are
indicated schematically in Figure 5-5, which indicates the mode of operation of the
equipment. The balance of the communications blocky tt,. concerned with target angle
determination, is shown in Figure 5-6. All operations are at L-band.
The weight and power budget for the total subsystem is show^t in "fable 5-10, excluding
the lhik antenna and the interferometer booms.
Thc >peration of these equipments has been descrK, - earlier.
TABLE 5-10. SYSTEM I DUAL INTERFEROMETER - COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
Put'se Ranging Reference and Data (1600 MHz):
• IF Transponder Including Command and
Telemetry
• IF Transponder Repeater Only
• Tetrode IPA and PA
• Solid State Amplifier
• Diplexer
Sub Total
Dual Interferometer (1600 MHz):
• Antenna Assemblies
• Cabling
• Angle Multiplex Electronics
• Angle Link Transponder
• Transmitter (Solid State)
Sub Total
TOTAL SYSTEM:
Required mean RF powers are shown in parentheses.
Briefly, and referring to Figure 5-4, the Ground Control Center (GCC) sends an
address/interrogation to the user via the central antenna on the spacecraft and using
the ranging reference and data channel. This message activates the user equipment,
triggers a delayed CW emission from the user, and is itself turned around and re-
transmitted to the ground station for ranging purposes. The ranging, reference and
data channel also carries any required user-to-ground data. The CW emission is
received at the spacecraft by the four antenna pairs shown in Figure 5-4, and the
received signals are processed to
(1) resolve directional ambiguities via the coarse interferometer, and
(2) to make a relatively precise angle determination.
The Instrumentation Stations are employed to
(1) maintain record of the interferometer geometry, and
(2) update spacecraft ephemeris.
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The attitude and dimensional calibration of (1) above requires four instrumentation
stations, item (2) only three. It emerges from the error analysis that for a position
determination accuracy of 1 nmi the spacecraft interferometer system has to be
calibrated within one second of the measurement proper. This stringent requirement
arises because of the inevitable dynamic "instabilities" of the (fine) interferometer
boom system, which analysis indicates has to be %t$300 feet in span (at 1600 MHz) if
the required system accuracy is to be achieved!
Assuming the antenna booms, to be formed from STEM tubes, 1-1/2-ins, its diameter,
and with a wall thickness of 2 mils, then the boom torsional stiffness is maintained
at the effective level previously set by Westinghouse for the 600-nmi altitude version
of this system. The diametric increase (from 1/2-inch) is such as to
(1) provide compensation for stiffness loss due to the longer boom required by
virtue of the altitude increase (to synchronous), and
(2) increase torsional stiffness so as to match the increased antenna directivity
required because of the smaller earth look angle.
With this boom section, and with a semi-span of 150 feet, peak deflection rates might
in the limit approach 0.4 mil/see; this figure corresponds to the zero thermal inertia
case and to step function eclipse entry. While this is a crude estimate, it does
bear comparison with the configuration originally proposed for this system where
swing rates comparably estimated are 0.1 mil/sec. Thus at least the original cali-
bration rate of once per second is required, and even to preserve this, particular care
will be necessary: specifically, slotted booms will have to be used rather than the
"solid" boom of the calculations. The weight of the interferometer antenna boom sys-
tem is calculated to be 108 pounds, assuming an all-up weight/tube weight ratio of 3
for this geometry. The further comment might be made that no special allowance ha,,
been made in the communications subsystem design for poor pointing performance of
the antennas. Thus, both the general lack of stiffness to be expected due to the use of
gravity gradient stabilization and the particular distortions to which the interferometer
antenna booms will be subject will lead to gain penalties that in a real system would
have to be compensated for by the addition of RF power.
The central antenna is a straight-forward earth coverage L-band dish (similar to each
of the eight interferometer dishes) estimated to weigh 6 pounds, and attached rigidly
to the spacecraft body. The pointing precision of this antenna is of course totally de-
pendent upon the attitude "stiffness. "
In summary then, the weight of the communications subsystem breaks down as shown
in taule 5-11.
5.1.2.1.2 Stabilization Subsystem
As was mentioned previously, this candi a le is f,.,rced by its basic configuration to em-
ploy gravity gradient stabilization. k .rIr Vhr llit,.twd purposes of the study it was not
necessary to examine the stabilization problem in great detail, but the system was
"sized-up" in gross terms.
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TABLE 5-11. SYSTEM I COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
Subsystem Weight Qb)
Pulse ringing, reference and data 51
Interferometer antennas including electronics 64
Interferometer electronics 26
Antenna cabling 60
Antenna boom assemblies 108
Lint: antenna 6
Total Subsystem	 315
Examination of the characteristics of typical STEM booms indicates that the free length
should be kept below 300 feet if (thermal) tip deflections are to be kept within reason-
able bounds. This limitation is necessary to reduce attitude deviations due to these
tip deflections to acceptable levels.
With 300 feet total interferometer boom span, and with each half-interferometer carry-
bi-,
 a tip assembly weighing x8 lb, it emerges that acceptable inertia ratios can be
reached given the addition of a 600 foot span 'x" made up of four separate stabili ition
booms, each carrying a tip weight of;-.3 lb. These figures are approximate, and of
course other combinations are possible, but serve as illustration of the technical dif-
ficulties associated with the stabilization subsystem — and also allow proper L.stima.tion
Of subsystem weight. A damper bo om is required in addition to the basic "X", and as
well as the interferometric cross.
On this basis, the subsystem breakdown emerges as shown in Table 5-12.
TABLE 5-12. SYSTEM I STABILIZATION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
I	 Subsystem	 I	 Weight	 (lb)
Four 300 -ft stabilization booms
	 24
Deployment mechanisms for stabilization booms
	
24
Tip weights (4)	 12
Damper system complete (ATS D/E)
	 34
Nutation damper
	 5
Attitude sensing	 4
Total Subsystem	 103	 I
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The last two items are required because of the proposal to use a simple kick stage,
mid to inject in the spin stabilized mode. The subsystem requires only intermittent
power, and then only during the injection/deployment phase.
The projected ± 3 roil/pitch stabilization accuracy can only be verified by flight ex-
periment and even ATS D/E results would not be conclusive in view of the more com-
pact nature of those vehicles.
5.1.3.1.3 Power Supply Subsystem
The power demand listed in Table 5-6 was seen to amount to 167 watts of DC power,
this for communications functions only. As the system is configured there is no
separate demand for Command and Telemetry, but additional provision will be made
for sundry on-board services (including the resistojet) so that the total end-of-life
minimum (daylight) DC power level has been set at 178 W. Under eclipse, when the
resistojet demand may be removed, this reduces to 172 W. This de*r end is to be met
under the most adverse combination of illumination angle and solar constant variation,
and is 'Snot" inasmuch as the power source has in addition to meet the requirements
I
or charging of the power storage subsystem. Adding the charging requirements the
gross end-of-life demand is actually about 212 watts made up as below:
Communications	 167 W
Miscellaneous
	 5 W
Battery Charge	 34 W
Res istoj et
	
	 6 W
Total Power Demand 212 W
Now analysis indicates that a body-mounted "drum" array that is fixed in earth-axes,
i.e. rotating once per day can (with proper thermal control) yield about 80% of the
power available from the same array when spun rather rapidly. Thus a net delivered
output of say 6.9 w/ft2
 of projected area for the rapidly spinning system is reduced to
5.5 «,/f .2 because of this effect, and further to 5.1 w/ft 2 when the effect of 23.5 ° angle-
off illumination is included. At a diameter of 4.75 feet, a drum array 8.7 feet
long is seen to be required to meet the 212-watt demand level.
The weight of the components of the power supply subsystem can now be directly de-
rived from the data of Section 5.1.2.3.
Subsystem Weight (lb)
Solar array (including charge) 63
Regulation and charge control 9
Batteries (150%provision) 77
Total Subsystem	 149
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hi this table the weight cost of regulation and charge control has been based approxi-
m atel y upon the initial power level at normal illumination and so raised 25q based upon
oild-of-life conditions. The provision for battery redundancy is that discussed in
Section 5.1.2.3.
5.1.3.1.4 Propulsion Subsystem
This candidate offers most difficulty of any in terms of on-board propulsion, because
Of the requirement for a mixed system, as discussed in 5.1.2.4.
hi view of the hypothetical employment of the Atlas-Agena -TE 364 and in the light of
i>^°cviou q discussion, the following velocity budget appears applicable:
hijection error correction: 260 ft/sec
Station acquisition: 75 ft/sec
Longitude control: 25 ft/sec
The "high rate" demand thus amounts to 335 f+/sec, and this will be rounded up to 350
ftisee to allow a small performance margin (some attitude control adjustments will be
necessary in the spin-stabilized coasting phase prior to final injection and deployment).
The 'low rate" demand will be set at 50 ft/sec.
Based  upon these velocity budgets, and extracting "rep.' hardware" numbers from var-
ious sources the following subsystem breakdown emerges as shown in Table 5-13.
TABLE 5-13. SYSTEM I PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
Component Weight (lb)
Hydrazine tanks (2) 8
Thruster block (4) 7
Support structure 10
Miscellaneous items 3
Hydrazine 37
Total (hydrazine) subsystem 65
Ammonia tank 2
Res istoj et assembly 5
Ammonia 7
Total (ammonia) subsystem 14
TOTAL PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
	 79
The weight budget allows considerable system redundancy. Thus a double complement
of hydrazine thrusters is provided, and dual hydrazine tanks are employed (though not
carrying twice the necessary propellant.) The subsystem arrangements are indicated
schematically in Figure 5-7.
U0,
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Figure 5 -7. System. I Propulsion Subsystem
5.1.3.1.5 Integration
The various subsystems discussed in previous paragraphs are assumed to be carried
within a basic drum . structure, providing mounting poin't's for the solid propellant kick
stage as well as for the multitudinous electrical motors associated with deployment of
the various booms.
In view of the approximate nature of the comparative analysis, it was not considered
appropriate to examine the necessary structural arrangements in detail, but rather a
weight estimate was derived by recourse to precedent. Thus a 15% allowance was
made for structure, in this case 100 pounds, and a further allowance of 25 poun&i was
made for the wiring harness connecting the various subsystems. It should be not4:^d
that the allowance for drive mechanisms was made on a subsystem by subsystem loasis.
The total spacecraft weight breakdown thus appe,-rs in Table 5-14, this breakdown
already being given in more detail in Figure 5-3.
TABLE 5-14. TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT FOR SYSTEM I
Subsystem Weight (lb)
Communications 315
Stabilization 103
Power Supply 149
Propulsion 79
Harness 25
Structure 100
10% Margin 77
Total Weight
	 848
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5.1.3.1.6 Launch System
The payload that has emerged from the analysis is quite closely matched to the projected
performance of the Atlas-Agena-TE 364 combination. It is appreciated that
(1) the Atlas-Agena has been removed from the "stable" under present planning,
and
(2) the Atlas-Agena has not been integrated with the TE 364.
This latter point is of sm tll concern since the kick stage is essentially part of the
payload. Further, the elimination of the Atlas-Agena from the stable of NASA boosters
does not preclude its use in the context of this study since it will continue to be used
by the USAF. The purposes of comparison are best met by the assumption of the use of
this booster since it can efficiently serve all candidates.
On this basis then, the stack is made up as below:
SLV3A
Agena D
Adapter
Spin table
TE 364 (off-loaded)
Payload adapter
Spacecraft
Analysis shows the basic booster to be capable of carrying about 2100 lbs. into the
synchronous transfer orbit, above the spin table. The net spacecraft weight has a
ceiling at about 950 to 100 pounds.
The corresponding injection sequence is shown in Table 5-15.
The injection geometry is shown in generalized fashion in Figure 5-8.
5.1.3.2 SPINNING INTERFEROMETER (SYSTEM II)
This concept is essentially an outgrowth from that of system I. Because of the sta-
tionary nature of the interferometric cross of that system, ambiguities exist in the
angle determination that have to be resolved by recourse to a second (coarse) cross.
By resorting to a single spinning (fine) interferometer the ambiguities disappear; es-
sentially complete rather than "2-point" information becomes available. Thus the
requirement for eight interferometer antennas, four pairs, is rc .?uced to just two in a
single pair, and considerable electronic simplication becomes possible.
C	 5-27
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TABLE 5-15. INJECTION SEQUENCE FOR SYSTEM I
Step Description
1 Due east launch from ETR into a 100 nmi 30° inclined parking orbit
using the Atlas stage, and the first Agena burn.
2 Second Agena burn, payload spin-up, and Agena separation.
3 Coast to apogee in synchronous transfer orbit in spin stabilized mode.
4 TE-364 i , aition and burn-out, followed by separation.
5 Draft rate in orbit determined, spacecraft set to operational attitude
using on-board capability.
G Drift correction/station acquisition maneuvers initiated using on-board
propulsion capability.
7 Station acquisition completed.
8 Communications system locked to earth, and spacecraft despun.
9 Gravity gradient and antenna systems deployed.
10 System operational.
APOGEE INJECTION
ORBIT CIRCULARI-
ZATION AND PLANE
`CHANGE
ORBIT CORRECTION
AND STATION ACQUISITION 	 4
100 nmi, 300
INCLINED PARKING
ORBIT
ETR LAUNCH
DUE EAST
1
INJECTION IN
SYNCHRONOI,a p nHrvaran
ORBIT
2
COAST TO
SYNCHRONOUS
ALTITUDE
3
Figure 5-8. Generalized Injection Sequence
 tr
BOOSTER
220 W
158 W Net (to communications) • SLV3A Atlas/Agens O/TF 364
or possibly
51 lb
9
18
6
6
14
15
44
33
5
4
54
10
82
56
25
62
49
543 lb
• DSV2L Thor/Agena D/TE 364/
k ick stage
Ill (wder that the GDOP is not to be excessive in the areas of interest, the spin plane
l I, I s to be that of the original cross-, viz., tangential to the orbital path.
'I he general layout ascribed to the spacecraft of this candidate system II is shoNvn in
I is iwe 5-9, together with the weight model that has emerged as a result of the analysis.
"['he Imsis of the weight estimate will be given in the subsequent descriptive sections.
DESCRIPTION
• Primary Power Level
• Pulse Ranging, Ref, and Data
• Interferometer Antennas
• Interferometer Electronics
• Antenna Cabling
• Link Antenna
#A ntenn,i  Stems
• Antenna Drive
• Momentum Compensation
• Platform Drive Including Control
• Damper
• Attitude Sensing
• Solar Array
• Power Regulation
e Batteries (150%)
• Propulsicn (425 ft/sec)
• Harness
• Structure
• (10% Margin)
TOTAL
Figure 5-9. II, Spinning Interferometer - Spacecraft
5.1.3.2.1 Communications Block
'Che overall operational system is shown schematically in Figure 5-10, which depicts
the scenario that has been assumed.
The range determination that i6 required as a part of the position location procedure
is made using a ranging, reference and data block that is identical to that of system I.
The balance of the communications block is somewhat simplified by comparison, by
virtue of the employment of the single spinning interferometer, and this equipment is
shown in block form in Figure 5-11. Frequency conversion from 8000 MHz to 1600
1111z is assumed prior to transmission of angle information to Ground Control. The
L-band antenna shown is the one that is also associated with the ranging and data
functions. In this instance, because of the 8-GHz angle determination frequency,
analysis shows that a 60-foot span interferometer will suffice; and the antenna ele-
ments themselves become relatively small (-6 inches in diameter). The details of
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the necessary antenna and counterbalance drive mechanisms were not explored during
the study; a number of possibilities exist, of	 three may be mentioned:
(1) dual and separate drives controlled open loop,
(2) a single split drive, and
(3) dual drives with closed loop coupling.
All three would have to be examined if the system is to fly. The weight budget assumed
allows for the dual drives, and further assumes a boom semi-span of 30 feet at 0.06
lb/ft (3 x 0.02-inch wall, 0.50-inch diameter STEM tubing) with an all up weight to
tune weight ratio of 4. Such a boom, fabricated in beryllium-copper, could be ex-
pected to show  tensile strength of about 2900 pounds compared with an actual work-
ing load of about 900 pounds.
The actual drives for the antenna and for the counter-balance may be set at 15 pounds
each, based upon typical hardware.
The division of electronic equipment across the main body/despun platform rotary
joint has not been examined in great detail, but clearly the angle determination equip-
ment at least is best carried upon the platform. In this circumstance there appears
little point in placing the ranging/data block elsewhere so that the assumption is that
all RF equipment is carried upon the platform. Rotary RF joints are of course still
required in order to feed the spinning interferometer.
The weight and power budget for the total subsystem is shown in Table 5-16, excluding
again the link antenna and the interferometer boom assembly.
The mode of operation of this candidate is essentially the same as that of candidate I,
modified in an obvious manner by the differences of the antenna system.
Again, a precise knowledge of both spacecraft attitude and position is required, and
this is obtained via the system of Instrumentation Stations.
It is of note that, as with candidate I, the system has to be conceptually "turned inside
out" for the purposes of calibrat' an in order to account not only for gross attitude
deviations but also for small perturbations in antenna geometry.
In summary, the communications subsystem breaks down as shown in Table 5-17.
5.1.3.2.2 Stabilization Subsystem
The stabilization requirements and problems of thr.
 candidate were discussed briefly
in Section 5.1.2.2. The substitution (relative to candidate n of a single spinning an-
tenna for the angle determination simplifies the antenna system in principle, but im-
poses in turn considerable if different mechanical problems. Thus, even. going to an
5-31
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TABLE 5-16. SYSTEM II SPINNING INTERFEROMETER - COMMUNICATIONS
BLOCK
Pulse Ranging Reference and Data
(1600 MHz) :
As for System I
Single Interferometer (8000 MHz):*
Antenna Assemblies
Cabling
Angle Multiplex Electronics
Angle Link Transponder
Transmitter (Solid State)
Weight/DC Power/RF Power
51.1 lb/142.0 W/36.3 W (36.1 W)
9.0 lb/ 0.6 W/ -
6.0 lb/ -	 / -
4.0 lb/ 1.2 W/ -
12.0 lb/ 10.0W/-
2.0 lb/ 4.5 W/ 1.5 W (1.5 A)
33.0 lb/ 16.3 W/ 1.5 W
TOTAL SYSTEM:	 84 lb/158 W/37.8 W
*The 8000 MHz system is frequency shifted to 1600 MHz prior to transmission.
Required mean RF powers are shown in parentheses.
TABLE 5-17. SYSTEM II COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
Subsystem	 Weight (1b)
Pulse ranging, reference and data 	 51
Interfarometer antennas	 9
Interferometer electronics 	 18
Antenna cabling	 6
Antenna boom assemblies	 14
Boom drive	 15
Momentum compensation system 	 44
Link antenna	 6
Total Subsystem	 163	 1
antenna span appropriate to 8 GHz, the spin motion adds much momentum about the
"wrong" axis, and the only feasible course is to provide momentum balance plus
separate and "stiff" spin stabilization.
With this conceptual solution major problems remain in that in practice momentum
compensation will not be perfect and the system will in general suffer continuous per-
turbation due to boom whip and oscillation. These problems would be reduced by the
employment of a "soft" boom--ideally a simple cable--but the practicability of the
system remains subject to flight experiment.
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So far as sizing the subsystem is concerned, the momentum balance system (a com-
plete dummy antenna) has been included within the communications block. The equip-
ment necessary in order to provide simple spin stabilization for the momentum
compensated spacecraft would be quite conventional as shown below.
Subsystem Weight (lb)
2Roll horizon sensing
Pitch horizon sensing 2
Pitch control electronics 8
Despun platform drive assembly 25
Nutation damper 5
Total Subsystem	 42
The total (continuous) power demand for the subsystem would amount to about 10 watts.
The stabilization accuracy to be expected cannot be evaluated without extensive dy-
namic analysis of the antenna system and/or experimental data.
5.1.3.2.3 Power Supply Subsystem
The communications block for this candidate demands 158 W of DC power, while the
stabilization subsystem has a steady requirement for 10 W. In addition there is the
demand for the antenna drives, amounting to perhaps 10 Watts. The total re-
quirement is therefore seen to be :178 watts and the overall power budget appears as
below (noting that there is no resistojet installation on hoard this candidate):
Communications 158 W
Attitude control 20 W
Miscellaneous 5 W
Battery charge 37 W
Total power demand
	 220 W
The margin allows in part for losses in power transfer.
The power demand is seen to be close to that of candidate I, but now the solar array
is spinning by virtue of the spin stabilization and therefore operates more efficiently
due to the better temperature distribution across the surface. By reference to sec-
tion 5.1.3.1.3 the following breakdown can be derived:
Subsystem Weight (lb)
Solar array (including charge) 54
Regulation and charge control 10
Batteries (150% provision) 82
Total Subsystem	 146
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The array would be about 7.2 feet long at a diameter of 4.75 feet.
5.1.3.2.4 °roplzlsion Subsystem
The proposed booster for this system is the Atlas-Agena-TE 364, as for the system 1,
having a net payload capability of about 950-1000 pounds. Alternatively, the Thor
Agena TE 364 kick combii,k.ion might be employed, but the performance would be
somewhat marginal (and the injection error correction demand somewhat higher;
With Atlas-Agena the previously stated velocity budget applies, except for the addition
of an allowance for stabilization functions (momentum dumping, roll/;-aw corrections).
Thus below:
Injection error correction 	 260 ft/sec
Station acquisition	 75 ft/sec
Longitude control	 25 ft/ sec
Stabilization
	 50 ft/sec
This is all "high rate" demand and amounts to 410 ft/sec. Adding a margin, it seems
reasonable to provide 425 ft/sec capability, so that the subsystem breakdown emerges
(based upon details listed in Section 5.1.3.1.4) as shown below:
Subsystem Weight (lb)
Hydrazine tanks (2) 8
Thruster block (4) 7
Support structure 10
Miscellaneous items 3
Hydrazine 28
Total Subsystem	 56
5.1.3.2.5 Integration
The structural arrangements for this candidate are presumed to be relatively conven-
tional. The main body carrying the solar array, the balance of the power supply sub-
system, the propulsion subsystem, and (initially) the solid kick stage is spun at 100
rpm, while the communications equipment as a whole is carried upon a despun platform
driven in pitch. The platform drive carries slip rings for power transfer; the weight
allowance for these was included in Section 5.1.3.2.2.
A 15% structural allowance has been preserved and a 25-pound allocation for the wiring
harness has been made. Hence, the overall weight breakdown results as shown in
Table 5-18.
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TABLE 5-18. TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT
FOR SYSTEM II
1
Subsystem
Communications
Stabilization
Power Supply
Propulsion
Harness
S.X cture
10',,o Margin
Total spacecraft
Weight (lb)
163
42
146
56
25
62
49
543
5.1.3.2.6 Launch System
Because the assumed launcher is identical to that of candidate I, the discussion of
5.1.3.1.6 applies,
The injection seq-- pence is identical to that shown in table 5-15 up to the point of kick
stage separatiCA, step 4, Thereafter the sequence of events is as shown in Table 5-19.
TABLE 5-19. INJECTION SEQUENCE FOR SYSTEM II
Step	 Description
1-4
	 See Table 5-15.
	
5	 Drift rate in orbit determined, spacecraft set to operational attitude
using on-board capability, and spin momentum adjusted.
	
6	 Drift correction/station acquisition maneuvers initiated using on-
board propulsion capability.
	
7	 Station acquisition completed.
	
8	 Communications system locked to earth.
	
9	 Antenna system deployed and spun up.
	
10	 System operational.
5.1.3.3 SWEPT FAN BEAMS (SYSTEM III)
This third candidate system is that previously studied in detail by Philco. Essentially,
the spin motion of a single and hence necessarily stationary satellite operating in a
"wheel" mode is utilized to provide scanning across the earth of two orthogonally placed
fan beams, allowing location of the user (in angular coordinates) with reference to
some known datum.
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In the active, mode the fan beams receive signals originating at the user, and com-
parison is made of the times of arrival with those of signals from a reference source.
Given a precise knowledge of spacecraft attitude and of the fan beam geometry then
the location of the user may be determined in earth axes. The precision of the meas-
urement is greatly improved, where large look angles exist, by the addition of range
data, and the measurement of user range has been made an integral part of the system.
It is of note that the fan beam geometry cannot be ideal, because the use of a silagle
axis of scan implies that the fan beams will sweep the earth at 45 ° to the orbital plane,
rather than at 0 0 and 90* as would be ideally the case.
The general layout of the fan, beam spacecraft is indicated in Figure 5-12, which also
carries a weight summary.
5.1.3.3.1 Communications Block
The system model is shown in Figure 5-3. Only three Instrumentation Stations are
depicted since it turns out from analysis to be impossible to determine the fan beam
geometry with sufficient precision by ground calibrations. Thus only the three Instru-
mentation Stations needed for satellite tracking purposes are provided, and the attitude
data is derived separately via on-board instrumentation (a star-tracker). It is further
of note that recourse to on-board attitude determination is only possible because at 8
GHz the dimensions of the fan beam antennas can be kept sufficiently small as to avoid
significant distortions, although this places a limitation upon the "sharpness" that can
be built into the fan beams.
DESCW PTI ON	 BOOSTER
• Primary Power Level 	 256 W
	 e SLV3A Atles/Agene D/TE 364
187 W Net (to communications) 	 or
• DSV21. Thor/Agene D/TE 364/Kick
A
• Pulse Ranging, Ref & Data
• Fan Beam Antennas
• Fan Beam Electronics
• Link Antenna
• Platform Drive Including Cont-oi
• Damper
• Attitude Sensing
• Star Sensing
• Solar Array
• Power Regulation
• Batteries (150%)
• Propulsion (425 ft/sec)
• Harness
• Structure
• 10% Margin
• TOTAL
51 lb
20
54
6
18
5
4
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63
11
96
56
25
63
48
530 lb
Figure 5-12. III Fan Beams - Spacecraft
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Figure 5-13. System III - Swept Fan Beams
Once more, the ranging, reference and data system is identical °ith that of the satel-
lite of System I. The angle determination is performed by the equipment indicated
	
..	 conceptually in Figure 5-14, the angle information being frequency shifted from 8000
MHz to 1600 MHz prior to transmission to Ground Control.
	
t	
The proposed sequence of events is that the ground control center sends an address/
interrogation to the user via the central antenna on the spacecraft and using the ranging,
reference and data channel. This activates the user equipment, is turned around for
ranging purposes (with user data added), and triggers a delayed C W emission that is
received at the satelli -) via the fan beam system and then re-transmitted to the ground
station. The time of receipt of the fan beam signal (relative to reference signal times)
	
^	 allows the location of the user in spacecraft axes.
Subsequent data handling at the ground allows extraction of range, data and angle
information.
So far as equipment disposition across the main body/despun platform rotary joint is
concerned, the fact that the fan antennas are carried by the spinning main body rules
that the fan beam electronics should also be so placed. The ranging and data block
could also sensibly be placed in the main body, since only a single despun antenna is
involved, so that the despun platform would in fact merely be that antenna.
The weight and power budget for the total subsystem, excluding
	 Po	 ^	 Y	 .	 g the antennas is shown
in Table 5-20. It is of note that each of the fan antennas is quite separate, so that the
mean RF power requirement listed in Table 5-2 is required twice over.
^	 M	 ^
M
x.
L•BANO EARTH
COVERAGE ANTENNA
Figure 5-14. System III Angle Determination
TABLE 5-20. SYSTEM III - FAN BEAMS - COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
Pulse Ranging Reference and Data
	 Weight/nC Power/RF Power
(1600 MHz) :
• As for System I
	 51.1 lb/142.0 W/36.3 W (36.1 W) *
Fan Beams (8000 MHz)*
• Repeater Transponder Receivers
	 24.0 lb/ 20.0 W
• Tragsmitter (Two TWTA's)
	 30.0 lb/ 25.0 W/ 8.2 W ( 8.2 VA,*
Total System	 105 lb/187 W/44.5 W
*Required mean RF powers shown in parentheses. The satellite to ground trans-
missions for the fan beam system are shifted to 1600 MHz.
The communications subsystem thus breaks down as shown in Table 5-21.
TABLE 5-21. SYSTEM III - COMMUNICATIONS SUFSYSTEM WEIGHTS
Subsystem Weight (1b)
Pulse Ranging, Reference and Data 51
Fan Beam Antennas 20
Fan Beam Electronics 54
Link Antenna 6
Total Subsystem
	 131
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5.1.3.3.2 Stabilization Subsystem
This candidate has no special stabilization difficulties or requirements, except that for
on-board attitude determination. Thus, the mechanical elements of the subsystem are
entirely conventional, but a star-tracker does have to be added. The details of this
sensor were examined in detail in the previous contractor's study, and it is sufficient
here to pull out the results of that investigation in terms of weight and power demands.
Thus, the subsystem weight allocation is as shown in Table 5-22.
TABLE 5-22. SYSTEM III - STABILIZA'T'ION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
Roll Horizon Sensing	 2 lb
Pitch Horizon Sensing	 2 lb
Pitch Colitrol Electronics 	 8 lb
Desptin Platform Drive	 10 lb
A,;sembly (Antenna only)
Nutation Damper	 5 lb
Star Tracker	 10 lb
Total Subsystem	 37 lb
The star tracker has a steady power demand of perhaps 11 watts, so that the total sub-
system power budget will amount to 21 watts. The system stability can be expected to
be such that attitude deviations from nominal will not normally exceed d:1 /2
5.1.3.3.3  Power Supply Subsystem
The various power demands that have been identified for this candidate are listed below:
Communications
	 187 W
Attitude Control
	 21 W
Miscellaneous, losses, etc.	 5 W
Battery Charge	 43 W
Total power demand
	 256 W
Since this is a spinning array, the data of section 5.1.2,3 applies directly, and the
subsystem breakdown is as tabled below. It is of note that the rather high listed DC
power requirement leads to a solar array that is 8.4 feet long (at 4.75 feet in diameter).
Such geometry, taken together with the fan antenna inertia distribution, could lead to
problems of spacecraft inertia distribution that might be troublesome and require rather
special design measures.
Power Supply Suu.L ystem Weight
Solar Array (including charge)
	 63 lb
Regulation and Charge Control
	 11 lb
Batteries (150% provision)
	 96 lb
Total Subsystem
	 170 lb
1
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5.1.3.3.4 Propulsion Subsystem
The requirements of this subsystem are exactly as listed in 5.1.3.2.4, since the same
booster can be assumed, and the same stabilization mode is proposed. The breakdown
can therefore be written down directly, noting the overall weight of the candidate space-
craft.
Propulsion Subsystem Weight
Hydrazine 1"anks (2) 	 8 lb
Thruster Block (4)	 7 lb
Support Structure
	 10 lb
Miscellaneous Items
	 3 lb
Hydrazine
	 28 lb
'Total Subsystem
	 56 lb
5.1.3.3.5 Integration
The spacecraft modelled f^r this candidate incorporates a main body carrying the power
supply and propulsion subsystems, which is spun at s,100 rpm. This body provides for
kick stage attachment and also for attachment of the (flip-out) fan-beam antennas, and
further houses the electronic portion of the communications equipment.
Attached to the main body is a despun platform, held in earth-lock, which carries t"e
link antenna. The proper disposition in detail of the electronics block across the ro-
tary joint would be a matter of study, should this system be pursued, but bearing in
mind the location of the fan antennas, it appears that in this instance only the link
antenna should be despun .
In any event, the weight breakdown appears in Table 5-23.
TABLE 5-23. TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT FOR SYSTEM III
Communications 131 lb
Stabilization 37 lb
Power Supply 170 lb
Propulsion 56 lb
Harness 251b
Structure 63 lb
10% margin 48 lb
Total Spacecraft 530 lb
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5.1 . 3 .3. 6 Launch System
'Che LILHIcher and the launch sequence proposed for this candidate is very similar to that
of Systenn II (described in Section 5.1.3.2.6). Exceptions are that no antenna deploy-
ment or spin-up is required at Step 9, and that fan beam deployment would take place
pric y
 to momentum adjustment at step 5.
5.1.3.4 SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER (SYSTEM IV)
This fourth candidate is a multiple satellite system. The satellites are not geostation-
ary, Fund by the use of a sequential measurement technique the motion of (two of) the
satellites is used to erect in effect a pair of long base-line interferometers so as to
determine the angAar location of the user. Range is also obtained. L, order that
two spacecraft having near orthogonal motion should be available to the user at any
time in the target area of interest and without recourse directly to a worldwide system,
it is proposed t,o employ a set of four spacecraft placed into suitable inclined elliptical
5vilchronous orbits spaced six hours apart in longitude. This is in actuality the Live
element "Y" configuration that has often been discussed, with the stationary element
deleted. This choice of geometry minimizes the required number of vehicles.
.Analysis ALas shown that suitable satellite geometries (and velocities) can result from
the proposed arrangement. The average ground velocity of the spacecraft in the selected
orbits is ^•1 ,4 mile per second, so that a measurement time separation comparable
with one second leads it effect to very long measurement base length.
Detailed wialysis of the accuracy capability of the proposed arrangement shows an un-
due dependence upon knowledge of user velocity, a serious drawback.
It is of note th «; although the system has been configured to yield angle information plus
one rvnge, in point of fact all satellites carry common equipment and each can yield;
range information. Deletion of range capability would not save equipment. If this
multiple ranging capability is employed, then the angle data becomes superfluous and
tine system reduces to candidate VI. Further, user velocity is then not required, and
the system capability is improved. The angle deterr,iination of course might (but does
not) offer a fundament ," , improvement in measurement accuracy. The general character
of the proposed (individual) spacecraft is shown in Figure 5-15, which includes a sum-
niary weight breakdown.
5.1.3.4. 1 Communications Block
In the proposed active mode the Ground Control Center sends the usual. address/
interrogation to the user through the link antenna of one of the spacecraft. The user
processes this signal, and activates his transmitter, and then transmits code and
altitude data plus velocity data to the Ground Control via this same satellite. The
departure here is the necessary addition of velocity data. The user follows with a
CAA' burst which is received at the particular satellite pair, over a period of time such
its to allow construction of the synthetic interferometer, and relayed to Ground Control
where data proces o ing ,yields the required angle information. Ranging information is
extracted frori the clapsed time between interrogation and repla;
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DESCRIPTION
• Primary Power Level 162 W
120 W Net
(to communications)
• Ranging, Angled Data Block 54 lb
• Link Antenna 6
• Platform Drive & Control 18
• Damper 5
• Attitude Sensing 4
• Sour Array 48
• Power Regulation 7
• Batteries (150%) 61
• Propulsion (475 ft/sec) 50
• Harness 25
• Structure 55
• 10% Margin 33
• TOTAL 366 lb
• SLV3A Atlss/Agens D/
Multiple Perigee-Apogee
Kick
• Quadruple Payload
Figure 5-15. System I II - Synthetic Interferometer - Spacecraft
In practice, the CW signal from the user will be received and relayed by all satellites
in view, so that there is some redundancy of information (which may not be apparent
to Ground Control since only two tracking antennas are provided). The "scenario" is
shown in Figure 5-16, and includes the three tracking stations necessary for orbit
determination (only candidates I, II and III require attitude information)
In this system the total position location function can be combined into a single con -
ceptual package, Figure 5-17, the electronic portion of which is tabled in terms of
weight and power in Table 5-24, The rationale for this particular equipment selection,
in contrast to the mixed pulse/phase systems of candidates I and II, is given in Section
4.1.6.
Since only a single earth-locked antenna is required in this candidate spacecraft, the
logical choice appears to be to place the communications block within the main (spinning)
body, and to feed the despun antenna through a single rotary RF joint. This is of course
the arrangement currently followed in Intelsat III. It is of note that when voice cap-
abilities are required., the additional antenna complication is such as to lead to place-
ment of all RF equipment above the rotary joint.
The total communication subsystem weight, including the link antenna, is tabulated below:
Ranging, angle, and data block	 54 lb
Link antenna	 6 lb
Total Subsystem	 60 lb
The 6 lb allowance for the link antenna, includes (as always) the reflector, feed, and
waveguide mast.
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Figure 5-16. System IV - Synthetic Interferometer
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Figure 5-17. System IV: Total Position Location and Data Block
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TABLE 5-24. SYSTEM IV - SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER -
COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
Ranging, Angle and Data (1600 MHz):
	
WEIGHT/DC POWER/RF POWER
• IF Transponder Including Command and
	
18.5 lb/ 11.0 W/ -
Telemetry
• IF Transponder, Repeater Only
• Back Channel Amplifier
• Forward Channel Amplifier
• Diplexer
11.8 lb/ 10.0 W/ -
10.0 lb/ 33.0 W/ 9.9W (9.9W)
10.0 lb/ 66.0 W/19.8W (20.OW)
4.0 lb/ -	 / -
54.3 lb/120.0 W/29.7W
I	 TOTAL SYSTEM
	 54 lb/120 W/29.7W	 I
I Required mean RF powers shown in parentheses.
	 I
5.1.3.4.2 Stabilization Subsystem
This subsystem is essentially similar to that of candidate III, simple spin stabilization
being proposed. Thus the equipment breakdown is as shown in Table 5-25.
TABLE 5-25. SYSTEM IV - STABILIZATION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT
Roll horizon sensing
	 2 lb
Pitch horizon sensing
	 2 lb
Pitch control electronics
	 8 lb
Despun platform drive assembly (antenna only)
	
16 lb
Relations damper	 5 lb
Total subsystem	 27 lb
The subsystem power demand would be a steady 10 watts, and system stability could
be expected to fall within the ±1/2° bracket characteristic of spin stabilized systems.
5.1.3.4.3 Power Supply Subsystem
The subsystem power demands that have been listed separately are tabled below, to-
gether with battery charge and miscellaneous requirements:
Communications 120 W
Attitude control 10 W
Miscellaneous, losses, etc. 5 W
Battery charge 27 W
Total power demand =	 162 W
fi
rd:
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The assignment of a subsystem weight allowance is complicated in this instance by the
sip-nificmnt inclination of the proposad orbits. Thus a simple drum array becomes in-
efficient I)eCalrse of the extreme illumination tingles that are possible (tip to about 54°
at ,30 0 orbit inclination). In practice then, the array would be shaped so as to present
a Fetter aspect, mid rather detailed design is necessary In order to properly define
the, sh ape . To avoid excessive detail however, and for these, simple purposes of com-
parison, the array weight as derived from Section 5.1.2.3 will be acousted via the
T
	 that solar array is added to the body ends. This is somewhat pessimistic,
but leads to a factor of about 1-1/4 on weight. Thence the weight power supply sub-
system breakdown is as shown below:
Solar array (including charge) 	 48 lb
Regulation and charge control
	
7 lb
Batteries (150% provision)
	
61 lb
Total subsystem
	
116 lb
The dimensions of the array would depend upon the exact form. As a matter of interest,
a cylindrical array 5.0 feet deep and 4.75 feet in diameter, with the ends covered with
cells (except for a 3-foot central cut-out), could be expected to yield, as a first approxi-
mation, the following end-of-life DC power outputs:
at normal illumination to side of dram
	
162 watts
at 23.5 ° illumination off normal
	 179 watts
at 53.5 * illumination off noarmal
	 157 watts
This arrangement is seen to be fairly satisfactory, and is the basis for the weight
factor applied to the array. The regulation and charge control allowance would have
to account (in practice) for any major output peaks.
5.1.3.4.4 Propulsion Subsystem
This candidate represents a departure from the previous cases, in that multiple satel-
lites are required. Analysis indicates that by the use of individual perigee-apogee
staging for each spacecraft, all four can be launched by a single Atlas-Agena booster.
The repair of failed vehicles might be effected using the Thor-Delta-TG 364 booster,
although this employment possibility would introduce some design problems.
The use of multiple solid staging inevitably would lead to increased injection errors,
and for these non-stationary but synchronous orbits the arguments of Section 5.1.2.4
indicate a penalty of about 30 ft/sec (at 1% error allowance). This penalty is derived
by comparison between the Atlas-Agena 170 ft/sec parking orbit error plus 1% of
12000 ft/sec, and the 200 ft/sec synchronous transfer error plus 1% of 6000 ft/sec.
The latter velocities are the increments required of the kick staging in the perigee-
apogee and apogee-only injection modes for synchronous and stationary orbits
respectively; the 12, 000 ft/sec is divided between 8550 ft/sec at perigee and 3450 ft/sec
at apogee. Thus the budget below:
Injection error correction	 290 ft/sec
Station acquisition	 75 ft/sec
Longitude control	 25 ft/sec
Stabilization	 50 ft/sec
The total demand is thus 440 ft/sec, or say 475 ft/sec to include a margin somewhat
greater than in previous cases. It should be appreciated that this is a budgetary es-
timate only, and that full and detailed analysis of the velocity demands appropriate to
the somewhat peculiar orbital system is necessary when this system be seriously pro-
posed for implementation.
Assuming then a hydrazine mono-propellant subsystem to yield 475 ft/sec, the weight
breakdown appears in Table 5-26.
TABLE 5-26. PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT
Hydrazine tanks (2)	 8 lb
Thruster block (4)	 7 lb
Support structure	 10 lb
Miscellaneous items	 3 lb
Hydrazine	 22 lb
Total Subsystem	 50 lb
5.1.3.4.5 Integration
This is a conventional "drum" spacecraft, with a spinning main body and with a despun
platform.
The main body contains the power supply and propulsion subsystems, and in this case
the communications package. It also provides attachment for the perigee and apogee
stages, and for the despun platform. The perigee stages would separate. The plat-
form consists only of the link antenna in this instance.
A schematic cross-sectional view of the proposed vehicle is shown in Figure 5-18,
which shows a stack of two, no attempt having been made to preserve exact scale.
The proposal is that four of the individual vehicles should be stacked in tandem with
a stretched Agena shroud.
The possibility exists, as mentioned before, of separate launches aboard the DSV2L
Thor, /Unproved Delta/TE 364/Kick booster, the performance of which is just about
sufficient. Should that booster be used, the form of the spacecraft should be different,
in that the TE 364 is part of the launch vehicle and only apogee propulsion would be on-
board. Thus the structural arrangements would be altered, which alterations might
lead to some difficulties in any attempt to use the lesser booster in a repair mode only.
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Figure 5-18. Spacecraft of System IV (Stack of Two)
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For the vehicle as described, the weight breakdown is as shown in Table 5-27.
TABLE 5-27. TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT FOR SYSTEM IV
Communications, 60 lb
Stabilization 27 lb
Power Supply 116 lb
Propulsion 50 lb
Harness 251b
Structure* 551b
10% margin 331b
Totalspacecraft 366 lb
*Allowance increased to 20% to include stacking
arrangements.
5.1.3.4.6 Launch System
The proposal to use the Atlas-Agena to install four payloads at one shot implies, as
has been described, the use of multiple solid stages. The rather special injection
sequence that is associated with the proposed technique is shown in Figure 5-19 and
Table 5-28. The figure refers to the case of a four-element "Y", for the sake of
generality, but the application of the technique where four inclined elements are re-
quired as here is apparent.
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__ CnO OTC d .0 	 .0
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Figure 5-19. Injection Sequence
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TABLE 5-28. INJECTION SEQUENCE FOR SYSTEM IV
t
I
i
I
I
1
1"
Step Operational Event
1 Easterly launch from ETR into a 100 nmi Winclined parking orbit, using
Atlas -Agen a.
Spiv up of payload stack on spin table.
,3 Separation of payload stack from booster.
4 Separation of individual vehicles.
5 Kick-off to apogee of first of inclined orbit vehicles at a position and time
appropriate to the required final argument of perigee, and to the required
orbital plane set-up.	 No inclination change is involved.
6 Apogee kick of this spacecraft such as to lift perigee to required height,
for establishing the target orbit.
7 Following a waiting period such as to correspond to 90 *of rotation of the
line of nodes of the parking orbit, the second of the inclined orbit vehicles
is kicked out to apogee (this would be a 120 0wait in the case of a "Y" con-
figuration of course).
8 Apogee kick of this second spacecraft as in 6.
9 Following another 90 ° of parking orbit plane rotation the "third" space-
craft is kicked out to apogee (with a "Y" this would be the point at which
the stationary element is installed via kick-off at equator crossing.
10 Apogee kick of this third spacecraft as in 6 (in the case of the "Y" the
transfer orbit of 9 is circularized and set into the equatorial plane by
apogee kick) .
11 Following 900
 more (30° for the "Y") of parking orbit rotation the fourth
(third) of the inclined orbit vehicles is installed, to complete the pri-
mary sequence.
This whole sequence would take about 30 days for the "Y", and about 33 days for the
'box, " being essentially paced by the precession rate of the parking orbit.
It is of interest to consider the attitude sequence of the spacecraft during installation,
and for the inclined element case this sequence is listed in Table 5-29 and shown sche-
matically in Figure 5-20.
The various solid kick motors required for implementation of this system have been
sized approximately in order to demonstrate feasibility. It emerges that, assuming
a motor loading ratio of 90% and a specific impulse of 285 seconds, Table 5-30
applies.
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TABLE 5-29. ATTITUDE SEQUENCE DURING INJECTION
Step Event
1 Spinning spacecraft in 100 nm 30' inclined parking orbit, in original in-
jection attitude,
2 Spin axis precessed to required attitude for perigee kick.
3 Perigee fire.
4 Spinning spacecraft in transfer orbit, in attitude common to both perigee
and apogee fire.
5 Aptitude trim.
6 Apogee fire.
`l Coast.
8 Spin axis precessed to "wheel" node with axis normal to orbital plane.
9 Platform despun to earth lock.
10 Spin rate adjusted.
In the case of the nominally stationary vehicle (if any), the attitude would be ad-
justed at Step 5 to allow the necessary orbital plane change at Step 6.
APOGEE KICK
615 
4
1\1.1
7
FINAL ORBIT
TRANSFER ORBIT
LOW PARKING
ORBIT
y PERIGEE
KICK
3
PLATFORM OESPUN
Figure 5-20. Attitude Sequence During Injection
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TABLE 5-30. KICK STAGE REQUIREMENTS
Elliptical
Orbit
Stationary
Orbit
Perigee kick stage 3.2 4.0
-ks a fraction of
final net payload
Apogee kick stage 0.5 1.1
as a fraction of
final net payload
Total parked mass 4.7 6.1
in terms of final
net payload
"Net payload" does not include any empty stages, but in all probability only the perigee
stage would be separated. Since the payload is seen to be about 365 pounds (per vehicle),
the kick stage requirements are clearly modest and well within the range of available
hardware. N'Vhile individual motors have not been identified, it appears likely that all
the requirements tabled could be met by off-loading from existing motor case designs.
With four "elliptical" payloads upon the Atlas-Agena and assuming that a sufficiently
long shroud could be fabricated - as appears possible - then the 8000 pound parking
orbit capability of Section 5.1.2.5 converts to vehicles separately weighing about 400
pounds each. This allows about 500 pounds for the spin table and for interstructure,
and in fact offers some margin of performance.
5.1.3.5 PULSE RANGING (SYSTEM V)
This fifth candidate was investigated at length in early form in a previous study, by
General Electric. It is a two-satellite system involving two range measurements, in
this application from stationary orbit, and is free from the attitude determination re-
quirements that plagued systems I, II and III. Pulse transit times are measured, in
order to measure user range. There is no need for user velocity data since (as with
all systems but IV) the position determination is "instantaneous. " (Actually, of course,
with a common two-second sampling period for all candidates none of the measurements
are truly instantaneous.)
The general layout for the candidate spacecraft is indicated in Figure 5-21, which also
carries the weight model.
5.1.3.5.1 Communications Block
Candidates I, II and III have all been described as carrying a ranging, reference and
data block. This block constitutes the whole communications subsystem of candidate
V, and the block diagram presented in Section 5.1.3.1.1 (Figure 5-5) has been re-
peated here for the sake of completeness as Figure 5-22.
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DESCRIPTION
• Primary Power Laval
9 Pulse Ranging, Reference
and Data Block
e Link Antenna
• Platform Drive & Control
• Gamper
0 Attitude Sensing
0 Solar Array
• Power Regulation
• Batteries (150%)
• Propulsion (425 ft/sec)
• Harness
• Structure
0 10% Margin
• TOTAL
BOOSTER
•SLV3A Atlas/Agena D/
T E 364
• Dual Payload
188 W
142 W Net
Ito communications)
51
6
18
5
4
48
8
71
49
25
42
32
357 lb
6
Figure 5-21, System V - Pulse Ranging - Spacecraft
Figure 5-23 shows the operational scenario for the system, and the mode of operation
is apparent. The Ground Control Center addresses th? :.riser via one of the two satel-
lites, and causes the activation of the user transmitter. The user then receives
ranging pulses (still via only one satellite), turns these around, and sends them back
to ground control via both satellites. One of the satellite ranging links is modulated
by the user so as to transmit code and altitude, as well as any other advisory informa-
tion. The round trip pulse times taken together with user altitude and satellite ephem-
eris data (the latter obtained from the three Instrumentation Stations) allows ground
computation of user position.
Two separately trainable ground antennas are necessary in order to encompass the two
spacecraft.
Since only a single earth-locked antenna is required in this syk:tem, the proper division
of the RF equipment across the rotary joint is fairly obvious - only the antenna need
be despun .
The weight and power budget for the RF equipment is shown in Table 5-31. The link
antenna adds 6 pounds to a total subsystem weight of 57 pounds with a power demand
of 142 watts.
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'Figure 5-23. System V - Pulse Ranging
TABLE 5-31. SYSTEM V - P`1JLSE RANGING - COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
Pulse Ranging, Reference and Data (1600 MHz): I WEIGHT /DC POWER/RF POWER
• IF Transponder Including Command and	 18.5 lb/ 11.0 W/ -
Telemetry
• IF Transponder Repeater Only	 11.8 lb/ 10.0 W/ -
o Tetrode IPA and PA	 16 . 0 lb/120.0 W/36.0 W (35.9)
• Solid State Amplifier	 0.8 lb/ 1.0 W/ 0.3 W (0.2)
• Diplexer	 4.0 lb/ -	 / -
51.1 lb/142.0 W/36.3 W
TOTAL SYSTEM	 51 lb/142 W/36.3W
Required mean RF powers shown bracketed.
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5.1.3.5.2 Stabilization Subsystem
This subsystem is identical to that of System IV. Since the position determL--_,.cion
function is not dependent upon spacecraft attitude the choice of stabilization method
is in fact somewhat open, but there appears little point in departing from the spinner
concept. The possible employment of gravity gradient stabilization would merely
exc1 ,
 be deployment complexity for functional complexity, and offers no obvious
advwitage .
5.1.3.5.3 Power Supply Subsystem
The power demands tabled for this candidate are:
Communications 142 W
Attitude control 10 W
Miscellaneous 5 W
Battery charge
	 31 W
Total power demand
	 188 W
Hence, by application of Section 5.1.2.3, we obtain the following subsystem break-
down, noting that the array will be 6.2 feet long at a diameter of 4.75 feet.
POWER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
Solar array (including charge)
	
46 lb
Regulation and control
	 8 lb
Batteries (150% provision)
	 71 lb
Total Subsystem
	 IL25 lb
5.1.3.5.4 Propulsion Subsystem
The spacecraft weight that has been derived for this system is such that the requisite
spacecraft pair can be installed by a single Atlas/Agena-TE 364 launcher. Thus the
425 ft/sec velocity budget devised for systems II and III applies directly, and the pro-
pulsion subsystem weight breakdown can be set down as shov^:-n below:
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
Hydrazine tanks (2)	 8 lb
Thruster block (4)	 7 lb
Support structure
	 10 lb
Miscellaneous items
	 3 lb
Hydrazine
	 21 lb
Total subsystem
	 49 lb
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5.1.3.5.5 Integration
The mechanical arrangements for this candidate are essentially identical to those of
candidate III. The total spacecraft thus appears as tabulated below:
TOTAL SPACECRAFT
Communications 57 lb
Stabilization 27 lb
Power Supply 125 lb
Propulsion 49 lb
Harness 25 lb
Structure 42 lb
10% margin 32 lb
Total spacecraft 357 lb
5.1.3.5.6 Launch System
As mentioned previously a dual launch aboard a single Atlas-Agena-TE 364 booster is
proposed for this candidate. The total (dual) payload amounts to about 700 lb., while
the booster capability to synchronous orbit is in the 950-1000 lb. bracket (net).
The associated launch sequence is shown in Table 5-32.
TABLE 5-32. LAUNCH SEQUENCE FOR SYSTEM V
Step Description
1 Due east launch from ETR into a 100 nmi 30 0
 inclined parking orbit
using the Atlas stage, and the first Agena burn.
2 Second Agena burn, payload spin up, and Agena separation.
3 Coast to apogee in synchronous transfer orbit, in spin stabilized
mode. If package stability turned out to be a problem, auxiliary
stabilization might be required during this phase, and the Burner II
could be substituted for the TE 364.
4 TE 364 ignition and burn-out, followed by separation.
5 Dual payload separated.
6 Drift rates in orbit determined, spacecraft set to operational attitude
using on-board capability.
7 Drift correction/station acquisition maneuvers initiated using on-
board propulsion systems.
8 Acquisition of target stations completed.
9 Link antennas locked to earth.
10 System operational
.. l
i
120 W Net	 • Dual Payload
(to communications)
l
	 .
• Ranging and Data Block
• Link Antenna
• Platform Drive & Control
• Damper
• Attitude Sensing
• Solar Array
• Power Regulation
• Batteries (150%)
• Propulsion (425 ft/sec)
• Harness
• Structure
• 10% Margin
• TOTAL
54 lb
6
18
5
4
40
7
61
47
25
39
30
336 lb
5.1.3.6 TONE RANGING (SYSTEM VI)
r	 Candidates V and VI are really sub-categories within a single basic technique. Both
are two satellite systems involving range measurements from stationary orbit, and
neither requires any knowledge of reference attitude or of user velocity.
The distinction between the two systems is that whereas a pulse system is used in V,
in candidate VI ranging is via the use of a CW carrier with side tones. Data is car-
ried by phase shift keying of the low (or coarse) tone. Peak power requirements in
the various equipments are of course eased by this approach.
The form of the spacecraft, and the weight breakdown derived via subsystem analysis
are both indicated in Figure 5-24.
5.1.3.6 .1 Commun;cations Block
The operational scenario is shown in Figure 5-25, and at this level is indistinguishable
from that of System V.
The on-board equipment required by this candidate is identical to that of System IV,
although of course the method of fix extraction is different. Put another way, the
satellites of system IV could be used in a range-only fashion without modification,
and would be functionally identical then to this System VI.
The ranging and data transfer equipment is shown in Figure 5-26.
DESCRIPTION
	 BOOSTER
• Primary Power Level
	 162 W	 • SLV3A Atlas/Agena/TE 364
Figure 5-24. VI - C. W. Ranging - Spacecraft
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Figure 5-25. System VI - Tone Ranging
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Figure 5-26. System VI: Total Position Location and Data Block
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In operation, the Ground Control addresses the user via one satellite, causing the user
transmitter to be opened and at the same time passing over any necessary data load.
The user then sends coded CW signals back to ground through both satellites, and com-
parison of the received tone phases with a reference allows extraction of ranging infor-
mation (given the spacecraft ephemerides). One of the two simultaneous user-satellite-
ground links is PSK coded upon the coarse navigation tone so as to transfer data to
ground at the normalized rate (two way) of 100 bits per second.
Only three Instrumentation Stations are required, for the acquisition of ephemeris data.
Two separate high-gain antennas are necessary at Ground Control in order to hold both
spacecraft in view.
Comments regarding the rotary joint location are of course identical to those made for
the previous system.
The weight and power budget for the communications block is shown in Table 5-33.
Addition of the lurk antenna at 6 pounds brings the total subsystem up to 60 pounds, and
120 watts of do power demand.
5.1.3.6.2 Stabilization Subsystem
This is identical to that of System V.
TABLE 5-33. SYSTEM VI - CW RANGING - COMMUNTCATTONS RT.O(;K
Ranging, Reference and Data (1600 MHz): WEIGHT/DC POWER/RF POWER
• IF Transponder Including Command and 18.5 lb/ 11.0 W/ -
Telemetry
• IF Transponder Repeater Only 11.8 lb/ 10.0 W/ -
• Back Channel Amplifier 10.0 lb/ 33.0 W/ 9.9 W (10.0 W)
• Forward Channel Amplifier 10.0 lb/ 66.0 W/19.8 W (20.0 W)
• Diplexer 4.0 lb/	 -	 / -
54.3 lb/120.0 W/29.7 W
TOTAL SYSTEM
	 54	 lb/120	 W/29.7W
Required mean RF powers shown bracketed.
5.1.3.6.2 Power Supply Subsystem
The total power budget for this candidate is
i
i
i
i
i
Communications
Altitude control
Miscellaneous
Battery charge
Total power demand
120 W
10 W
5W
27 W
162 W
Hence the following subsystem breakdown, corresponding to a cylindrical array 5.3 ft
long and 4.75 ft in diameter:
Power Supply Subsystem
Solar array (including charge) 	 40 lb
Regulation & control	 7 lb
Batteries (150% provision)	 61 lb
Total Subsystem	 108 lb
5.1.3.6.4 Propulsion Subsystem
The conditions stated in Section 5.1.3.5.4 apply directly, in that dual launch aboard
an Atlas-Agena-TE 364 is proposed. Allowing for the small variation in spacecraft
weight then, the (425 ft/sec) subsystem appears as below:
Propulsion Subsystem
Hydrazine tanks (2)	 8 lb
Thruster block (4)	 7 lb
Support structure	 10 lb
Miscellaneous items	 3 lb
Hydrazine
	
19 lb
Total Subsystem
	 47 lb
5.1.3.6.5 Integration
Following the description for the previous candidate, the total spacecraft breakdown
is shown in Table 5-34.
TABLE 5-34. TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT FOR SYSTEM VI
Communications 54 lb
Stabilization 27 lb
Power Supply 108 lb
Propulsion 47 lb
Harness 251b
Structure 39 lb
10% margin 30 lb
Total Spacecraft 330 lb
5.1.3.6.6 Launch System
The discussions of Section 5.1.3.5.6 apply exactly.
5.1.3.7 RANGE DIFFERENCE (SYSTEM VII)
This final candidate is presently the subject of intensive study since it offers the , 3s-
sibility for passive navigation without requiring high user clock accuracy time
differences rather than absolute times being of interest.
fi
r
4
3
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In the traffic control mode the system requirements are somewhat different to those of
passive or self navigation applications, and the user acts as a beacon or transponder so
as to allow signal transit time difference measurements to be made at the ground station.
There is thus no user synchronous "clock" requirement at all, not even for time differ-
ence measurements.
The proposed satellite system is the conventional four element "Y" const0lation, where
one satellite is stationary and the remaining three are placed into synchronous inclined
and elliptical orbits separated by eight hours in longitude. The resultant satellite ground
tracks "walk" around the stationary central element once every 24 hours, and always
provide three spacecraft (one stationary plus two synchronous) within the field of view
of the target area - in this case the North Atlantic. This system provides proper cov-
erage for the least number of spacecraft.
By making range difference measurements between two satellite pairs (with a common
component), two hyperbolic lines of position are developed which provide the required
position fix, given user altitude information.
The form of the individual spacecraft is shown in Figure 5-27, which also presents the
vehicle weight summary; this is virtually identical to that of candidate IV, since the
equipment is the same and it is assumed that the stationary vehicle would not be a
"special.,,
DESCRIPTION
	 BOOSTER
• Primary Power Level
• Ranging & Date Block
• Link Antenna
• Platform Drive & Control
• Damper
• Attitude Sensing
•Solar Array
• Power Regulation
• Batteries (150%)
• Propulsion (475 ft/sec)
• Harness
• Structure
• TOTAL
• Adding 10% Margin
149 W
120 W Net
(to communications)
54
6
18
5
4
48
7
61
51
25
55
334 lb
367 lb
• SLV3A Atlas/Agene D/
Multiple Perigee-
Apogee Kick
• Quadruple Payload
Figure 5-27. VII - Range Difference - Spacecraft
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5.1.3.7.1 Communications Block
The system scenario is shown in Figure 5-28. Three tracking stations are required
for orbit determination, and the Master Control is provided with three separate high
gain antennas in order to allow simultaneous tracking of the three spacecraft within the
field of view.
As with System IV, handover between spacecraft would impose an operational
complication.
In the proposed active mode, the Ground Control interrogates the user via one of the
spacecraft. This interrogation includes a data package. The user transmitter is
activated by the interrogation, and the user transmits his data package via the (same)
spacecraft. The user then follows up with a CW burst that is relayed to ground via all
satellites in view, and the phase differences between arriving signals - or more
strictly between signal pairs - allows determination of range differences.
In fact, in this mode, absolute range is also available in principle via the data turn-
around time.
The block diagram forthe communications equipment shown in Figure 5-29 is again
identical to that of System IV (previously shown in Figure 5-17). It is the same equip-
ment used in a different fashion. The weight breakdown previously presented in
Table 5-24 applies,. and is shown for completeness in Table 5-35.
5.1.3.7.2 Stabilization Subsystem
This is identical to that Section 5.1.3.4.2.
5.1.3.7.3 Power Supply Subsystem
This is identical to that Section 5.1.3.4.3, the decision having been made to obtain
commonality by configuring all of the vehicles of the constellation to suit the inclined
orbit power supply requirements (and hence the stationary case, incidently).
5.1.3.7.4 Propulsion Subsystem
This candidate, as configured, employs perigee-apogee kick staging as suggested for
System IV. The expected injection error for the inclined vehicles was defined in this
previous system as 290 ft/sec, but this allowance has to be increased when the same
technique is employed to get to stationary orbit. In that case the velocity increment from
the low parking orbit is increased to about 14, 000 ft/sec. (split between 8080 ft/sec and
5990 ft/sec) and the velocity error estimate increases by 20 ft/sec to 310 ft/sec.
In the interests of commonality this error budget shown below will be employed for
both inclined synchronous and for stationary vehicles.
Injection error correction	 310 ft/sec
Station acquisition	 75 ft/sec
Longitude control 	 25 ft/sec
Stabilization
	
50 ft/sec
x
Q	 Q
0
GROUND CONTROL CENTER
Ig	 INSTRUMENTATION
STATIONS
IS
Figure 5-25. System VII - Hyperbolic Navigation
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Figure 5-29. System VII: Total Position Location and Data Block
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TABLE 5-35. SYSTEM VII-RANGE DIFFERENCE - COMMUNICATIONS BLOCK
Ranging, Angle and Data (1600 MHz). WEIGHT/DC POWERARF POWER
• IF Transponder Including Command and 18.5 lb / 11.0 W/	 -
Telemetry
• IF Transponder, Repeater Only 11.8 lb/ 10.0 W/	 -
• Back Channel Amplifier 10.0 lb/ 33.0 W / 9.9W (9.9W)
• Forward Channel Amplifier 10.0 lb/ 66.0 W /19.8W (20.OW)
• Diplexer 4.0 lb/	 -
54.3 lb/120.0 W/29.7W
TOTAL SYSTEM	 54	 lb/120	 W/29.7W
Required mean RF powers shown in parentheses.
The total demand is 460 ft/sec, which is rounded up to 500 ft/sec to allow a margin
similar to that of case IV. 7,1ence the subsystem breakdown tabled below.
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
Hydrazine tanks (2)	 8 lb
Thruster block (4)	 7 lb
Support structure	 10 lb
Miscellaneous items	 3 lb
Hydrazine	 23 lb
Total Subsystem	 51 lb
5.1.3.7.5 Integration
The discussion of Section 5.1.3.4.5 applies directly to this candidate, as does the lay-
out drawing. There will of course be differences in the kick stage sizes for the station-
ary spacecraft as compared with the inclined orbit vehicles, but a common spacecraft
per se can be employed. Total spacecraft weight is shown in Table 5-36.
TABLE 5-36. TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT
FOR SYSTEM VII
Communications 60 lb
Stabilization 27 lb
Power supply 116 lb
Propulsion 51 lb
Harness 25 lb
Structure 55 lb
10% margin 33 lb
Total spacecraft 367 lb
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5.1. ,3.7.6 Launch System
The; discussion of Section 5.1.3.4.6 was written so as to serve both candidates IV and
V[I, and thus applies here.
The kick stage requirements for the stationary vehicle were also tabled in that section,
cdong with those for the inclined orbit case. Allowing a mix of three inclined orbit
vehicles and one stationary vehicle aboard a single Atlas-Agena booster it is apparent
that the individual spacecraft can each weigh about 370 pounds, allowing 500 pounds for
spin table, adapter and interstructure. This estimate which includes a 1G% margin, is
very close to the estimated spacecraft weight.
5.1.4 SYSTEM COMPARISONS
Previous sections have seen the definition of the space segment associated with each
of the candidate Navigation/Traffic Control systems. The purpose of this definition is
to allow comparisons to be drawn between the candidates in terms of feasibility, com-
plexity and cost, and hence to allow elimination of the least promising approaches. The
resultant short list of candidates can then be compared with similar lists emerging from
ma.lysis of the various user equipments and of the necessary ground equipments, so as
to allow an overall selection of the preferred system.
'['his preferred system is then expanded by the addition of voice link capabilities, and
is detailed in Volume III of this report.
Tlie main features of the various systems are indicated in Table 5-37, this material
I.-wing drawn from the relatively detailed discussions of Section 5.1.3. It :, ill be noted
fronn Table 5-37, that it is not necessary to dismiss at the outset any of the candidates
on the grounds of spacecraft weight. However, the systems do stand or fall through
the relative complexities and feas ibilities of the various spacecraft, and these are dis-
cussed in the following subsection.
5.1.4.1 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY
The systems that have been described fall into two categories:
(1) Those for which a precise knowledge of spacecraft attitude and physical
dimensions of interferameters and/or antennas is required, and
(?) Those for which attitude control alone is sufficient, and then only so as to
optimize link gain.
The former category of course consists of those systems that measure the user direc-
tion i.n spacecraft angular coordinates.
Clearly, the latter category has a very considerable and basic advantage, the worth of
which only becomes apparent when the "angle' systems are examined in detail. It
should be noted that candidate IV, the Synthetic Interferometer, is not in this sense an
jungle system, since spacecraft attitude does not enter into the user direction deter -
mination. In actuality, the interferometer geometry is reconstructed by an analysis
5-65
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of received data and the attitude of the interferometer base line is one of the
particularly critical operations of this system. In terms of physical precision and
complexity, the interferometric sys^.-ems, I and II, are at a grave disadvantage.
System I, operating at 1.6 MHz, requires the interferometer booms to be 300 feet in
span if the necessary position location accuracy is to be obtained. The feasibility of
deployment of such booms is not in question, but the dynamic properties of the deployed
system are another matter when the strict limits upon allowable system distortion
(rates) are considered. Furthermore, the inertia distribution of the l,iterferometric
cross is such that the imposition of proper three-axis gravity gradient stabilization poses
a severe problem in practical terms.
A serious question exists as to the feasibility of the spacecraft of system I, and this
question would not necessarily be answered by resort to 8 GHz as an operating frequency.
In this latter case the boom length could be reduced to that of system II, 60 feet, but it
is still by no means certain that acceptable whip rates in the antenna booms would result.
In this connection it should be noted that experimental results obtained recently have not
promoted confidence in the stability of form of such rooms even when successfully de-
ployed and earth stabilized. Again, the very number of deployed elements that are
required in this candidate poses aproblem in reliability, if not a question;of credibility.
hi the case of system H, necessarily set at 8 GHz for the interferometer function in
order to keep boom lengths reasonable, problems again are as severe as in system I -
if different. Here, the stability problems of the interferometer are eased by the spin
motion, but in exchange there is a need to provide precisely controlled drives for the
antenna and for the counterbalance, as well as for the despun platform itself. Further,
there are real doubts as to the feasibility of proper momentum compensation, for
reasons discussed previously.
It is fair to say that both systems I and II carry significant development risk that does
not appear justified by the performance capabilities of these candidates, even at the
nominal accuracy level. Major flight experimentation would almost certainly be nec-
essary, in both cases, prior to operational implementation.
In the case of system III, it turns out not to be possible to calibrate this spacecraft's
attitude and critical antenna dimensions via ground ir gtrumentation, and there is a.
serious restriction placed upon the extent to which the fan beams can be tightened via
antenna stretch. The original study brought this out clearly and there is, in consequence,
a severe limit placed upon the effective spacecraft gain that is seen as a requirement for
rather excessive radiated power at the user. In the passive role this power requirement
is transferred to the spacecraft.
All in all, the fan beam technique imposes excessive power demands, even at a nominal
system accuracy of 1 nmi, and this gets worse in higher accuracy growth versions.
The requirement for a star tracker for attitude determination is a further complication
with this candidate.
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System IV, the Synthetic Interferometer, suffers a basic disadvantage - as previously
discussed - in that the position location determination requires a knowledge of user
velocity. The extraction of extra data (range) from the system to avoid this difficulty
merely results in converting the measurement technique to that of a range -range sys-
tem (albeit with poor geometry). Aside from this, the candidate requires no less than
four spacecraft to be in orbit, with each of these no less complex than each of the two
spacecraft of system V and VI.
Since the system offers no inherent advantage, combined with several disadvantages,
its further pursuit seems to have little point.
Candidate VII, the Range -Difference system, also involves four satellites each vir-
tually identical to those of system IV. It thus suffers from the same total complexity
(and hence expense and unreliability), but does offer some operational advantages
where area coverage is required. In particular this candidate allows self-navigation,
given only a relatively imprecise on-board "clock" - so as to measure time differences
in arriving signals. The chosen orbital geometry, using inclined elliptical synchronous
orbits, minimizes the number of vehicles required for zonal coverage. It does have
the disadvantage of orbital instability (due to various perturbative forces) and thus
cannot truly offer five-year system life. Extension to near-global coverage is pos-
sible via th6 use of three clusters, and a total of 12 satellites, but better geometry
and complete coverage is obtained in this case by the use of orthogonal orbits (and
15 spacecraft).
The remaining two candidates, each requiring two stationary spacecraft, are in effect
two implementations of the range-range technique. The spacecraft that are required
are essentially simple, do not have stringent attitude control requirements, and do
not have an attitude determination need. As a class, and for this application, they
represent the best selection, and this conclusion is supported by Table 5-38.
In this table, each subsystem of each candidate has been given a complexity count by
the simple expedient of counting elements. Thus, for instance the communications
block of system I has the following major units:
Forward transponder (1)
Backward transponder (1)
Antenna assemblies (4)
Central processing (1)
and has been given a count of seven. For candidate II there is essentially only one
antenna assembly and the count reduces to four, while for the Fan Beam system the
fan-beam electronics get a count of one. A similar procedure has been followed for
the various other subsystems, and throughout and in addition each "complexity count"
has been assigned a "risk score" depending upon the degree of risk, of complexity,
and of potential unreliability associated witl each element. These assignments are
of course somewhat subjective, but the scoring system (high risk score 3, medium
risk score 2, and low risk score 1) is actually such as to favor the riskier systems
so that any conclusions as to risk differences are likely to be conservative. There is
for instance surely more than a factor of three in risk between a highly redundent
power supply subsystem and the whole antenna momentum control system of candidate
II.
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By assigning both complexity counts and risk factors, and multiplying out, a total com-
plexity count is derived for each spacecraft. This is then multiplied by the number of
vehicles required, and finally allowance is made for the deployment operation (setting
each separation or ignition at a low risk count of one). The resulting total score pro-
vides a measure of system complexity and feasibility, and in fact provides strong
support for systems III, V and VI. System III falls down, as mentioned before, because
of the high peak powers required in the user.
The relative merits of system V versus system VI reside in the particular communica-
tions equipments required. In the former case high peak powers are required in both
the user and the spacecraft, 2200 watts and 713 watts respectively, and while these are
entirely feasible they do represent a potential reliability problem. This problem is not
present in system VI, where the CW output in the same forward link is at the 20 watt
level. The differences in merit of these two alternatives are examined again in
Section 5.2, which discusses pulse versus CW modulation.
5.1.4.2 RELIABILITY
Table 5-38, "Satellite Complexity Factors, " lists the various subsystems associated
with each of the candidate spacecraft. By employment of this chart and by recourse
to precedent it is possible to make first estimates of spacecraft lifetime (mean time
to failure) without resort to in-depth reliability analysis that would be quite unjustified
at this time. The lifetime estimates that emerge provide a basis for comparison, if
not good absolute values. The subsystem 'dive-year" reliabilities that have been
extracted from the source material are listed in Table 5-39.
TABLE 5-39. FIVE YEAR RELIABILITY ESTIMATES
Item Reliability Remarks
Communications Block 0.90 Per unit count
Antenna with electronics 0.95 Per unit count (not for
System III)
Fixed antenna with elect. 0.95 Per unit count
Rotating R.F. Joint - Mechanical
Active Attitude Control 0.90 2 x Redund on all systems
including drive
Star Sensor 0.95
Antenna Drive and Balance 0 . 81 By inference, total
Antenna Booms
- Not MTFF characterized
Antenna Boom cables 0.98 Allowance
Gravity Gradient booms
- Not MTFF characterized
Station Keeping S/S 0.90 2 x Redund thruster system
Power System 0.95 1.5 x Battery redund.
Lumped nominal items 0 . 95 Total allowance
-
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Based upon these scores, total "five-year" reliabilities were calculated (see Table 5-40)
for the various complete subsystems and for the total spacecraft.
TABLE 5-40. FIVE YEAR RELIABILITIES FOR
CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
Subsystem I II III IV V VI VII
Communication Block .48 .66 .73 .81 .81 .81 .81
Deployed Antenna .81 .90 - - - - -
Fixed Antennas 077 .95 .86 .95 .95 .95 .95
Rotating RF Joint - - - - - - -
Active Att. Control - .90 .90 .90 .90 .90 .90
Star Sensor - - .95 - - - -
Antenna Drive and Bat. - .81 - - - - -
Antenna Booms - - - - - - -
Ant. Boom Cables .92 .96 - - - - -
Gravity Gradient Booms - - - - •- - -
Station Keeping .81 .90 .90 .90 .90 090 .90
Power Systems .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95
Balance of S/C .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95
Total Reliability .20 .32 .46 .56 .56 .56 .56
Number in Set 1 1 1 4 2 2 4
Set Reliabil ity .20 .32 .44 .10 .31 .31 .10
These reliability figures in Table 5-40 apply to a system that has been successfully
deployed, and does not account for deployment risks. If these risks are rather
arbitrarily set at 0.995 per separation and ignition count and 0.99 per motor function
then the systems score as below:
I	 II	 III
	
IV	 V	 VI	 VII
Sep. & Ignition Relia.
	
.98	 .98
	 .98	 .92	 .98	 .98	 .92
Deployment Reliability
	
.91(9) .98(2)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Basic Booster R,elia.	 .95	 .95	 .95	 .95	 .95	 .95	 .95Say
Cumul. Deploy. Proba-
	 .85	 .91	 .93	 .87	 .93	 .93	 .87
bility
The figures in parentheses refer to the number of motor functions for deployment, and
make some assumptions as to the particular mechanical arrangements.
These deployment probability estimates will not be used further, but do provide some
argument against systems I. IV and VII.
The data relating to reliability (and to deployment probability) are listed in Table 5-41,
together with corresponding Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) lives for the various
systems. The 1 '3 year" probabilities tabled result from interpolation.
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TABLE 5-41. SPACECRAFT DEPLOYMENT AND OPERATIONAL PROBABILITY
1 II III IV V VI VII
Spacecraft Operational Probability
at 3 Years .60 .68 .74 .80 .80 .80 .80
at 5 Years .20 .32 .44 .56 .56 .56 .56
Space System Operational Probability
at 3 Years .60 .68 .74 .41 .64 .64 .41
at 5 Years .20 .32 .44 .10 .31 .31 .10
Probability of Successful Deployment .85 .91 .93 .87 .93 .93 .87
Space System MTTF (years) 4,0 4.7 5.4 3.2 4.6 4.6 3.2
5.1.4.3 COST
The space segment life expectancy (MTTF) values derived in the previous section make
possible an estimation of total system costs over a nominal 10-year lifetime.
It should perhaps be said again at this point that since, in reality any operational system
would almost certainly have considerable voice capability added, these data are in a
sense fictitious. In the "real world" bigger vehicles would be launched in very case;
a different booster would therefore be used (Atlas-Centaur possibly, versus the
vanishing Atlas-Agena), and costs would escalate.
However, a comparison based upon Navigation/Traffic Control capability alone remains
valid.
The estimated - 1110-year" system costs are shown in Table 5-42. These costs are for
the space segment only, and allow for a realistic learning rate (92%) following manu-
facture of the prototype and first three flight models (two of the latter being spares,
written off to development costs). It is immediately apparent from this table that
systems I, IV and VII are at considerable disadvantage on the basis of cost alone.
Some consideration was also given to realization of very high system availability
levels, in the face of spacecraft failures, when confronted with realistic deployment
times. In this case considerable redundancy has to be built into the space system to
allow for "graceful" system failure, given catastrophic spacecraft failure. Due to the
very high cost of ensuring 99.5% availability, it seems likely that a repair-following-
failure technique would be used, that on-board redundancy would be extensively em-
ployed, and that occasional outages would have to be accepted.
5.1.5 SYSTEM SELECTION
As a result of relatively detailed analysis, models have been constructed of the space
segments of seven candidate Navigation/Traffic Control systems. The findings of the
analysis have been employed to allow comparisons to be drawn on the bases of:
Technical Feasibility
Reliability, and
Cost.
r a
TABLE 5-42. SPACE SEGEMENT WEIGHT/COST SUMMARY
Phase
2 Baseline Spill Spin S.Nlnth. 11111se MUnc;'e
Angle
hlterfer, hnterfer, I'mi Beam lnterler. Radar (Jiff,TonesI II III ^'IIW
spacecraft weight	 (lb) 850 5.10 5:30 :;70 .1160 3:30 :) 7 0
space 5 ,N'stem weight	 (I b) s50 540 530 1160 710 660 1170
Booster capahility	 (Ib) 950 9:50 950 16001 950 950 1480*
Cast of boaster 8,1 8,1 8,1 9,3 8,1 8.1 9.3
Base cost for spacecraft 	 (`+1I) 8.5 5.4 5.3 3.7 3.G 3,3 3,7
Replenishment evcle time Acars) .1.0 4.7 5.1 3.2 1, G 4, G 3.2
Cost of protot\pc & Two	 (S-11)25. 5 16.2 15.9 11.1 10. e 9,9 11 , I
Spnrc Flight Models
Cast of first launch	 ($1M) 1(;.(; 13.5 1:3.4 22,4 15.0 1 . 1.4 '2'2.1
Cost of second launch	 (NI) 15.9 1:3.1 1:3.0 18,6 13.9 13,5 1^,6
Cost of third lallllch	 (SI O - - - 16, 0 - - 16.0
,i3 O , rAL COST	 (S+Nl) 58,0 42.8 42,3 68.1 :39,7 37.8 (;B.I
Nominal s ystem life	 (Years) 8.0 9,4 11.4 9.6 9.2 9,2 9,(;
(Gotil of 10 years)
Probable per year cost 	 (SAl/Yr) 7.:3 4.G 3.7 7.1 -1.3 4.1 7.1
Allows for provision of perigee-apogee stages Auld for inter structure.
"Lots of 10" prices .
These comparisons are presented in Section 5.1.4 and lead to the rejection of all but
one or two of the candidates. Table 5-43 summarizes the findings of the comparisons.
No system has to be rejected on the grounds of excess 'flight" weight. Space system
costs range between $3.7M/year and 7.3M/year and tend toward rejection of Systems I,
IV and VII.
Examination of the technical risks associated with, and complexity of , the various
systems leads to definite rejection of
System I	 Two Baseline Interferometer
System II	 Spinning Interferometer
System IV	 Synthetic Interferometer
System VII	 Range Difference
System IV is further rejected because of inherent disadvantages in the measurement
technique. It should t ,e noted here that System VII is rejected primarily in the context
of application to a local region.
The remaining systems, III, V and VI cannot (as modelled) be further reduced without
recourse to other than spacecraft considerations. However, in the (secondary) passive
navigation role System III Swept Fan Beams, requires unreasonable RF power levels;
these high power level requirements apply to the user in the active role and are grounds
for rejection. Systems V and VI remain. These are both dual satellite ranging systems,
and differ only in details of signal modulation. System V employs pulsed signals, and
is at a disadvantage in terms of equipment complexity and peak power requirements.
This disadvantage is one of degree, and further consideration is given in later sections
'o the question of signal modulation.
At this point, System VI, Tone Ranging, emerges as the preferred candidate.
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5.2 USER EQUIPMENTS CO.NIPARISONS AND EVALUATIONS
Preliminary specifications and block diagrams were prepared for the seven candidate
user equipments. These documents then served as a basis for estimating size, weight,
cost and power consumption. It was not the intent of the Phase I effort to do a thorough
design of each candidate user equipment. Therefore, some parameters were estimated
even though detailed block diagrams did not exist. In such instances, estimates were
based on past experience with comparable hardware and/or comparisons with existing
equipments which are similar.
Cost estimates were prepared in a similar manner. In general, major hardware items
were not available off-the-shelf whieh would meet the needs. It was beyond the scope
of Phase I to procure vendor cost quotes for these items. Therefore, costs were
estimated based on past experience and/or comparisons with similar available items.
The basis used for estimating costs is detailed for most of the major items.
All systems require the use of one, or more, hemispherical coverage, circular polar-
ized antennas. A cursory review of available antennas indicated that no manufacturer
produces such an antenna for high performance aircraft. Thus, antennas would very
likely have to be developed, regardless of which system is chosen. A cost of $250.00
and a weight of 1.5 pounds was estimated for each antenna required, regardless of
which system was being analyzed. These numbers appear to be consistent with pres-
ently available, high volume production, aircraft antennas.
Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.7 of this report treat each of the seven systems in detail
and shows how the overall parameter values were arrived at.
5.2.1 SYSTEM I, TWO BASELINE INTERFEROMETER
The requirements for this system are as follows:
Functions:
(a) Receive address and commands.
(b) Transmit identity and status data.
(c) Transpond range pulse.
(d) Transmit angle measurement reference signal.
Sequence of Operations:
(a) Receives and decodes address and command signals.
(b) Activates transmitter and programmer and transmits identity and altitude
data.
(c) Switches to transponder mode and turns around range pulse.
(d) Switches to beacon mode and transmits angle measurement reference pulse.
(e) Deactivates transmitter and recycles programmer.
IC
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Specifications
Frequency Band
Receiver Noise Figure
Received Address and Command
Signal Characteristics
Received Range Signal Characteristic
Transmitted Identity and Data Signal
Characteristics
Transmitted Range Pulse
Characteristics
Transmitted Angle Pulse
Characteristics
Angle Pulse Frequency Accuracy
Range Pulse Time Delay Accuracy
Antenna Coverage
Number of Antennas
Polarization
1540 MHz to 1660 MHz, all functions
5 dB maximum
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bbs,
-119 dBm
0.5 ms pulsewidth, 100 kHz bandwidth,
-119 dBm
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bbs,
Peak power of 2.2 kW
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, bandwidth of 100 kHz
minimum, peak power of 2.2 kW
Pulsewidth of 2 seconds; Peak po^^ er of
2.2 kW
One part in 105
5 As nominal delay with f3 N s stability
Hemispherical above Aircraft
2
Circular
Figure 5-30 is the block diagram for this system. Although this is the same diagram
as used for the Pulse Ranging System of Section 5.2.5, there are some very significant
differences in the required equipment, particularly in the transmitter area. There are
also changes in the receiver circuitry as a result of the different form of signal modu-
lation employed with the two systems.
Transmitter for Fixed Interferometer
It will be many years before technology will permit construction of a transmitter of
this type with solid-state components. Varian Associates makes a klystron type
4K5SL, which is capable of 2 kW output at 1700 MHz, but this tube weights 95 pounds.
Therefore, klystrons must be ruled out for reasons of size, weight and cost.
A cursory review of available high-frequency vacuum tubes showed no off-the-shelf
tubes which are suitable, However, the RCA Lancaster, Pa. Tube Division said a
suitable tetrode could be readily developed. The proposed transmitter shown in Fig-
ure 5-31 is designed around this tube. RCA said the tube would have the following
approximate characteristics:
PT
 = 2 kW, G X10 dB.
IF
AMPLIFIER
POSITION DATA
ETC,
SP FILTER
&	 DECODER
DETECTOR
PRE
	
TRANSISTOR
SELECTOR	 L•BANDPRE AMP
FREQUENCY	 SP FILTER &
SYNTHESIZER	 LIMITEf9
PROGRAMMER
POWER SUPPLY	 L•BANU
MODULATOR
	 FILTER
2,2 KW TRANSMITTER
PULSED CONTROL TLM
AMPLIFIER UNIT ENCODER
ALTITUDE DATA
ETC.
Figure 5-30. User Equipment Block Diagram Two Baseline Interferometer (I) or
Pulsed Ranging System (V)
FILAMENT HI — VOLTMED. — VOLT
POWER SUPPLY TRANSF, POWER SUPPLY 100 W(N600 V @ 100 mA) 	 (150 W)
I
4.5 kV @ 2.3 A	 AVG.
i
(40 mA MAX. AVG.)
/ ( t
I if 56 W	 440 W
1.6 GHz DRIVER POWER 2,2 kWAMP 3 d6 AMP 3-d6 AMP(2 STAGES, STRIP-LINEI +12 dB +10 d8 1.6 GHz
28 W 220 W
1 W
PEAK
TRANSISTOR	 LOW — VOLT
AMP	 POWER
	 MODULATOR(30 d8, 2 STAGES)	 SUPPLY
1.6 GHz
1 MW
Figure 5-31. Transmitter For Fixed Interferometer
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Tube and output circuit efficiency = 25%
Plate Voltage: 4-5 kV with 10% required regulation
Plate Current: 2 to 2.5 amp, peak
Size: 4" dia. x 6 1 ' long
Weight: 2 lb
Anode dissipation: 80 watts
Heater Power: 100-150 watts
Modulating grid switched positive during on-time
Cost in 10, 000 quantities: $500 plus about $20 development cost per tube.
Assuming a maximum interrogation rate of once every two seconds, the average
transmitter power for this system for a two-minute cycle is
2.2 kW x 2 sec = 37 watts
120 sec
For this average transmitted power, the tube anode dissipation will be of the order of
100 watts average. The total output tube dissipation will be
Ptube Panode + Pheater + Pgrid #1 + Pscreen grid
= 100+125+10+15
= 250 watts
Strip-line design is not possible with this much power to be dissipated. Therefore,
an aluminum coaxial cavity design will be employed.
The final transmitter stage is driven by a second coaxial cavity vacuum tube stage.
A miniature planar triode tube can provide the required 440 watts of peak power.
A two-stage vacuum tube strip line amplifier provides the input signal for the driver
stage. This strip-line amplifier is, in turn, driven by a 1600 MHz transistor strip-
line amplifier.
Table 5-44 contains a tabulation of the size, weight, cost and power of components
comprising the transmitter.
Receiver for Fixed Interferometer
Because only minor variations exist between the pulse ranging receiver and the fixed
interferometer receiver, it will be possible to use the estimates in Table 5-52 for a
breakdown of weight, power and cost of the components of the interferometer receiver.
Summary
Table 5-45 summarizes the power, weight, volume and estimated costs of the System
I user equipments.
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TABLE 5-44. FIXED INTERFEROMETER TRANSMITTER TABULATION
Item Tower(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
Output Stage (6 x 6 x 10) - 3 - 8 360 1200
Two 3-dB pads - 0 -2 1 60
Driver Amp - 2 - 8 120 420
1.6 GHz Amplifier - 0 - 9 6 280
Transistor Amp - 0 -3 3 175
Hi -Volt Mower Supply 130 6 -0 100 325(4x4x6)
Med-Volt Power Supply 90 4 -0 50 170(4 x4 x3)
Lo -Volt Power Supply 15 2 -4 27 90(3 x3 x3)
Filament Transformer 150 1 - 8 40 35
Modulator - 1 -0 30 125
Sub Totals 385 21 - 10 737 2861;!
Mounting Case - 4 -0 256 95
Wiring - 1 - 8 - 430
Check-Out - - - 225
Totals After Packaging 385 27 - 2 993 3630
TABLE 5-45. SYSTEM I TOTALS
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size(0) Cost($)
Transmitter 385 27 - 2 993 3630
Receiver 49 9 - 0 351 3185
Diplexer (none required) - - - -
Antennas (2 required) - 3 -0 - 500
Cr oling (blower,) 30 0 - 8 6 30
Sub Totals 4E4 39 - 10 1350 7345
25% Mark-up - - - 1836
System I Totals 464 39 -10 1350 9181
5.2.2 SYSTEM II, SPINNING INTERFEROMETER
The requirements for this system are as follows:
Functions:
(a) Receive address and command signals
(b) Transmit identity and status data
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(c) Transpond range pulse
(d) T ra.:ismit angle measurement reference signal
Sequence of Operations:
(a) Receives and decodes address and command signal.
(b) Activates transmitter and programmer and transmits identity and altitude
data.
(c) Switches to transponder mode and turns around range pulse.
(d) Switches to beacon mode and transmits angle measurement reference pulse.
(e) Deactivates transmitter and recycles programmer.
Specifications
Frequency Bands	 1540 to 1660 MHz for ranging and commu-
nications, 8 GHz for angle pulse
a. i
Receiver Noise Figure
Received Address and Command
Signal Characteristics
Received Range Signal
Characteristics
Transmitted Identity and Data
Signal Characteristics
Tra<. ,: )itted Range Pulse
Chara% ;er. istics
Transmitted Angle Pulse
Characteristics
Angle PtHse Frequency Accuracy
Range Pulse Time Delay Accuracy
Number of Antennas
Antenna Coverage
Polarization
5 dB maximum
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bps,
-119 dBm at L-band
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, Bandwidth of 100
kHz, -119 dBm at L-band
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bps,
Peak power of 2.2 kW @ L-band
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, Bandwidth of 100
kHz, Peak power of 2.2 kW @ L-band
Pulsewidth of 2 seconds, Peak power of
78 kW at X-Band
One part in 105
5 µ s nominal delay with f3 µ s maximum
variation
Two L -band, One X-band
Hemispherical above aircraft
Circular
Figure 5-32 shows the spinning interferometer user equipment. Note that this dia-
gram JS also applicable to System III, Swept Fan Beam, in section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5-32. User Equipment Block Diagram Spinning Interferometer
(In and Spinning Fan Beam (III) Systems
Transmitters for Spinning Interferometer
Two transmitters are required, one at L-band, and the other at X-band.
The L-band transmitter requirements are essentially the same as those given for the
Pulse Ranging transmitter of section 5.2.5; hence, the results of the System V trans-
mitter will be applied here. In summary, these characteristics are:
Power:	 t watts
Weight:
	 10 pounds
Size:
	 221 cubic inches
Cost:
	
$1835.
The X-band transmitter is a new design. The power and frequency are too high for
either solid state or vacuum tube amplifiers. Microwave amplifier tubes capable of
generating the required signal include the klystron, traveling wave tube, and the cross-
field amplifier.
Varian Associates makes a 50 kW klystron, VA-173 which covers the 7.1 to 8.5 GHz
frequency band. This tube weighs 18 pounds but must operate in conjunction with a
focusing magnet which wei;rhs 250 pounds. Thus, it appears that klystrons of this
power rating are ruled out for size and weight reasons unless an electrostatically
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focused tube is developed. To-late, it is believed that the highest power electro-
statically focused klystron developed is a 500 watt S-band tube built by Eimac, a„
division of Varian Associates. A 78 kW electrostatically focused tube at X-band,
assuming one could be developed, would probably weigh between 30 and 50 pounds.
Taveling wave tubes (TWT) have electron yam focusing requirements very similar
to klystrons. Power TWT's generally use either electromagnets or permanent mag-
nets for focusing, both of which are very heavy for tubes in the kilowatt power range.
Size and weight of a suitable TWT would be comparable to a klystron of equivalent
power. For example, Microwave Electronics Corp. produces a model M4444 TWT
which is capable of generating 12 kW at 7.7 to 8.4 GHz. This tube with its solenoid
weighs 120 pounds. Therefore, TWT's are not attractive for high-power airborne
applications either.
It appears that a cross--field amplifier (CFA) is the preferred device for this appli a-
tion. A cursory check showed no suitable tubes are available, but that a tube meeting
the requirements could be developed. It is estimated that such a tube would weigh
about 40 pounds and have 13 to 16 dB gain. Size of the tube is estimated to be 650
cubic inches. The recommended transmitter is designed using this tube as the final
amplifier.
The average transmitted power, assuming a two minute interrogation rate, is
78 kW x 2 sec. 
= 1.3 kW120 sec.
If we assume the output tube plus associated circuitry is 40% efficient, the high voltage
power supply must be capable of handling 1.3 kW/0.4 = 3.24 kW of average power.
But, because the on-time for the transmitter is so long (2 seconds), it is impractical
to rely on capacitors to supply the required peak current. (For a 10% voltage reduc-
tion during the pulse, a capacitor having the ratings of 0.04 farads at 10, 000 volts
	
r
would be required.) Therefore, most of the components comprising the power supply
must have a rating which is con; stent with a supply rated at 78 kW/0.4, or approxi-
mately 200 kW. Obviously, this will be a large and expensive supply.
Figure 5-33 shows the X-band transmitter configuration. The output CFA is driven
by a low-power CFA which is in turn driven by a TWT. Table 5-46 shows the size,
weight, power and cost of the X-band transmitter components.
Receiver for Spinning Interferometer
The receiver requirements are essential) the same as those outlined for the Pulse-
	 Y
ranging receiver. See Table 5-52 for a breakdown of these estimates.
Table 5-47 contains a summary of System II totals.
FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER
	
lo w 	30 W
	 45W
8 GHz	 TWT	 320 W	
CFA r^M9
	 CFA	 78 kW
30 mW	 +40 d8	
3 d8	 15 d6 GAIN 	 15 dB GAIN	 8 GHz
1Fo w
LO — POWER
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MODULATOR
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MED — VOLT	 IN	 HI — VOLT
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	 CFA = CROSS-FIELD AMPLIFIER 	 10 KV @ 0._' A
Figure 5-33. X-band Transmitter for Spinning Interferometer
TABLE 5-46. SPINNING INTERFEROMETER X-BAND
TRANSMITTER, TABULATION
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
Output CFA - 40 650 59000
Twc 3-dB pads - 0.25 4 80
CFA ,river - 15 240 2, 700
TWT - 5 50 29400
Hi Power Modulator (4 x 4 x 6) 100 8 100 450
Med-Power Modulator (4 x 4 x 4) 40 5 60 340
Lo-Power Modulator (3 x 3 x 3) 20 2 30 130
Hi-Volt Power Supply (4 x 5 x 8) 4000 12 160 650
Med-Volt Power Supply (4 x 4 x 6) 800 8 100 440
Filament Transformer 150 2 40 35
Sub Totals 5110 97 1434 12, 225
Mounting Case - 20 550 650
Wiring - 3 - 750
Check-Out - - - 600
Totals After Packaging 5110 120 1984 141225
L-Band Transmitter Totals 54 10 221 11835
Totals for Both Transmitters 5164 130 2205 161060
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TABLE 5-47. SYSTEM II TOTALS
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb)
Size
(id)
Cost
($)
L-band transmitter 54 10 221 19835
X-band transmitter 50110 120 10984 149255
Receiver 49 9 351 30185
Diplexer (none required) -- -- -- --
Antennas (3 required) -- 5 -- 790
Cooling 100 8 75 120
Sub-totals 59313 152 29631 209145
25 %
 
Mark-up -- -- --- 4, 586
System II Totals 59313 152 29631 249731
5.2.3 SYSTEM III SWEPT FAN BEAMS
The requirements for this system are as follows:
Functions:
(a) Receive address and commands.
(b) Transmit identity and status data.
(c) Transpond range signal.
(d) Transmit angle measurement reference signal.
Sequence of Operations:
(a) Receives and decodes address and command signs,Js.
(b) Activates transmitter and programmer and transmits identify and altitude data.
(c) Switches to transponder mode and turns around range pulse.
(d) Switches to beacon mode and transmits angle measuremen^ reference pulse.
(e) Deactivates transmitter and recycles programmer.
--
Frequency Bands
Specifications
1540 to 1660 MHz for ranging and communica-
tions, 8 GHz for angle pulse
5 dB maximum
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bps., -119
dBm at L-band
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bps, -119
dBm at L-band
Receiver Noise Figure
Received Address and Command
Signal Characteristics
FiJeeived Ranging Signal
Characteristics
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Transmitted Identity and
Data Signal Characteristics
Transmitted Range Pulse
Characteristics
Transmitted Angle Pulse
Characteristics
Angle pulse Frequency Accuracy
Range Pulse Time Delay
Accuracy
Number of Antennas
Antenna Coverage
Polarization
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bps, Peak
power of 2.2 kW @ L-band
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, Bandwidth of 100 kHz,
Peak power of 2.2 kW @ L -band
Pulsewidth of 2 seconds, Peak power of 92 kW
@ X-band
5 parts in 106
5 µs nominal delay with f3 µs maximum
variation
Two L-band, One X-band
Hemispherical above aircraft
Circular
A block diagram of the user equipment is shown in Figure 5-32.
Transmitters for Swept Fan Beams
A comparison of the swept fan beam transmitter requirements with the spinning inter-
ferometer transmitter requirements indicates that the only significant difference be-
t«.,een the two is that the latter X-band peak transmitted power level is 92 kW vs 78
I:W for the former transmitter. This is less than a one dB change. A slight increase
in the output CFA anode voltage will produce the desired output' level. There will be
no appreciable change in parameter totals over those derived for the swept fan beam
transmitters. Therefore, the results obtained for System H also apply to System III.
Receiver for Swept Far. Beam
The receiver for the user Swept Fan Beam application is essentially the same as de-
scribed in Section 5.2.5 for the Pulse-Ranging receiver. Therefore, the totals listed
in Table 5-52 provide an accurate estimate for the Swept Fan Beam receiver, also.
System III Totals
Because of the similarity of user equipments, Table 5-47, System H Totals, applies
for System III also.
5.2.4 SYSTEM IV, SYNTHETIC INTERFEROMETER
The requirements for this system are as follows:
Functions:
(a) Acquire CW carrier
(b) Demodulate and decode commands and address
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t(c) Transmit coherent carrier
(d) Turnaround range signal
(e) Transmit identity and status data
Sequence of Operations:
(a) Phase lock to CW carrier from one satellite at start of flight.
(b) Demodulate and decode address and command signals.
(c) Activate transmitter and programmer and transmit identity and altitude data
on coherent carrier and turn around range signal.
(d) Deactivate transmitter and recycle programmer.
Specifications
Frequency	 1540 to 1660 MHz
Receiver Noise Figure 	 5 dB maximum
Received Signal Characteristics
	
-134 dBm CW signal; Power divided among
carrier and two sets of modulation sidebands.
Low tone serves as subcarrier for address and
command PSK at 100 bps rate. High tone used
for ranging.
Transmitted Signal	 100 Watts CW for 2 second periods every 3 min-
Characteristics
	
	 utes. Power divided among carrier, data
subcarrier and range tone.
Range Tone Phase Accuracy 	 +30
Number of Antennas 	 One
Antenna Coverage	 Hemispherical above aircraft
Polarization	 Circular
The user equipment is shown in Figure 5-34.
Transmitter for Synthetic Interferometer
Cost wise, it is impractical to build this unit with solid-state components for a com-
mercial application. The transmitter can be built much cheaper using vacuum tubes.
The equipment size and weight will not be significantly different because strip-line
construction can be utilized in all vacuum tube stages.
For a two second on-time, the output stage cathode size must be the same as is used
for a 100 watt CW tube. The Machlett ML-8537 planar triode can generate the desired
100 watts at 1600 MHz. Without a heat radiator, this tube is approximately one inch
L
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Figure 5-34. User Equipment Block Diagram Synthetic Interferometer
in diameter by 1.25 inches high. With a heat radiator, the tube is about 1.25 inches
diameter by two inches high. The maximum average transmitted power will be
100 watts (2 sec) 
= 1, it watts.
180 sec
The total average input power to this stage will be of the order of 4 watts. The tube
heater dissipates 6 watts. Thus, the total power dissipated in the output stage will
be about 10 watts. It should bessible to dissi ate this heat b conduction, thus per-po 	 p	 Y
Knitting use of the ML-8537 without the heat radiator.
Figure 5-35 shows the design of the transmitter. Strip-line construction is used for
all vacuum tube stages. Table 5-48 contains a tabulation of the power, size, weight
and cost of items comprising 'lams transmitter.
Receiver for Synthetic Interferometer
The major items comprising the receiver are shown in Figure 5-34. Table 5-49 con-
tains a tabulation of these items.
Summary
Table 5-50 presenta a summary of the power, weight, size and estimated costs of the
principal user equipments of System IV.
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TABLE 5-49, SYNTlijI TIC INTERFEROMETER RECEIVER TABULATION
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
Transistor pre-amp and mixer 0-4 10 150
IF Amplifier (3 chips, 2 filters 1 0-6 15 20015 parts)
Phase locked oscillator 4 0-8 25 --
Temp Cont VCXO 125
Phase Detector 45
Operational Amplifier 45
Sweep Oscillator 30
Buffer Amplifiers 30
L-band frequency multiplier 3 0-8 30 175
Coherent demodulator 0-3 4 40
Tone filter 0-8 6 20
Phase modulator & low freq. mult. 1 0-4 10 150
Signal decoder 4 0-10 30 455
Programmer 3 0-8 20 335
TLM encoder I. 0-9 30 455
Power Supplies 15 1-4 20 150
Sub-totals 35 5-8 200 2405
Case, wiring and checkout -- 1-8 80 400
Receiver totals 35 7-0 280 2805
TABLE 5-50. USER EQUIPMENT - SYSTEM IV TOTALS
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Code
($)
Transmitter 47 8-0 195 1890
Receiver 35 7-0 280 2805
Diplexer 4-8 50 370
.Antenna -- 1-8 - 250
Cooling (conduction) -- -- -e.,
Sub-totals 82 21-0 525
25 1C Mark-up -- -- - 13°s	 r
System IV totals 82 21-0 525 6645	 Y
5, 2.5 SYSTEM V. PULSE RANGING
The requirements for this system are as follows:
Functions:
(a) Receive address and commands
i	 5-89
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(b)	 Transmit identity and status
(c)	 Transpond Range pulse
Sequence of Operations:
(a)	 Receives and decodes address and command signals
(b)	 Activates transmitter and programmer and transmits identity and altitude
data
(c)	 Switches to transponder mode and turns around range pulse
(d)	 Deactivates transmitter and re-cycles programmer
Specifications
Frequency Band	 1540 to 1660 MHz
Receiver Noise Figure	 5 dB x
Received Address and Command	 Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bps,
Signal Characteristics
	
-119 dRm
Received Range Pulse Characteristics 	 Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, Bandwidth of 100
kHz, -119 dBm
Transmitted Identity & Data Signal	 Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, PRF of 100 bps,
Characteristics	 Peak power of 2.2 kW
Transmitted Range Pulse
	
Pulsewidth of 0.5 ms, Bandwidth of 100
Characteristics	 kHz, Peak power of 2.2 kW
Range Pulsc, Time Delay Accuracy
	
5 µ s nominal delay, f3 µ s maximum variation
Number of Antennas
	 Two
Antenna Coverage
	 Hemisphere above aircraft
Polarization
	 Circular
Figure 5-36 shows the block diagram for the user pulse ranging equipment. 	 (The
same figure is applicable to System I.) The equipment consists essentially of two
antennas (one for transmitting and one for receiving), a receiver, signal processing
circuits, transmitter, and miscellaneous power supplies.
Use of two antennas is dictated by the requirement for simultaneous signal reception
and transmission.
	 The cost and size of diplexing equipment to enable single antenna
operation is prohibitive because of the required isolation (of the order of 100 dB) and
the proximity of the received and transmitted frequencies.	 Thus, a two-antenna sys-
tem is suggested.
I
l
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POSITION DATA
ETC.
PRE
	
TRANSISTORIF
SELECTOR	 L-BAND	 AMPLIFIERPRE AMP
SP FILTER
b
DETECTOR
DECODER
FREQUENCY I	 I BP FILTER &
SYNTHESIZER	 LIMITER
PROGRAMMER
POWER SUPPLY
	 I L-BAND8i	 FILTERMODULATOR
2.2 KW	 TRANSMITTER
PULSED	 CONTROL	 TLM
AMPLIFIER	 UNIT	 ENCODER
ALTITUDE DATA_
ETC.
Figure 5-36. User Equipment Block Diagram Two Baseline Interferometer
(I) or Pulsed Ranging S^ Tstem (V)
Transmitter for Pulse Ranging
The maximum transmitter duty cycle in a two minute period is
(0. 5 x 10 -3 seconds) (100 bits) = 0.05
sec
Assuming a maximum interrogation rate of once every two minutes, the maximum
duty cycle over the flight duration is
(0.05) 2 seconds = 0.00051
180 seconds
The average transmitted power over a two second interval is
2 kW (5 x 10
-2) = 100 watts
The average transmitted power over the flight duration is
2 kW (0.51 x 10 -3) = 1, 11 watts
It would be impractical to build a solid-state 2 kW transmitter at this frequency for a
non-military application. Very many paralleled stages would be required. Also, it
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would be very difficult to maintain sufficient phase stability in the individual circuits
to permit combining the parallel outputs. It is estimated that building the transmitter
solid-state would double or triple the user equipment cost and would effect no saving
in size, %weight and power. For these reasons, a non-solid -state design is
recommended.
A high-frequency vacuum tube transmitter is recommended. A klystron amplifier or
traveling wave tube amplifier could be used, but these a, t r^aches are not recom-
mended because no suitable tubes are available. And, even if such a tube were
available, the size, weight, and cost of such a transmitter would greatly exceed an
equivalent vacuum tube unit.
Figure 5-37 shows the selected approach. This circuit uses a modified Machlett ML-
8629 planar triode for the output stage. This tube is relatively small (approximately
0.7 inches diameter by 0.9 inches high). The unmodified ML-8629 does not have
sufficient cathode area to generate a pulse having a widtl. of 500 µ s. However,
Machlett Laboratories indicated that this tube could be constructed with an existing
larger cathode which would probably permit the 500 -µs pulse. This cathode would
fit within the present tube envelope.
Modest size of the transmitter is achieved through use of strip-line construction in
all vacuum stages. Machlett estimates that the final stage could be built in a package
of about 1 inch x 1 inch x 3 inches and weigh in the vicinity of 3 ounces. Prior vacuum
115 V	 115 V
400—	 400 Hz^
6.3 V @ 2.5 A	 POWER SUPPLY
TRANSFORMER	 2.5 kV 0 1 mA
MEDIUM-VOLT 600 V	 1.3 A	 L_.85 APOWER
[600 V SUPPLY
2-STAGE	 50 W 25 W TRIODE	 400 W	 3 dB	 200 W 86293 dB AMP
I
TRIODE AMP
TRIODE AMP	 PEAK PAD12 d6 10 dB
GRID
1 WATT
1600 MHz 600 V MODULATOR
100 V PULSE
150 V
50 VTRANSISTOR
POWER SUPPLYAMP 25 V fL r Yd u:^il1 TRIGGER(~-30 d8 GAIN)
1600 MHz 716 V
1-10 MW gp0 hf
2 kW
PEAK
Figure 5-37. Transmitter for Pulse Ranging
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tube stages would be slightly smaller. Machlett also indicated that grid pulsing could
be used, thus simplifying the modulator design.
Table 5-51 shows a tabulation of the transmitter constituents.
TABLE 5-51. PULSE RANGING TRANSMITTER TABULATION
Item
Power
(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
0-3 2.5 170ML-8629 Output Stage -
3 dB Pads (2 of these) - 0-2 1.0 60
Triode Driver - 0-3 2.5 140
2 Stage Triode Amp (strip line) - 0-5 4.0 180
Transmitter Amp (2 stage, strip
-
0-3 3.0 175 line)
6.3 V Filament Transformer 16 0-10 8.0 15
Hi-Volt Power Supply (3 x 3 x 2) 7 1-6 20.0 80
Medium-Volt Power Supply 11 1-0 30.0 120
Low-Volt Power Supply 20 2-0 45.0 170
Modulator (2 x 3 x 5) - 1-0 30.0 125
Sub-Totals 54 7-0 146.0 1235
Mounting Case - 2-0 79.0 75
Wiring - 1-0 - 350
Check-out - - - 175
Totals After Packaging 54 10.0 225 .0 1835
Receiver for Pulse Ranging
Figure 5-36 shows the major receiver items. These units are similar to those shown
in Figure 5-38 for the CW ranging system, with the exceptions that:
1) A Transmitter Control Unit has been added. This unit gates the transmitter
on and applies the appropriate RF signal.
2) A mixer- L-band filter combination is added to permit "turn-around" of the
chirped range pulse.
3) There is no requirement for a phase-lock receiver.
These changes are reflected in the parameter values shown in Table 5-52.
Summnry
Table 5-53 summarizes the power, weight, volume and costs of the principal user
elements for System V.
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TABLE 5-52. PULSE RANGING RECEIVER TABULATION
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
Preselector, L-band strip line
filter 0 -3 5 50
Transistor RF Preamp and Mixer 1 0 -4 10 150
IF Amplifier (2 IC chips, filter,
parts) 1 0 -6 15 130
Filter/detector (2 IC chips,
filter, parts) 1 0 -4 15 130
Filter/limiter (1 IC chip,
filter, parts) 1 0 -4 16 80
Signal Decoder (15 chips + 50
parts) 4 0 - 10 30 455
Programmer (8 IC chips + 40
parts) 3 0 - 8 20 335
Telemetry Encoder (15 IC chips
+ 50 parts) 4 0 - 9 30 455
Transmitter Control Unit (RF
and power switches) 5 0 - 8 20 190
Frequency Synthesizer 8 1 - 0 50 -
Two Temp Cont. Crystal
Oscillators 180
RF Switch and Driver 35
L-band Multiplier (30 parts
+ filter) 275
Buffer Amplifiers 100
Receiver Power Supply (trans-
formers, diodes, filters and
regulators) 21 1 - 12 40 130
Receiver case, wiring and
misc. hardware, - 2 - 12 100 490
TOTALS 49 9 - 0 351 3185
1 /
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TABLE 5-53. SYSTEM V TOTALS
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
Transmitter 54 10 - 0 225 1835
Receiver 49 9 - 0 351 3185
Diplexer (none required) - - - -
Antennas (2 required) - 3 - 0 - 500
Cooling (conduction) - - - -
Sub Totals 103 22 - 0 576 5520
25'c Mark up - - - A.
System V Totals 103 22 - 0 576 6900
5.2.6 SYSTEM VI, CW RAI GING
The requi ,  ements for this system are as follows:
Functions:
(a) Acquire CW carrier
(b) Demodulate ranging tones and decod`. address and commands
(^) Transmit stable carrier
(d) Modulate transmitted carrier with identification and data signal
(e) Turn around ranging signal
Sequence of Operations:
(a) Phase-lock to CW carrier at beginning of flight or in the event of carrier
dropout.
(b) Demodulate the ranging tones and decode address and command signal from
data subcarrier (coarse-tone).
(c) Activate transmitter 20 ms and programmer and transmit identity and
altitude data and turn around ranging signal.
(d) Deactivate transmitter and recycle programmer.
Specifications
Frequency
	 1540 to 1660 MHz
Receiver Noise Figure	 5 dB maximum
Received Signal Characteristics
	 -134 dBm CW signal power divided among
carrier and two sets of modulation sidebands
for ranging and data transmission. Data
modulated on low range tone at 100 bps rate.
3
^ } x	 ,^	 3b
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Transmitted Signal Characteristics 20 watts CW for 2 seconds every 3 minutes.
Power divided among carrier and two range
tones.
Range Tone Phase Accuracy	 f3 ° each tone.
Number of Antennas
	
One
Antenna Coverage	 Hemispherical coverage above aircraft
Antenna gain	 2 dB
Polarization	 Circular
Figure 5-38 shows the major items comprising the CW ranging user equipment. The
derivation of she transmitter and receiver portions of this equipment is treated sepa-
rately below.
Transmitter for CW Ranging
The 20 watts at 1600 MHz (nominal) can readily be produced with solid-state or vacuum
tube components. However, reliability and power consumption would be considerably
better if solid-state construction is used. The need for a filament voltage source and
cooling equipment is negated, also, when the solid-state approach is used. Thus, it
would appear that only a small cost penalty will be realized with the solid-state ap-
proach. For these reasons, a completely solid-state transmitter is investigated.
SELECTOR
	
TRANSISTO R
 
AMP 
	
„AMPLIFIER H OSCIS LAOTOR
POSITION
^	 FREQUENCY	 COHERENT	 DATA ETC.OtPLEXER	 SYNTHESIZER	 DEMODULATOR	 DECODER
20 WATT CW
	
PHASE	 HI TONE	
PROGRAMMERTRA:^SMiTTER
	 MODULATOR	 FILTER	 LO
TONE 1	 t
ET :'UOE
DATA
PHASE	 TLM	 ETC.
POWER
	
MODULATOR	 ENCODER
SUPPLY
Figure 5-38. User Equipment Program Diagram CW Range System (VI)
m.,
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Assuming a maximum interrogation rate of once every three minutes, the average
transmitter power is
20 watts (2 sec) = 1 /4 watt
180 sec
Conduction cooling is therefore adequate. Present day transistors are not capable of
generating large quantities of power such as 20 watts in a single stage at 1600 MHz.
However, a design is proposed wherein approximately 40 watts is generated at 530
MHz using existirg transistors such as the TRW2N5178. The 530 MHz is then multi-
plied by 3 with a varactor diode to produce the desired 20 watts at 1600 MHz. Figu-:e
5-39 shows the transmitter in block diagram form. All high frequency circuitry ca,,
be fabricated in either integrated circuit (IC) or strip-line construction, thus yielding
a small, lightweight package.
A more detailed illustration of the 530 MHz amplifier is shown in Figure 5-40. Fig-
ure 5-41 shows the diplexer nonfiguration. The combination of a ferrite circulator
and a bandpass filter result in a minimum of 80 d13 isolation between the transmitter
and the receiver. Table 5-54 contains a tabulation of the size, weight, cost, and
power of components comprising the transmitter.
VARIAN
VAB-811A
DIODE
35 MHz	 106 MHz	 TRW 2N5178
PHASE-MOD. 	 1BUFFER	 530 M	 5	 HzHzLIMITER	 X3	 AMP	 X5	 FILTER	 40 W
UZ
AMP
106 
20 WATTS
1590 MHz
X3
60 V DC
- - --0ro a• — --	 POWERSOLID-STATE	 SUPPLYSWITCH
115 V
400 Hz
Figure 5-39. Transmitter for C W Ranging
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RCA 2N3860
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Figure 5-40. 530 MHz Power Amp Crain
ANT.
Figure 5-41. Diplexer Configuration
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TABLE 5-54. CW RANGING TRANSMITTER TABULATION
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
530 MHz Power Amp -- -- -- --
4 transistors -- -- -- 75
Stripline circuitry
(6 x 2-1/2 x 1) -- 0- 6 15 120
x3 Output Mult (2 x 2 x 1) -- 0 - 2 4 105
x3 & x5 low power mult -- 0 -2 6 50
106 MF ; Buffer Amp (2 stages) -- 0 - 3 6 60
35 MHz Limiter -- 0 -4 10 100
Solid State switch -- 0 - 8 6 75
(cheap power transistor
will do) -- -- -- --
60 volt power supply 10 1 - 8 30 1 20
Sub-totals: 10 3 - 1 77 705
Mounting case -- 1 -0 53 60
Wiring -- 0 - 7 -- 240
Check-out -- -- -- 120
Totals after packaging 10 4 - 8 130 1125
Discussions with transmitter designers indicate that by the early 1970's transistors
capable of delivering 10 watts of RF (1600 MHz) power at 50% efficiency will be avail-
able. Two such transistors can be combined in a low-loss hybrid--adder to deliver
the 20 watts required.
Receiver f6r CW Ranging
The major items comprising the receiver are shown in Figure 5-38. The receiver
consists of a pre-amp, followed by a mixer, IF amplifier, phase-lock oscillator and
a coherent demodulator. Additional circuitry is provided for decoding and processing
interrogations, local oscillator frequency generation, aiid encoding signals to be
transmitted.
Table 5-55 contains a tabulation of the receiver component parameters.
Summary
Table 5-56 provides a summary of the power, weight, size and costs of all of the
I
	 major components of the user equipments for System VI.
1
I:
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TABLE 5-55. CW RANGING RECEIVER TABULATIOPi
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
Transistor RF pre-ainp and
mixer 0-4 10 150
IF Amplifier (3 IC chips plus
2 filters) 1 0-6 15 200
Phase Lock Oscillator 4 0-8 25 --
Temp Cont. VCXO 125
Phase Detector 45
Operational Amplifier 45
Acquisition sweep
oscillator 30
Buffer amplifiers 30
Coherent Demodulator 0-3 4 40
Tone filters 2 0-8 10 50
Frequency Synthesizer 5 1-0 50 --
2 Temp Cont. Crystal
Oscillators 180
RF switch and driver 35
L-Band multiplier (30
.parts plus filter) 210
Signal Decoder (15 IC chips
, plus 50 parts) 4 0-10 30 455
Programmer (8 IC chips
plus 40 parts) 3 0-8 20 335
Telemetry Encoder (15 IC
chips plus 50 parts) 4 0-9 30 455
Telemetry phase modulator 40
Transmitter phase modulator 0-7 8 100
Power Supply 15 1-5 20 150
Sub-totals 38 6-4 222 2675
Case, Wiring and Checkout -- 2-2 80 535
Receiver Totals 38 8-6 302 3210
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ITABLE 5-56. SYSTEM VI TOTALS - USER EQUIPMENT
Item Power(I,)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(id)
Cost
($)
Transmitter	 10 4-8 130 ] 125
Receiver	 38 8-6 302 3210
Diplexer	 -- 2-10 30 250
Antenna	 -- 1-8 -- 250
Cooling (conduction) 	 -- -- -- --
Sub-Totals	 48 17-0 462 4835
25'( Markup	 -- -- -- 1210
System VI Totals	 48 17-0 462 6045
5.2.7 SYSTEM VII, CW RANGE DIFFERENCE
The requirements for this system are as follows:
Functions:
(a) Acquire CW carrier
(b) Demodulate ranging tones and decode address and commands
(c) Transmit stable carrier with range tones
(d) Transmit identification and data signal
Sequence of Operations:
(a) Phase-lock to CW carrier at beginning of flight.
(b) Demodulate ranging tones and decode address and command signal from the
data subcarrier (coarse tone)
(c) Activate transmitter and programmer and transmit identity and altitude data.
(d) Generate and transmit ranging tones.
(e) Deactivate transmitter and recycle programmer.
Specifications
Frequency
	 1540 to 1660 MHz
Receiver Noise Figure
	 5 dB maximum
Received Signal Characteristics
	 -134 dBm CW carrier with PSK data modulated
subcarrier (coarse tone)
Transmitted Signal Characteristics 20 watts CW for 2 seconds every 3 minutes
with two ranging tones. Lowest tone is also
used as subcarrier for data.
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IF
AMPLIFIER
PHASE
LOCKED
OSCILLATOR
PRE	 TRANSISTOR
SELECTOR	 RFPREAMP
FREQUENCY
to	I SYNTHESIZER LO TONE
COHERENT
MODULATC DECODER s
HICARRIER	 TONE
PHASE
MODULATOR
20 WATT
CW L-BAND
TRANSMITTER
PROGRAMMERMODULATOR
Tone Frequency Accuracy	 3 parts in 105
Number of Antennas	 One
Antenna Coverage	 Hemispherical above aircraft
Polarization	 Circular
Figure 5-42 shows the major items comprising the CW range -difference system.
There is no difference between this equipment and the equipment shown in Figure
5-38 for the CW ranging hardware.
The various items that make up the transmitter -receiver are shown in Table 5-57.
The transmitter and remaining receiver circuits are essentially unchanged from those
analyzed for System V1.
5.2.8 SUMMARY
Phase I of this study calls for the preparation of estimates on the volume, weight,
cost and power consumption of the seven candidate user equipments. These equip-
ments were designed with traffic monitoring ability. All equipments are intended for
use in commarcial aircraft or marine vessels in the mid 1970'x.
POSITION DATA
ETC.
1
1
I
DATA
ENCODER
POWER SUPPLY
ALTITUDE DATA
ETC.
Figure 5-42. User Equipment Block Diagram CW Range Difference System (VII)
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t	 TABLE 5-57. SYSTEM VII USER EQUIPMENT TOTALS
Item
Power
(^,)
Weight
(ib•-oz)
Size
(h.31
Cost
($)
Transmitter 10 4-8 130 1125
Receiver 38 8-6 300 :'210
Diplexer -- 2-10 30 250
Antenna -- 1-8 -- 250
Cooling (conduction) -- -- -- --
Sub-Totals 48 17-0 460 4835
25 '-r Markup -- -- -- 1210
System VII Totals 48 17-0 460 6045
The study concluded that a CW ranging scheme yielded the lowest size, weight and
cost for the user equipments. Modulation Techniques which are applicable are (1) a
phase modulated mult.itune technique, and (2) a digitally coded (binor) modulation
technique. The tone method was the only CW system studied in Phase I; however,
it is expected the digital method would yield very similar results. The CW ranging
method was the only one which lent itself to 100% solid -state construction, thus
promising greater reliability over competing user equipments.
The chirped -pulse and synthetic interferometer methods were the next most attractive
techniques, from the stand-point of user equipment. The study concluded that perti-
nent parameters for the pulse user equipment are 20% to 30% greater than for the CW
user equipments. Other methods of determining user positions yielded user equip-
ments having prohibitively high parameters, in most instances, Table 5-58 sum-
.	 marizes conclusions of the Phase I study for the user equipments.
5.3 GROUND STATION COMPARISONS AND EVALUATIONS
The main functions of the Ground Control Center (GCC) for each of the candidate
Nav/ TC systems are to:
(1) Transmit, receive and process Nav /TC signals to and from users in the
North Atlantic area via satellite relays.
(2) Transmit, receive and process Nav /TC signals to and from ground instru-
mentation or calibration stations via satellite relays.
(3) Transmit, receive and process data and voice communications to and from
users in the North Atlantic and Ground Traffic Control Centers via satellite
relays.
(4) Compute position fixes of users.
(5) Maintain tracks of all aircraft and marine users.
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(6) Project flight paths of aircraft for advisory purposes and to ascertain if
collision hazards exist.
(7) Arrange roll-call sequences for the interrogation (automatic position fixing)
of users.
(8) Advise the U . S. Coast Guard and other SAR agencies about users in distress
and provide their precise location, along with the location of aircraft and
marine vessels near the vicinity of the stricken user.
A
'9) Broadcast weather data and other advisories to the field of users.
For North Atlantic coverage, each of the Nav/TC satellite candidate systems require
only, one GCC located either on the N. E. coast of the U. S. or the N. W. coast of
Europe. The instrument ; ':Twon stations used for trilateration tracking of the satellites
and, in some cases, to provide calibrations on satellite attitude and interferometer
data, could bes be located around the perimeter of the North Atlantic.
Table 5-59 shows a summary of the principal items which comprise the GCC for each
candidate system. The Nav/TC instrumentation includes large antennas for the
ground to satellite links and the transmitters, receivers and processors described in
block diagrams in Section 2.2.
By far the largest cost items for each candidate are the computer and displav com-
plexes, and these are commr,,n to all systems. As a point of interest, the Nav/TC
position fix computations require a computer memory storage of about 2000 words
with lengths of approximately 32 bits, whereas the computer storage requirements
associated with functions (5) through (9) above are estimated to 'require 50,000 words.
TABLE 5-59. GROUND STATIONS COMPARISON
Nominal
Cost Per 2 Baseline
Number Items Per System
Spin. Spin Synth. Pulse Phase RangeItem Angle Difference
($ Thous.) Interfer. Interfer. Fan Bear_ Interfer. Radar Tones1 11 III IV V VI VII
G. C. C.
High Gain L-Rand
Antenaa ( 1S' D.)
(Including; 1 Spare) 150 2 2 2 3 3 3 4
Aeceivers or
equivalent 25 to 50 3 3 3 3 3 3 4
Signal Processors 20 to 35 10 4 4 5 3 3 4
Transmitters 15 to 25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Coinputer Complex 500 to 1000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Display Complex 500 to 1000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I. S.
Calib. Stations 150 to 200 4 4 3 3	 1 3 	 1 3 3
The instrumentation stations used for satellite tracking and calibration are essentially
user equipments enhanced with higher gain antennas and higher transmitter powers in
order to extract greater precision from the calibration measurements. The estimated
cost of $150, 000 to $200, 000 per station includes the ground facility, the. enhanced
items, and the basic user equipments needed to transpond signals back to the GCC.
In summary, it became fairly obvious early in the study that the ground stations would
not seriously influence the choice of a preferred candidate system. No critical tech-
nologies existed and the principal costs associaVid with any system were common to
all. Further detailing of the ground facilities did not appear warranted.
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Section 6
SELECTION OF PREFERRED SYSTEM
In the course of modeling and analyzing the satellite and user segments of the candidate
Nav/TC satellite systems, comparisons were made of performance, technical feasi-
bility, cost, growth potential and reliability. These can now be summarized for the
selection of a preferred system. Tables 6-1, 6-2 and 6-3 depict the results of the
space segment, user equipments and growth potential comparisons.
Figure 6-1 shows a culmination of the overall system comparisons, indicating by a
process of elimination the surviving system. Starting from the left side of Figure 6 -1,
it can be seen that the Ground Station Complex evaluations eliminated none of the can-
didates. The major cost items pertaining to the ground facilities were common to all
candidates, and the specific equipments for the Nav /TC functions were well within
present state-of-the -art. A comparison of the space segments, however, eliminated
Candidates I and IT, the space borne interferometers, as entailing too high a technical
risk and requiring a highly complex mode of operation of very frequent calibrations.
In addition these systems were particularly limited in growth potential as depicted in
Table 6-3.
Candidates No. IV and VII were eliminated on the basis of high space segment costs
due to their requirement of 4 to 5 satellites for N . A. coverage. , System No. IV also
had inherent disadvantages in the measurement technique requiring a knowledge of user
velocity. Of the remaining three candidates, No. III was eliminated because the user
transmitter power requirement was excessive (traffic surveillance mode) and not suit-
able for airborne application. In addition; this system had a poor potential for in-
creased precision or adding a passive navigation capability.
The survivors, Systems V aad VI ^-- •e both two satellite ranging systems, and differ
only in signal modulation technique. System V employs high powered pulses and loses
out in the competition in the category of user equipments by requiring separate user
antennas for the receive and transmit functions and a relatively high power transmitter.
This disadvantage is emphasized when increased position fix accuracies to 0.1 nmi are
considered.
System VI, employing CW modulation for ranging measurements, emerged as the pre-
ferred choice of the candidate systems.
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Figure 6-1. System Comparisoni
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(2) d-0 = tan 0 
of Let: 4 = 17.12%, f = 1600 MHz anddf = 5 kHz (Mach 3)
Appendix 4.1.3-A
ERROR SOURCES FOR SYSTEM I
1. USER-TO-SATELLITE DOPPLER
Now, the relationship between the electrical angle 9, and the space angle 0 ,s:
(1) 8 = 2w D Sill  where D = the interferometer length
and: A = the electrical wavelength
but: X = f
sin m = • ^ ^ where: C = the speed of light
differentiating, we have:
cos 0 dO = CO df2 vD f2
cos 0 d46 = sin 46 df
d = 0.30796 x 5 x 103
91.6 x 10
d m = 0.9624 x 10-6 rad = 5.514 x 10-5 deg.
(3) Qr _ d
	 where: crr is the satellite sub-point range
d	 m	 error
C'r = 2.213 x 10-2 nmi	 and d = 6870 nmi
Since there are two independent angle measurements and the GDOP is about 3, we have
for the position error E r:
(4) E r	 3 %/2 or
E r = 0.0939 nmi
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2. USER CARRIER-FREQUENCY UNCERTAINTY
If the user calibrates his carrier frequency only once a year and the oscillator is
moderately stable (1 pp 105
 per year), the mean frequency error iu at the end of the
year is:
.If = 10-5
 x 1.6 x 10 9
16 kHz
Upon application of equations 2, 3 and 4 and changing Af from 5 kHz to 16 kHz, we have:
e u = 0.3005 nmi
3. SATELLITE CARRIER - FREQUENCY
Good crystal oscillators that will be used for satellite applications will have a stability-
of 1 pp 105
 per year. Considering the useful lifetime of the satellite as 4 years and
applying Equations (2), (3) and (4) we have for the satellite mean frequency error, es:
dO = 0.30796 x 10
-6 
x 4 x 1.6 x 109
1.6 x 109
dO = 1.2518 x 10-6 rad = 7.0577 x 10-5 deg.
a r = 2.832 x 10-2 nmi
es = 0. 12 02 nmi
4. FILTER PHASE STABILITY (SATELLITE)
From Figure 2-4 in the main text of this volume, we see that the left-hand and the
right-hand interferometer signals are each made to pass through a different 30 MHz
filter. (Note each path has 2 filters but the uppermost filter can be considered much
wider than the lower so that in effect only one filter is present.)
Because of the very narrow bandwidth required, due to signal-to-noise consideration,
a crystal filter is required; however, the filter should be simple, i. e, one pole, in
order to keep any phase nonlinearity to a minimum. Actually the time delay error of
the signals due to the phase nonlinearity of the filters can be eliminated or greatly
reduced if both filters are identical, i.e. bandwidth, center frequency, and tempera-
ture shift of the reactive components. If both filters have the same temperature
characteristics, then the phase difference of the signals out of the filters will be the
A-2
3	 _	 : r	 x^
u
4
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1
same as the phase difference into the filters. Figure 1 in this appendix show^^ the
equivalent circuit of a quartz crystal, where R is the dissipative element of the crystal
(friction and heat), L is the inductive element of the crystal and represents 1 ho :pass,
C 111 is the motional capacity, i.e. that value of capacity required to resonate the elec-
trical analog L of the mechanical mass at the series resonant frequency, fs, and Ch is
the holder capacitance, i.e. the stray capacitance across the crystal terminals.
In b, we see that the holder capacity Ch is effectively eliminated by incorporating; a
moderate Q inductance (represented by Lh and Rh) in parallel to Ch and resonant to
the series-resonant frequency fs of the crystal.
R	 L	 Cm
Ch
a. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF A QUARTZ CRYSTAL
I
a
R	 L	 Cm
Ch
I	 II	 Lh	 I	
RESONANT TO ts, THE SERIES
RESONANT FREQUENCY OF
THE CRYSTAL
L	 Rh
b. METHOD OF TUNING OUT HOLDER CAPACITY Ch BY MEANS OF AN
EXTERNAL INDUCTANCE L h, AND RESISTANCE Rh.
ONE-POLE
CRYSTAL FILTER
R	 L	 C
INPUT
	
	 OUTPUT
O'-'
c. RESULTING EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT USED AS A FILTER.
Figure 1. Crystal Filter
7
ir
y	 L	 - r	 ^^
e
In c, Nve see the final equivalent circuit as used in a one-pole filter.
Now, by the utilization of Laplace Transforms, we will determine the transfer function
of the litter and hence determine the phase response of the filter as a function of input
frequency offset. Then we will look at the temperature coefficient of the filter, i.e. the
change in center frequency as a function of temperature. Finally we will determine
that temperature at which the phase shift is excessive (remember, ground position
error is directly transformable into phase error). This temperature is the maximum
temperature difference that can exist between the two identical crystal filters.
The equivalent of the single-pole crystal is again repeated below along with input/output
terminal identification:
1 Z
R^ 1YYti L^ ^^ C
V 7'
A ^
Z (S) = R + LS + 1 _ RCS + LCS2 + 1
12	 CS	 1
Z i2 (S) = L
S2+LS+LC
S
1 1	 SY	 (S)12 =	 --Z12 (S) R SL	 S 2 +	 + 1L LC
where: Y12 (S) is the
1 S desired transferY12(S) _ Ws	 2	 - Y (S)L	 S2 + S + W function.
Q	 s
let: Ws2 = LC
jW
i' OW) = L
-w2
jw w
s
WS and:
Ws L
Q = r+	 Q	 + R
letting: S = jw
2
w w 2
1
+
jw (w	 - w2)
_	 Q s
L 2 22	 ww	 2 -(ws -w)	 +	 s
Q
A-4
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Looking at the phase angle 1
2	 2
	
where 4, = tan	 2W
s
Q
tan w
sW Q
-1 Aw	 -1 2 7rpf
	
tan	 `%,	 _= tan	
f
22Q 	 2Q
let:	 W w
s
and:	 Ian - w = w
s
letting: Q = B3 	 the -3 dB
bandwidth
(5) = tan-1	 (a f)(B3 2)
since f =	 12 ^ V—LC
(G)	 df = f L
but L = KM
L= K S x v z
dL=KS
(y z d x+ x z d y+
x y d z)
	d L _ dx + dy	 dz
L	 x	 y	 z
(7? 6 - . dL = 3 k AT
where: M = the mass of the crystal.
and:
	
K = a constant
and:	 S = the density of quartz
x, y, z are the linear
dimensions of the
quartz slab.
but:	 dx = dy = dz = E AT
x	 y	 z
where k = the coefficient
of linear expansion
(thermal) in length/C"
A-5
MOM
substituting 7) into 6)
(8) df = 3 fk,1T
	 and AT	 = the change in tempera-
ture (centigrade)
letting W = d s
f
	
(9)	 = T-1 (-3 f k JT)Ian 
( B3 2)
	
From:	 Reference Data for Radio Engineer, 4th Edition, ITT page 65
k = 5.7 x 10- parts/C °
	
letting:	 f = 30 l%IHz
B 3 = 90 KHz
^ = tan
—1 (-3x3x 107 x5.7x 10-7 AT)
90 x 103
2
4 = tan-1 (-1.14 x 10-3 AT)
The rms value of the other error sources mentioned above amounts to 0.337 nmi so
that 0.524 nmi ground error is allowed for the filter-phase stability error. This cor-
responds to a range error of 2
.
x 34 - 0.123 nmi. The resulting phase-angle error
is 0.669 degree. From table 1 we see that the temperature difference between the two
crystal filters should be held to less than 10 0 C. This can be accomplished by mount-
ing both filters in close proximity and on the same cold rail.
TABLE 1. FILTER PHASE-SHIFT VS. TEMPERATURE
AT (C O ) tan (deg)
1 0.00114 0.0667
5 0.0057 0.0333
10 0.0114 0.667
15 0.01710 0.983
20 0.0228 1.300
25 0.0285 1.633
30 0.0342 1.967
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Figure 1. Spinning Interferometer
Appendix 4.1.4-A
SYSTEM II (SPINNING INTERFEROMETER) GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS
In figure 1, B is the boom length, h is the height of the satellite above the user's geo-
centric altitude, x1, y l , zl and x2, Y2, z2 the spacial coordinates of each end of the
boom, and a the angle that the boom makes with respect to the x-axis when looking
straight down the z-axis.
rl =	 (x l -x) 2 + ( ,y1 -y) 2 + (zl-z)2
r2 = (x2 -x) 2 + (y2 -y) 2 + (22 -z)2
rl = B cos a -P) 2 
+ \2 
sina) 2 + h2
r2 - 	cos (a + 7r) _ P] 2  + [-12  sin (a + ir) 2 + h2
r2 =	 - B cos a - P) 2 + (- 2 sin a) 2 + h2
Axl = —2 cos a
_ B
y 	
2 sin a
1 x2 = 2 cos a+r
) y2 B - 
_ 2 sin a + a
'zj = z2 =h
let: y = 0 = z
and x = P
A-7
WPM
As	
-	 t	 r .^ -ten	
^ ^<.^^.	
&	
'	 a.^,	  ?.,u_,,:	 ^
B
=	 + h2 - PB cos a+ P2 but:	 h2 >>Pt 1
2
and: P 2>>' B 
CE2 	
a+P
= 	
+ h2 + PBcos
` z
2
	
P B
r 1 - PB cos a = h	 1 -	 cos afh
h
PB
r,^ z	 h2 + PB	 -cos a== h	 1	 cos a
h
1	 PB	 1	 P 2B2	 2
r1 x	 h ( 1 -	 2	 2 cos a -	 8 	 4	 cos a -h	 h
..... )
2 2
r
2
h (1 +	 1	 PB cos a+
	 1	 P B	 cost
2	 8h2	 h '4
a+	 ..... )
..
P
r 1 ^	 h -	 2	 h cos a
r2 x	 h+	 1	
PB 
cos a2	 h letting^
	
t - Bm
r2 - r1 =	 h cos (W Mt- B) -,
e 1 =	 a1 cos w (t-t1 )	 the voltage at the x 1 , y1 , z1 end of the boom
e2 =	 a2 cos w (t-t2)	 the voltage at the x2 , y29 z2 end of the boom
e(t) =	 e 1 + e2 = a1 (cos wt 	 cos wt + sin wt 	 sin wt) +
a2 (cos wt  cos wt + sin wt  sin wt) = (a1 cos wt  + a2 cos wt 2)
cos wt + (a1 sin wt  + a2 sin wt2) sin wt
A-8
•^'"	
_ —	
.^	 ,.,^^	 a	 .ate	
_°^ ,-	 '
;.+ks	 z	 awe	 ^ ^^ ^)	
^.s ^	 ^
(a l
 cos wt  + a2 cos wt2 ) 2 + (a l sin wt  + a2 sin wts) 2 (cos (%vt -1G)
I	 a sin wt + a sin wt,
1	 1	 2	 L
Iwhere	 Tan l ( 
a cos wt + a cos wt,1	 1	 2	 L
let al = a2 - .z
2 a2 + 2 a2 cos wt cos wt  + 2 a2 sin wt  sir. wt 1
cos [wt - 2 W N + t2]
t	 t	 t + t
2 a
	
1+ cos w ( t2 - t lj cos w t- 1 2 2	 Let w 1 2 2 =
j[2
r2
-1.1
 a	 1 + cos w (t - t) cos (a t 	 but: t - t2	 1	 2	 1	 L
and C = Af = speed of
e (t) C2aIr1+cos 
	
(r2-rl) cos (wt-0)	 light
r2 - r1
2 a cos a (r - r ) cos (wt-0)
	 t2 - tl	 A f
, 2	 1
PB	 but r2 - rl = h cos(t) = 2 a cos	 h	 m I(wcos (wt-B 	cos 	 t- B
 m	 )
(wt - q$)
Letting: m ^ h
e (t) = 2 a cos m cos (w mt - B) cos (wt - )
Upon amplitude demodulation:
ea = k1 cos m cos (wmt - B)
LMM&*tI'
t
A-9
PHASE DEMODULATION
considering the argument 0 of the cosine-function
* 0 = m cos (%%, t - B)
t
with noise corruption we have M not m.
The analysis proceeds as follows:
M O
m vl
M	 (m r ^I )2 + O_Q2
M -	 (m +2 + ^2
,I	 Q
M =	 m2 + 2 v .Im + ^2 + ^2
2
= m1 +2m +2
m
M =m 1 +
7jr2  + SN N
*Referred to on page A-12.
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where: a-I = the in-phase
noise rms
voltage
CrQ = the quadrature
noise rms
voltage
m = the resultant
amplitude
cI 2 = (,Q2 = (,2 M = m + dm
but m is a peak signal
y
a.	 16	
t 	 ...	 : ^, g"	 ,°F	 4T ..
	 ^ #F ` ^^ ^ ^	 q*k*1M	 ikgy ,.. ^
	
.. aM '".. ^	
"
where:
let y2
	 S
2	
+S
2S N
2
m	 1+ 2y,+ y2
m
2
y2+^y+1- IMN =Q
vm—)
2
y	 - ^72	 2 - 4 1- LIm\
S	 2	 2
n	
-	 - ^ 2
	
22 4 1 m
	
-^
- (^I) 2M	
-1) 2
2
2	 2S	
-	 1+2 
n	 m
Now: m = Ah P
dm = ^h d P
M	 m+dm= rB (P+dP)
M	 P+dP	 d 
m	 p	 P
A-11
M
-	 k
for P = 395 0 and d P = 0.5
11 _ 1.0001266
M
S	 - 3.12x 107 = 75 dB
n
However, this n is the final value after FM demodulation of ♦ *. The Fht iAprovement
	
S	 S
	
is given(1) as N
	 FM - 
30 2
 N o
0
01
AM
Now $ corresponds to our m which is givei, by:
m _	 PX 	 e
For B = 60 feet = 18.29 meters
P = 3, 435 nautical miles
h = 23,083 nautical miles
x = 0.0375 meters (8000 MHz carrier frequency)
m = 228
So that: 3 m 2 = 1.56 x 10 5 = 51.9 dB
The predemodulation (AM) signal to noise required therefore is 75.0 - 51.9 = 23.1 dB.
T
M. Schwartz, "Information Transmission, Modulation and Noise" McGraw-Hill,
1959, page 303, formula 6-97.
*See page A-10.
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Appendix 4.1.5-A
EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH OF TWO SIMPLE FILTERS OF BANDWIDTHS B 1 AND B2
1	 1Al	
2	
A2	
2	 where E	 pf
2
1+ Of	 1+ Of	 n	 BnB 1 	82
	
and:	 = Amplitude
	 An
response
=	 1	 A2 =	 1	 Af = Frequency
1 + E 1 	 fT + E2 	displacement
1	 1	 1
A	 = A lA2 =	 =	 x
1+E1;1 +E,^, 	 j1+ E, + E2 + E lE2 	1+E1+E2
A rs
	
1	 _	 1
1 + Of 2 + ^t 2 = 1 + Of 2	 1	 + 1
(Bl	 B 	 222	 B1	 B2
A 
x	
1
B12 + B22
1 
+ pf`	 2 2B1 B2
2 2
82eq = B1 B2
B12 ++- B22
Ik
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k	 y
^:c.^-.i 5.3^	 `aa^'o-^. m; .ff^. 	 s	 fi	 44-	 4	 ni.
B2b 1 B 
2 B 21	 2 B 2 + B 21	 2 B	 2eq B	 0eq	 Y Beq
1.0 1.0 2.0 0.50 0.707 90 KHz 63.6 KHz
1.5 2.25 3.25 0 . 693 0.83 90 KHz 74.7 KHz
2.0 4.0 5.0 0.80 0.893 90 KHz 80.4 KHz
3.0 9.0 10.0 0 . 90 0.97 90 Kliz 85.1 KHz
4.0 16 . 0 17.0 0.942 0.946 90 KHz 87.3 KHz
1	 n	 1 2For n filters, we have:
B 2	 i = i Bi
eq
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Appendix 4.1.6-A
CARRIER/NOISE REQUIREMENT FOR SYNTHETIC INFERFEROMETER, SYSTEM IV
In order to size the signal-to -noise requirement for the angle measurement (on the
carrier) we will consider the following case, with the following assumptions. The as-
sumptions that will be made on the satellite are:
1. The satellite is synchronous altitude.
s	 2. The eccentricity is essentially zero.
3. The orbital plane is inclined 30° to the equator.
4. The north-most part of the orbit occurs over the North Atlantic.
The user will be assumed to be stationary.
m	 The relative velocitl- of the satellite with respect to the earth (and the user) is:
	
P	 _ 2 (R + h) (1 - cos i)
where: R = the radius of the earth = 3435 nmi.
	
h	 = the altitude of the satellite
	 19,391 nmi.
	
t	 = the period = 24 hours = 86,400 seconds
	
i	 = the inclination of the satellite orbit = 300
rt	 v	 = 0.2224 mile/second
The wavelength of the 1600 MHz carrier is:
M
A = C = 161 9 739
f	 16 x 108
X = 1.0109 x 10-4 mile
Now, from appendix 4 . 1.3-A, the interferometer formula is given by:
9 = 2 r D singb
X
where: 0 is the electrical phase angle
I
f	 A-15
..s ^ass^.	 .r._,.^..s..^is.E^..	 ':	 ;s^.-	 ' .a	 z	 .. .;u	 ^	 .'	 .dkrs^a __.	 _.	 r^,^'^a	 ..a6.	 _	 z	 :.	 3Wxi„a,•u.'T.F ^.
D is the interferometer length = v T
T is the sampling period = 1 second
0 is the space angle; and for a 1 nmi ground position error 0 m tan-1
	
	 3 12
R + h
for a very small 46, sin m s. tan 46 sw q6 = 1.033 x 10 -5
 rad.
9 = 0.1427 rad = 8.18°
Now, B =	 1	 (radian)
2S
n
S 1 1
n 2 02
S = 24.54 = 13.9 dB
n
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